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_\_- _ _.C_,_\_'._ 1.0 INTRODUCTION
,_ Spatial variation of turbulence over aircraft is known- to strongly
influence the structural and control design of the aircraft (Houbolt, 1973;
Etkin, 1972; Bisplinghoff and Ashley, 1957). Techniques for computing rolling
and pitching moments and other aerodynamic forces, which are influenced by
spatial turbulence, have been developed theoretically and, in general, utilize
isotropic homogeneous turbulence (Diederich and Drischler, 1957; Eichenbaum,
1972; Eggleston and Diederich, 1956; Houbolt, 1973; Lichtenstein, 1978; Kordes
and Houbolt, 1953; Houbolt and Sen, 1972; Pastel, et al., 1981; Akkari and
Frost, 1982; Diederich, 1957; Ringnes and Frost, 1985; Frost and Lin, 1983).
It is normally accepted, however, that the turbulence in the atmospheric
boundary layer close to the earth's surface, which is encountered by an
aircraft during approach and takeoff, and turbulence associated with
thunderstorms and clear-air roll waves is generally not i_otropic.
Additionally, turbulence shed by orographic features can also create
relatively large-scale turbulence that is typically not isotropic nor
homogeneous.
Spatial turbulence statistics have been computed from data measured with
single tower to height_ not exceeding much more than 100 m. Towers, however,
provide spatial turbulence information only in the vertical (Davenport, 1961;
Brook, 1975), which is uninteresting to aircraft design. Some studies have
been carrie_r out with tower arrays based on two or three towers located at
various horizontal separation distances. The data normally reported from
these studies is the coherence function for longitudinal velocities (Panofsky
and Mizuno, 1975; Panofsky, et al., 1974; Kristensen and Jensen, 1979; Pielke
and Panofsky, 1970; Frost and Lin, 1983). These towers are normally less than
_¢'\_: ' '.:'_\-.t_m in height. Due to the fact that turbulence information required
_ .Jfor aircraft design is at muchhigher altitudes (even in the terminal area
Y data to heights of roughly 500 m are required), tower data are somewhat
limited in their application.
For this reason a NASA program has been underway to determine time
histories and various statistical characteristics of three components of gust
velocity measured simultaneously at the w_ng tips and at the nose-oF a .......
specially instrumented B-57B airplane. The instrumentation system has been
designed and installed on the airplane and several flights have been carried
out (see Table 1.1). The flights include turbulence samples taken near storms
in the Denver-Boulder, Colorado, area. Results from Flights 21, 22, and 26*
are reported in considerable detail in Frost, et at. (1985a), Camp, et at.
(1984), Frost (1983), Campbell, et at. (1983), and Chang, et at. (1986).
Turbulence measurements with the aircraft during Flights 40, 44, 64, and 65
have been comparedwith data obtained using remote radar sensing techniques
(Frost, et at., 1985b; Huang, et at., 1985; Frost and Huang, 1983). Also,
measurements of turbulent fluxes of momentum, heat, and moisture relative to
orographic features were made during Flights 60, 61, 63, and 66. Analyses are
presented in Chang and Frost (1985), Theon, et al. (1986), and Frost, et at.
(1985c).
The purpose of the present study is threefold:
1. Perform statistical analyses of the acquired flight data with
emphasis on long data runs in continuous turbulence and glide
slope runs for simulated takeoffs and landing approaches.
Flight 31 flown at NASA Dryden was carried out specifically for
this purpose.
I/I
jr
T
*Flights 21, 22, and 26 were originally numbered 6, 7, and 10
respectively, and are so referred to in the references cited.
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,i_iC" • i " -_tudy, develop, and/or modify statistical models, as necessary,
_ from the standpoint of providing an analytical expression for _ _
_ _ use in design analysis.
3. Analyze effects of instrumentation characteristics and data :
processing effects on reduced gust velocity data.
i Flight 31 contained runs over sufficiently long distances at level ;
flight to provide turbulence time histories long enough to assure a high
statistical degree of freedom and to determine spectral characteristics for.........; - : :
wavelengths as great as 10,000 ft (3000 m). The meteorological correlations ""
and statistical analyses of data from Flight 31 is the primary thrust of this
report. Plans for Flight 31 were also to include takeoff and touch-and-go
runs to investigate non-stationary turbulence along the glide slope associated
with the vertical variation of the horizontal wind in the atmospheric boundary
layer (Panofsky and Dutton, 1984; Haugen, 1973). Non-stationary data calls
for statistical ensemble analysis techniques (see Frost and Moulden, 1977; -
e._ion, orWang and Frost, 1982). Ensemble statistics requires a coll _
ensemble, of sample records of the turbulence process. Wang and Frost (1982)
have shown that a minimum of six flights down the glide slope under similar
prevailing meteorological conditions are required to assure meaningful
results. Unfortunately, ensemble analyses could not be carried out because
during Flight 31 only one touch-and-go and one takeoff run were recorded.
Thus, insufficient approaches or takeoffs were made under similar prevailing
meteorological conditions to permit ensemble averaging.
Another problem associated wlth the turbulence measurements carried out
along non-level flight paths is that the system of equations presently
utilized to remove the airplane motions from the recorded data are based on a
linearized model which assumes only small perturbations about wing level,
horizontal flight. Analysis using the full non-linear system of equations
%
-: carr,eO  .out ,p,caldatandco°,are w,ththcoooutat,oosfrom
.;'_ _he linearized system (Frost, et al., 1983). In general, the effects of a
glide slope or climb-out angle less than 10" are negligible on the computed
turbulence gust velocities.
Data for all runs in Flight 31 including the touch and go are provided
in Appendix A. Details of the flight path, the time historles, and selected .............
statistical analyses including probability distributions, correlations,
spectra, etc. are given in this appendix. The statistical analyses described
In Section 2 were applied to the turbulence measurements for all runs.
Although these analyses are strictly applicable to statistically stationary I
!
data, little evidence of non-statlonary effects is observed in any of the data
except for Run 10 as described later. This observation is true for the
touch-and-go runs and takeoff run, also.
The philosophy associated with Appendix A is to provide the data after
applying sufficient statistical analysis to allow the reader to distinguish
data sets which are of interest to his specific application. The complete
data can then be obtained on magnetic tape from NASA Langley Research Center
(LaRC) for conducting the reader's own analysis. With this in mind, the
complete data from Runs 1 through 16 of Flight 31 have been given in the
appendix. Selected runs, however, are analyzed in more detail throughout
Section 2 and compared with theoretical and empirical models currently
available for correlating turbuTence data. In general, it was not necessary
to develop new theoretical models because the data fit existing models quite
well, as also described in Section 2. There were, however, a few exceptions
where modifications to two-point correlation and spectrum models were
s
required. These are also described in Section 2. --
_e
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_<T'_ _?...."_his_/ study,_ a distinction is made between a two-point spatial
• II --
_correlation and the commonly used term cross-correlation." The terminology
cross-correlation In this report is reserved for a correlation between
different velocity components; for example, between the lateral and
longitudinal components or the vertical and longitudinal components, etc. The
terminology "two-polnt" spatial correlation refers to a correlation between
velocity components measured at stations separated in space (e.g., at
different probe locations on the aircraft). This can be either a two-point
cross-correlation between dissimilar velocity components separated spatially
or it can be a two-point correlation between like velocity components
separated spatially.* A single-polnt spatial correlation termed an
auto-correlation is defined as a correlation between like velocity components
measured at the same location (e.g., with the same wing tip probe) but
separated in time. Note that a two-point spatial correlation can also be
separated in time (i.e., time dependent or lagged in time).
Procedures for estimating two-point spectra from finite digitized time
histories are not straightforward. Considerable insight to these procedures
which is not readily accessible in the literature was gained during this
study. This insight is described in detail in Section 3.
The von Karman analytical correlation and spectrum model for atmospheric
turbulence frequently referred to in the literature (Hinze, 1975; Houbolt,
*The authors prefer the terminology two-point auto-correlation for a
correlation between llke velocity components measured at spatially separated
positions. In defereace to the reviewers, however, who found this terminology
confusing and concluded that an auto-correlatlon must be a correlation of a
signal with itself, the correlation between the same velocity components
measured at different positions in space is called a two-point common
component correlation or, where no confusion exists, simply a two-polnt
correlation in this report.
po
_=__'_'_'.,_'_"-._.. __. _7-__ t_
_ ,,_' _;- _904; Etkin, 1972; Panofsky and Dutton, 1984) is used extensively in
__ _.j_his study. In Section 2, comparison of this model-is made with the
experimental data. In general, agreement with the von Karman auto- ""
correlation and the one-point auto-spectrum is good. This is surprising in
view of the fact that von Karman's model is generally assumed valid only for
isotropic homogeneous turbulence. It should be noted in this regard that for
the long duration, level runs of Flight 31 analyzed in the current study, the
turbulence is not expected to be isotropic nor even homogeneous. Most runs
were carried out over both flat desert and mountainous regions (peaks of 6000
ft ASL) at low altitude (2500 to 10,000 ft ASL) or during touch-and-go flights
at the airport. It was therefore surprising that a model based on the _
assumption of homogeneous isotropic turbulence correlated the data well.
Although one-point spectra are addressed in some detail, emphasis in this
report is on the two-point spectra and correlation functions. Comparison of
the two-point correlations and spectra with a theoretical model (based on the
von Karman model) originally proposed by Houbolt and Sen (1972) is made in
some detail. Correction to this model was required and made as described in
Section 2. In general, the experimental data agree with the theoretical model
after the corrections. Appropriate care must be exercised, however, in
computing the two-point spectra from the digitized data. This issue is
described In-depth in Section 3.
During analysis of several of the flights, a number of instrumentation
characteristics were uncovered which influenced the accuracy of the data.
Although significant effort in the past has been devoted to evaluating effects
of instrumentation characteristic and of data reduction procedures on the
accuracy of the measured turbulence data, some additional factors were
i
:_ _"._.: _ _ _ _.,.__. " _E_ ;_I ........... _l,'_ J
_1__-_'._.j-_':"( :--% . . -_. _ .
-m , ,.._. ,. , ./, _. ,, _t.,p, _
_-:_x? '_'_ " hyne, 19801 Murrow and Rhyr,e, 1981; Melssner, 1976; Crooks, et
";..,..-_I.,1967). The addition of the wing tip booms and the interest in measuring
wind speeds as contrasted to fluctuations about the mean wind were, in
general, responsible for the new instrumentation problems. These problems
along with recommended correction or removal procedures are discussed in
Section 4. In particular, the INS Schuler position and velocity drift errors
and the suspected flow vane sensor misalignment problems are addressed.
Data from Flights 63, 66, 73, and 74 were used for analyzing the
instrumentation errors. Data from these flights are used only for purposes of
analyzing errors in this study. Also, a discussion of the influence of
departure from straight and level flight on the computed turbulence when the
data are reduced using the linearized equations which are strictly valid only
for level flight is given in Section 4 and in Appendix B.
i
r
!
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF DATA
A statistical analysis of the B-57B aircraft data for 16 runs (Runs i
through 16) of Flight 31 on November 29, 1982, is described in this section.
The _rocedures for analyzing the turbulence data as well as interpreting the
analyzed results are strongly influenced by the statlonarity of the data.
Non-stationary or non-homogenous data represent all classes of data whose
statistical properties change with time or with position. Figure 2.1
illustrates three different examples of non-stationary data; these include
data with a time-varying mean, data with a time-varying mean square, and data
with a time-varying frequency structure (Bendat and Piersol (Ig71)). The vast
majority of physical data actually fall into the former category.
The theoretical ideas and processing techniques for the stationary data
do not, for the most part, apply to data which are non-stationary. A totally
adequate methodology does not exist yet for the analysis of all types of
non-stationary data. In general, an ,nsemble-averaging technique (Bendat and
Piersol, 1971) provides a method to analyze the statistical properties of the
non-stationary data (see application of this by Frost and Huang (198_)). By
inspecting the time histories of the aircraft-measured turbulence data (shown
in Section 2.2), one can easily see considerable patchiness and non-
stationarity in these data sets. However, only one sample record of
turbulence over common terrain and similar prevailing meteorological
conditions is available for analysis from each run of the B-57B aircraft data.
Therefore, through necessity the statistical properties of the data presented
in this report are calculated by assuming that the measured data are
stationary.
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_i_l information and values for each of the 16 runs_tat _ S t _ cBl a_re
-i_ven in Appendix A. The analysis for each run presented in the app_ndlx
consists of seven parts as fo)lows:
1. Flight altitude and horizontal wind velocity along the flight
path.
. Time histories of gust velocities, gust velocity differences
between wing tips, and the aircraft's normal acceleration....
3. Average turbulence parameters, integral length scales, and
correlation coefficients of gust velocities.
4. Probability density functions for gust velocities and gust
velocity differences.
5. Normalized one- and two-point correlation functions of gust
velocities.
6. Normalized one- and two-point spectral density functions of
gust velocities.
7. List of all parameters measured and the range of their extreme
and average values.
A map illustrating all ground tracks for Flisht 31 over terraln as
recorded by the INS during the flight is provided in Figure 2.2. The cross
section of the vertical profile of the terrain beneath the flight path is
given fo- each run in Appendix A.
The atmospheric stability is of importance in turbulence considerations.
The temperature gradient in the atmospheric boundary layer is a measure of the
stability of the atmosphere. Figure 2.3 shows the temperature recordeo for
all runs of Flight 31 superimposed on the temperature profile measured by the
weather balloon. Each "," _epresents a 5-second averaged temperature. A
scattering of the averaged temperature at different altitudes is seen in the
figure. This scattering is believed to represent the spatial temperature
v_riations along a flight path which usually covers more than 10 miles
horizontally. Temperature profiles measured during the takeoff run and during
the touch-and-go run, Run 2, were converted to potential temperature profiles
.I
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Hap of the vicinity near Edwards AFB± California, showing
ground tracks of 16 runs from Flight 31, November 29, 1982.
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Figure 2.3. Atmospheric temperature profile at Edwards AFB, California,
November 29, 1982, with flight data superimposed.
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and are1_otted in Figure 2.4. The arrows indicate climb or descent. The
strong negative temperature gradient near 3700 ft, characteristic of an
unstable boundary layer, as shown in the second half of Run 2 is believed to
be associated with wake flow generated by a mountain peak up-wind of the
flight path (see the terrain contours in Figure 2.2).
The methods and results of the statistical analyses given in Appendix A
are described and discussed in detail in the following subsections.
experimental data are also compared with theoretical models.
The
2.1 Flight Altitude and Horizontal Wind Velocity__L'3ngthe Fliqht Path
The first part of the analysis for each run in Appendix A includes
flight altitude (ASL), the corresponding terrain height (ASL), the flight
direction, and five-second averaged horizontal wind vectors recorded along the
flight path. The terrain height is obtained from digitizing a large-scale
contour map along each ground track of the [light as shown in Figure 2.2.
Also, tabulated are the date, the time (PST) at which the run began, and the
duration of the run in seconds.
Run 1 is the takeoff leg of the flight. Run 2 started with an approach
and then made a go-around at approximately 100 ft above the ground. The
approach and go-around flight path were at a glide elope angle of
approximately three degrees. The terrain features over which the majority of
the B-57B Flight 31 experiment was flown are characterized by regions of low
and high mountainous terrain (Runs 1 and2 were over flat terrain).
Data from these two runs, however, cannot be expected to be
statistically stationary since they represent ascent and descent through
variable wind conditions associated with the atmospheric boundary layer.
There is no clear evidence in the results of the statistical analysis of these
data sets, however, that suggest non-stat!onary or even non-isotropic effects.
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Note also_in Runs 3, 4, 8, g, and 11 there are what appear to be relatively
large excursions from level flight. This is primarily an illusion due to the
exaggeration of the vertical scale in the plot. The apparent climb and
descent paths are in all cases less than _even degrees, elevational angle.
Inspection of the flight paths given in Figure 2.2 shows that they may
be categorized as occurring over a flat region, a low mountainous regions, and
a high mountainous regions. The low mountainous region is further subdivided
into two subregions. The First, subregion is that for which the underlying
terrain includes gradual and monotonic increase or decrease in elevation. The
second subregion is one which includes terrain having more than one peak or
valley. Table 2.1 categorizes the type of terrain associated with each run.
TABLE 2.1. Terrain Category for Flight 31.
Terrain Cateoory
Flat Region
Low Mountain Region
Single Peak
Multi-Peak
Run Number
1, 2
10, 15, 16
5, 6, 9, 11,
12, 13, 14
High Mountain Region 3, 4, 7, 8
The flight paths plotted from the INS data for Runs 4, 8, 11, 13, and 14
shown in Figures A.16, A.36, A.51, A.61 and A.66 suggest that the aircraft
flew through mountain peaks. The cause of this obviously_impossibleresult is
associated with an INS drift problem which is discussed in Section 4. Errors
in the recorded longitude and latitude measurements result in an incorrect
aircraft position relative to the fixed terrain features (see Figure 2.2).
However, only when the influence of terrain on the turbulence is to be
assessed does the error influence the data analysis.
16
Table 2.2 shows the time duration of each run and the effective mean
wind direction relative to the airplane. Inmost runs the effective mean wind
direction is nearly perpendicular to the flight path. The measured mean wind
speed in Flight 31 ranges from 5 m/s to over 20 m/s. Run 3 is the longest of
the 17 runs making up Flight 31. The landing leg of the flight was recorded
as Run 17. This run was only 47 seconds, which is not statistically
-meaningful and, therefore, is not analyzed in this report.
TABLE 2.2. Time Duration and Mean Wind Direction.
Length of
Run Record Wind Direction Observed
Number ___(sec) by the Airplane
I 135 Head wind
2 213 Cross wind (left to right)
3 694 Cross wind (left to right)
4 283 Cross wind (right to left)
5 144 Cross wind (left to right)
6 63 Cross wind (right to left)
7 203 Cross wind (left to right)
8 226 Cross wind (right to left)
9 334 Cross wind (right to left)
10 172 Cross wind (left to right)
11 333 Cross wind (left to right)
12 138 Tail wind
13 270 Cross wind (left to right)
14 20g Cross wind (right to left)
15 233 Head wind
16 100 Tall wind
17 47 Head wind
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2.2 TimeIHistories of Gust Velocities, Gust Velocity Differences Between Winq
Tipsf and the Aircraft's Nor_.alAcceleration
The second part of the analysis for each run recorded in Appendix A
shows the gust velocity time histories for the three probes located at the
aircraft's nose and wing tips. The left, center, and right probes are
designated with subscripts L, C, and R, respectively. The time histories of
the spatial velocity differences between the right and left probes are plotted
for the longitudinal (u), lateral (v), and vertical (w) velocity components.
The definition of longitudinal, lateral, and vertical are along and
perpendicular to the mean flight path, respectively. Also plotted with the
vertical velocity time histories is the time history of the aircraft's normal
acceleration along its flight path. The sampling rate is 40 samples per
second.
Figure 2.5 shows a plot of the time histories for Run 3 of Flight 31.
Run 3 was the longest record lasting 694 seconds. The velocity fluctuations
are typical of the measured data. One observes from the data that there are
no significant variations between velocities measured at the three probes.
Therefore, one can surmise that length scales associated with these turbulence
data are typically larger than the wing span (19.5 m). In Run 3, the aircraft
encountered significantly more intense turbulence from 560 seconds to 640
seconds. The turbulence was encountered at approximately 11:00 a.m. (PST)
Just after the aircraft had climbed from 5600 ft to 6600 ft at a_ approximate
7" climb angle. During the climb, which started at 530 seconds, visual
inspection sho_ no discernable change in the turbulence during the climb and
for roughly a half mile after leveling off at 547 seconds. During the period
from 560 seconds to 640 seconds, however, the aircraft encountered much
stronger turbulence as it flew over a high mountai1,ousarea with well
18
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pronounced peaks reaching up to 6500 ft. The wind was blowing over the
mountains perpendicular to the aircraft flight path (see Figure 2.2). It is
believed that the intense turbulence encountered by the aircraft during this
time period was associated with the disturbed air flow from the nearby
mountain peaks. The strong vertical turbulence induced an increased
fluctuation to the aircraft's normal accelerations.
2.3 Ayerage Turbulence Parameters, Integral Length Scales, and Correlation
Coefficient of Gust Velocities
The third part of the analysis for each run in Appendix A is a tabulated
listing of the average values of several important turbulence parameters for
the left, center, and right probes. The statistical parameters include mean
airspeed, standard deviation of gust velocity, standard deviation of gust
velocity dlfference_ integral length scale, and the correlation coefficient of
the gust velocity. The mean airspeed and the standard deviations of the gust
velocities and their differences are calculated on the basis of the total time
history. However, in analyzing the data to obtain the correlation coefficient
and the integral length scale, the total time history is segmented such that
the total record is a multiple of segments of 1024 datum points. In computing
the correlation coefficients and th_ length scales, (modify: .... scales,
the spectrunawas first computed by a technique which applied the Fourier
transform directly to the original dlgltallzeddata. The correlation is then
.... ). The approach first computes the spectrum directly from the
turbulence time history. The correlation is then computed from the inverse
Fourier transform of the spectrum. Finally, the length scale Is computed by
integrating the normalized correlation function as described later.
Table 2.3 lists the mean airspeed for all 16 runs in Flight 31. The
average mean airspeed for all runs is 102 m/s. The mean airspeeds at the
25
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TABLE 2.3. Mean Airspeed (m/s) for Flight 31, November 29, 1982.
I
Run Run
Number VL VC VR VL VC VRNumber
1 81.13 78.92 81.21 9 103.15 100.84 102.84
2 87.82 85.79 87.51 10 117.27 115.20 116.70
3 104.21 102.52 104.60 11 107.01 104.47 106.49
4 104.78 102.62 104.32 12 101.03 98.55 100.56
5" 105.79 103.53 105.33 13 103.30 101.40 103.30
6 104.31 102.19 104.01 14 103.38 101.07 102.99
7 101.47 99.23 100.93 15 107.74 105.40 107.23
8 103.22 101.05 102.86 16 109.41 107.07 108.82
individual right, center, and left probes are 102.8 m/s, 100.6 m/s, and 102.5
m/s. The mean airspeeds measured at the right and left probes are larger than
that at the nose by about 2 m/s. This difference can possibly be due to flow
deceleration in front of the aircraft nose and/or flow acceleration over the
wingtips. Approximate potential fl_ analysis for a Rankine body (Karmacheti,
1966) suggests the former mechanisms. Similar velocity differences were also
found by Frost, et al. (1985a) in the analysis of Flight 21 for the same
experimental aircraft.
Table 2.4 lists the standard deviation of gust velocities for all 16
runs of Flight 31. The standard deviation of the gust velocities varies from
1.68 to 7.46 m/s for the longitudinal ccmponent, and from 1.42 to 5.57 m/s fer
the lateral component. The vertical gust component standard deviation ranges
from 1.08 to 3.45 m/s. Table 2.4 also lists the standard deviations of the
gust velocity differences between the-right and left probes. The standard
deviation of the gust velocity differences has a high of 1.75 m/s for the
longitudinal component, 1.68 m/s for the lateral component, and 2.00 m/s for
the vertical component. The standard deviation of the gust velocity, itself,
25
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JTABLE 2.4. Standard Deviation (m/s) of Gust Velocity and Gust Velocity
Difference for Flight 31.
Hun
Number
_m
1
2
3
4
OuR avR awR auC ave owC
2.12 2.11 2.31 1.69 1.99 2.33
3.23 2.03 1.16 3.20 2.01 1.08
3.17 5.25 2.36 3.15 5.20 2.18
3.73 4.07 2.80 3.73 4.09 2.61
5 2.49 4.06 2.76 2.47 4.04 2.66
6 3.64 3.67 3.41 3.54 3.65 3.00
7 3.03 3.00 2.23 3.03 3.03 2.15
8 3.93 5.17 2.52 3.89 5.18 2.36
9 4.10 5.12 2.40 4.10 5.10 2.21
10 2.04 4.57 2.40 1.99 4.58 2.34
11 3.74 2.10 2.25 3.76 2.15 1.99
12 1.68 1.43 1.66 1.68 1.47 1.54
13 2.49 5.57 2.43 2.48 5.57 2.29
14 2.51 3.54 2.37 2.47 3.50 2.12
15 7.46 2.84 3.45 7.31 2.89 3.29
16 5.68 3.21 3.21 5.59 3.44 3.02
Run
Number auL °vL awL OAuRL OAvRL OAwRL
1 1.74 2.05 2.58 1.20 1.10 0.77
2 3.20 2.09 1.17 0.94 0.77 0.87
3 3.19 5.31 2.31 1.29 1.23 1.37
4 3.75 4.04 2.79 1.59 1.39 1.62
5 2.56 4.10 2.85 1.41 1.38 1.42
6 3.54 3.42 3.12 1.74 1.68 1.92
7 3.07 3.06 2.22 0.85 0.80 0.89
8 3.89 5.20 2.42 1.22 1.08 1.31
9 4.18 5.12 2.34 1.35 1.16 1.45
10 2.02 4.6I 2.33 0.41 0.31 0.38
11 3.77 2.18 2.13 1.12 1.01 1.26
12 1.70 1.42 1.59 0.90 0.74 0.91
13 2.59 5.56 2.41 1.53 1.39 1.59
14 2.52 3.42 2.28 1.29 1.12 1.37
15 7.32 2.87 3.35 1.45 1.24 1.49
16 5.74 3.29 3.14 1.75 1.61 2.00
27
#is always larger than the standard deviation of the gust velocity difference
between probes.
Table 2.5 lists the integral scales L for 16 runs of Flight 31.
The turbulence integral length scale is usually estimated by integrating a
normalized one-point auto-correlatlon function from zero to infinity with
respect to temporal or spatial lag. The normalized correlation function (also
called the correlation coefficient), Bx(_), is given by
Bx(T) = X(t)x(t+_)/OxaX
where x is any of the velocity components. Due to noise in the measured data,
the auto-correlatlon coefficient, however, nearly always oscillates about zero
due to either real physical effects but most probably due to aliaslng and
other digitizing effects. Therefore, in this report the integral length scale
is obtained by integrating the normalized auto-correlatlon function to the
point where it first crosses zero (_ = S = VT or _ = T):
S T
L = [ Bx(_)d_ = V _ Bx(=)d_ (2.1)
0 0
Detailed study of different definitions of the integral length scales is
given in Frost and Lin (1983) (also see Houbolt, et al. (1964)). Frost and
Lin (1983) suggest that using the L as defined in Equation 2.1 in theoretical
models gives best agreement with experimental results. This length scale is
therefore used throughout this report.
In addition to the integral scales calculated from the normalized values
of one-point auto-correlatlon functions, IT_a_,XT_, and _, the integral
length scales are also estimated with Equation 2.1 using the normalized values
of the two-point correlation functions, a_ C, v_V_, and _r_C. These two
integral scales have the same order of magnitude for each corresponding
28
TABLE 2.5. Turbulence Length Scales for Flight 31.
Integral Length Scale (m)
Run
Number LuR LvR LwR LuRL LvRL LwRL
1 297.7 149.7 255.1 248.4 35.3 254.5
2 325.9 250.1 79.1 322.4 251.8 89.3
3 234.0 425.6 116.9 258.4 422.8 115.3
4 419.8 350.8 66.9 408.0 344.7 61.9
5 333.9 168.6 189.7 317.5 173.5 204.0
6 364.7- 92.0 51.7 344.5 104.2 47.5
7 562.8 249.6 287.6 532.2 242.9 283.5
8 306.7 364.4 232.9 302.5 380.7 249.6
9 327.8 338.0 93.9 341.5 338.0 83.9
10 641.8 729.7 832.2 638.3 742.9 863.8
11 370.0 246.1 203.3 375.6 241.7 193.1
12 127.7 252.6 202.4 137.5 250.1 190.8
13 156.0 428.8 83.7 148.6 424.4 82.6
14 174.9 204.4 66.8 161.3 205.4 64.5
15 540.0 225.8 526.1 526.5 225.3 494.0
16 348.1 362.2 95.0 347.5 336.5 115.3
turbulence velocity component (see Table 2.5). The individual velocity
component characteristics do not vary appreciably across the wing span which
is in agreem3nt with the fact that the calculated length scales are much
larger than the 19.5 m wing span of the aircraft. This implies that the
energy-containing turbulence fluctuations essentially engulf the total
airfoil.
Finally, Table 2.6 shows the two-polnt correlation coefficients of the
gust velocities computed for 16 runs of Flight 31. The symbols l_L , v_v_,
and _ represent the two-point common velocity component correlation
functions for longitudinal, lateral, and vertical components, respectively,
whereas IF_, V_, and _ represent the one-polnt cross-correlation
functions, and _F_vE, v_TC, and_F_ITC represent the two-point cross-correlation
functions. Although several other correlations of the gust velocities could
29
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TABLE 2.6. Two-Point Correlation Coefficient of Gust Velocity for Flight 31.
Run I_ v_vE _ I_ v_ _ l_ xr_ _RITC
Number °VR°VL _ _ _ _ _ _ _ oWROUL
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
0.75 0.34 0.80 0.08 0.14 0.52 -0.40 0.11 0.45
0.80 0.81 0.82 0.00 -0.05 0.11 -0.02 -0.03 0.10
0.80 0.91 0.75 0.09 -0.19 0.06 0.04 -0.19 0.05
0.88 0.91 0.80 -0.19 0.20 o.og -0.19 0.20 0.06
0.87 0.90 0.90 -0.09 -0.10 -0.17 -0.08 -0.09 -0.20
0.82 0.90 0.81 -0.18 0.60 -0.10 -0.18 0.61 0.00
0.92 0.90 0.90 0.02 -0.21 0.39 0.01 -0.21 0.32
0.89 0.81 0.80 -0.20 0.15 0.00 -0.19 0.10 0.03
g 0.80 0.90 0.80 0.30 0.20 0.19 0.30 0.20 0.18
10 0.98 0.99 0.98 0.08 0.00 -0.47 0.09 -0.01 -0.45
11 0.83 0.81 0.78 -0.21 -0.09 0.48 -0.28 -0.10 0.40
12 0.66 0.81 0.78 0.00 0.30 -0.22 0.01 0.31 -0.20
13
14
15
16
0.80 0.91 0.79 -0.18 -0.32 0.25 -0.19 -0.32 0.22
0.79 0.90 0.77 0.18 0.19 0.10 0.13 0.27 0.07
0.90 0.88 0.88 0.32 0.06 0.02 0.30 0.01 0.00
0.85 0.86 0.85 0.49 0.05 -0.I0 0.49 0.02 -0.10
be estimated, the combinations shown in Table 2.6 are sufficient to detect any
trends or physical effects associated wit_ the normalized spatial correlation
computed from these data. Note that the appreciable difference in value
between the one-point auto-correlatlon evaluated at zero lag, (shown in Table
2.4) and the two-point correlations evaluated at zero lag (shown in Table 2.6)
is that correlation coefficients (i.e., normalized values) are tabulated in
Table 2.6 whereas non-normalized correlations are given in Table 2.4. It is
clear from inspection of Table 2.6 that the correlation between like
components of turbulence has a roughly uniform decrease in value of 20 percent
over the wing span of the aircraft.
All of the two-point correlation coefficients between common velocity
components are larger than 0.75 except the value of xr_TC/oVROVL for Run 1 and
30
v_C/aUROUL for Run 12. The former may be associated with Run I being a take-
off flight path (see Figure A.1). No explanation is evident for Run 12. The
one-point cross-correlation coefficients are the Reynolds stresses (Frost and
Moulden, 1977; Hinze, 1975) and are thus a measure of momentum transfer. For
isotroplc turbulence the cross-correlation terms theoretically are zero. The
very low values shown in Table 2.6 suggest that the atmospheric turbulence is
indeed nearly isotropic. It is believed that the large value of v-_/a v
_w and R R
v-_C/oVRaWL for Run 6 is caused by the very short averaging time of 63 seconds
associated with the run. It therefore does not represent a meaningful
statistical average. Similar arguments can be made for other unjustifiably
large values of the cross-correlation coefficient.
).
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2.4 Probability Density Function for Gust Velocities and Gust Velocitz
Differences
The fourth part of the analysis for each run in Appendix A contains the
probability density function of the turbulent wind velocities. Data measured
by the B-57B aircraft for all three different probe positions and for all
three velocity components (longitudinal, lateral, and vertical) are plotted.
The degree of or lack of normality of the turbulent wind velocities is
illustrated by comparing the experimental probability density distributions
with the theoretical normal distribution and the theoretical non-Gaussian
probability density model (modified Besse_ function distribution see Reeves,
et al. (1974)).
The probability density function for the turbulence wind velocities is
defined as:
p(x) = Ax_olimProb[x < x(t)_c x + ax] (2.2)
3-
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where x(t) may be u, v, w, Au, Av, or Aw and where Prob[x < x(t) ( x + Ax] is
the probability that the turbulence wind velocity at time t lles within a
specified speed interval. The Gaussian probability density function is given
by"
I p(x) = z
................. _V_
_
202
_e (2.3)
where x is the mean value of x(t) and o is the standard deviation of x(t). In
calculating the probability density distributions in Appendix A, the gust
velocity and the gust velocity differences are normalized with their standard
deviations.
The non-Gaussian probability density distribution is given by Reeves, et
al. (1974) as=
.{;I=; • .
0 1+ 2_2r2J exp-_ -1 {x} (1+ 2_2r2)
where r is an adjustable parameter which is a measure of the degree to which
the distribution is non-Gaussian and _ is the dummy variable of integration.
If r = O, the function is exactly the Gaussian function; however, as r
increases, the distribution departs from the Gausslan probability density
function and approaches a modified Bessel function distribution as r--.
Figure 2.6 shows typical probability density distributions for Run 3 of
Flight 31. The upper half of the figure shows the probability density
distributions of the three individual gust velocity components and the bottom
half of the figure shows the probability density distributions of the gust
velocity differences between the right and left probes. These probability
density calculations for the measured turbulence do not fit the normalized
I
Gausslan distribution very well. Fitting the individual probability
32
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distributions to Equation 2.4 by adjusting r, a non-Gaussian form which
provides a closer fit to the experlmental data is found. Inspection of Figure
2.6 and slmilar figures In Appendix A shows the non-Gausslan distribution
gives a very good fit of the gust velocity difference probabillty
distribution. The individual gust velocity probability distribution however,
in many cases, appears to be blmodal. Thls is associated with trends in the
...... mean velocity that have not been removed from the data.
Runs 1 and 9 are clear examples of the effects of trends in the mean
wind on the probability distribution. For Run I during climb-out, the
longitudinal mean wind which is essentially a headwlnd (see Figure A.1,
Appendix A) will increase from zero at the surface to the value aloft. This
vertical variation In the mean wind will typically vary logarlthmlcally
(Panofsky and Dutton, 1984). By simply assuming the mean wind speed is
uniform and removing a constant value from the data (as was done in this
study) causes the velocity fluctuations about the mean at low levels to be
mainly negative and at higher levels mainly positive fluctuations (see Figure
A.2, Appendix A). Thus, there is a bimodal distribution in the probability
density function of the velocity fluctuations. This blmodal effect can
probably be eliminated by removing a logarithmic velocity profile* trend.
However, this was not done.
Now consider Run 9. The quasl-steady horizontal wind speed along the
flight path Is shown in Figure A.41. For the initial part of this flight, the
winds were partially headwlnds with a dominate northward direction. During
the latter part, the winds became partially tallwlnds with a westerly
/
i
.r -
*Note vertical variation of horizontal wind with height Is typically
logarithmic (Panofsky and Dutton, 1984).
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direction. Again, removinga uniform averagewind speedfrom the data results
• . In the longitudinal velocity fluctuat-ionsbeing mainly negative during the
" initial part of the flight and positive during the latter part (see Figure
A.42). Again, thls results In a strong blmodal distribution in both the
longitudinal and lateral wind speed gust distributions as shown in Figure
A.43.
............. Returning to the discussion of the analytical models which best fit the
data, it is clear that Equation 2.4 fits the experimental data considerably
better than the Gaussian distribution. The value of r which slves the best
flt of the data changes for different velocity components and from run to run.
Table 2.7 lists values of r determined from "eye-ball" fits of the data for
the three components of the gust velocity and gust velocity differences. The
variation in r might be expected to be a result of the underlying surface
roughness. Inspecting of the terrain features beneath each flight path,
however, suggests ro apparent relationship between surface rou;hness and the
value of r, nor Is there an obvious correlation between r and altitude.
Further work Is required to associate the degree of non-Gaussianness of the
atmospheric turbulence wlth physical causes.
!
r
!
i
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2.5 Normalized One- and Two-Polnt Correlation Functions of Gust Velocities
The fifth part of the analysis for a given run in Appendix A is the
normalized one- and two-point correlation functions of the turbulent wind
velocities at the right and left wing tips. The correlation function between
the same velocity components at two different positions separated by a vector
distance _ is defined as (Panchev, 1971; Hinze, 1975):
T
Rx(_,T) _ lim I ,T x t+ )dt (2.S)
0
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where _ Is the lag time, x and x' designate any one of the velocity components
u,-v,-and w, and _ ts the position vector at whtch the veloctty x ts measured.
TABLE 2.7. Values of r (Equation 2.4) Which Represent a Measure of the
Degree of Departure from a Gausslan Probability Distribution of
the Gust Velocities.
TE_
L--_
e.
Run
Number UR'UC'UL VR'vC'VL WR'WC'WL AUR-L AVR-L AWR-L
1 1.5 1.5 1.5 3.5 3.5 0.5
2 2.5 1.0 1.0 1.5 1.5 1.5
3 0.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 2.5
4 2.5 1.0 2.5 2.5 2.5 3.5
5 3.5 3.5 3.5 4.5 7.5 6.5
6 3.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 6.5 7.5
7 2.5 2.5 2.5 4.5 6.5 6.5
8 4.5 1.5 1.5 2.5 2.5 3.5
9 2.5 1.0 1.0 2.5 2.5 2.5
10 1.5 3.5 2.5 2.5 4.5 2.5
11 2.5 1.5 1.5 2.5 2.5 2.5
12 1.5 1.0 1.0 1.5 1.5 1.5
13 1.5 2.5 1.0 1.5 1.5 2.5
14 3.5 3.5 3.5 4.5 4.5 4.5
15 4.5 4.5 1.5 7.5 7.5 7.5
16 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5
The normalized correlation function:
i
Bx(_,T) = (2.6)
OXOX I
is called the correlation coefficient, ox and ox' are the standard deviations
of x(_,t) and x'(_+_,t), respectively. If _ is not equal to zero, and x and
x' are the same velocity component, the correlation function is called the
two-polnt common component correlation function in thls report. The absolute
value of Bx(_,_) is always less than one. At _ = O, Rx(_,_) reduces to the
one-point auto-correlatlon function given by:
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ltm !
= T*- T _ x(t) x(t + i)dt - (2.7)Rx(T)
0
The correlation functlon may be evaluated using a time history summation
technique or by using the direct Fourier transformation method for computing
spectra. Steely and Frost (Ig81) and Frost and Lln (1983) have compared the
direct method wlth the sunwr_tlon technique and found they give identical
-r
results. The direct method is therefore used throughout this report unless
otherwise stated.
Theoretical models of the one-polnt auto-correlatlon and of the
two-polnt correlation are the yon Karman model (Hinze, 1975) and the Houbolt
and Sen (1972) extenslon of the yon Kar_an model, respectively. The yon
Karman theoretical model for the normalized one-point auto-correlation
functions for longitudinal and transverse velocity components is expressed as:
where c = 22/3/)(I/3), a - 1.339, K Is a modified Bessel function of the
second kind, r is the gamma function, L is the integral length scale, and _ Is
the spatial lag distance. The subscripts L and T refer to longitudinal and
transverse, respectively. The longitudinal and transverse velocity
correlation are defined as shown In Figure 2.7.
The von Karman correlation Is in principle only valid for isotropic
turbulence. The more general non-lsotropic velocity correlation is a second
order tensor given by (Hinze, 1975) as:
Rij(_,_) = ui_) uj(_ + _) ei(_) ej({ + _) (2.9)
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i_ u(x!
I.
BL(;) = u(x)u(x + _/Ou 2
Longitudinal
u(x+c)
J
u(x)
I
L
Figure 2.7.
BT(_) = u(x)u(x + c)/Cu2
Transverse
u(x + :)
Definition of the Icngitudinal and transverse velocity
correlation coefficients.
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where el(C) represents the direction cosines of the velocity vector at the
position _ with respect to the Ith axis and ej(_ + _) is slmllarly defined at
a distance _ from the position _. The symbol ui({) is the instantaneous
component of the velocity fluctuation with respect to the mean at the position
and uj(_ + _) is similarily defined. The general correlation, Rij({,{), is
thus descrlbedjn_terms of nine components. When the turbulence is isotroplc
and homogeneous it can be shown that the correlation can be expressed solely
in terms of the longltudlnal and transverse correlations shown in Figure 2.7.
In the present investigation the velocity components are expressed
relative to the axis of the aircraft (the assumption of small angles is evoked
(see Appendix B)). For the longitudinal and transverse correlations the
velocity components must be resolved parallel and perpendicular to the llne
between the two measuring points as illustrated in Figure 2.8. Therefore, to
transform the longitudinal and transverse correlations to the aircraft frame
of reference, the cosines in Equation 2.9 must be taken into account.
Frost, et al. (lg85a) have shown following Hinze (lg75) that for
isotroplc turbulence (see Figure 2.8):
. s2 {2 oL2BL({) (2.10)
Ru({) {2 + s2 °T2BT({) + {2 + s2
_2
= s2 _L2BL(¢) + oT2BT(¢) (2.ii)
Rv(_) _2 + s2 E2 + s2
The vertical velocity correlation is, of course:
Rw(¢) = oT2BT(¢) (2.12)
This model is referred to as the Houbolt and Sen model since Houbolt and Sen
(1972) utilized it with Equations 2.7 and 2.8 early on to develop a two-polnt
spectrum for use in design analyses. (It should be noted that in actual fact,
Houbolt and Sen did not account for the direction cosines and hence their
39
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longitudinal spectrum Is incorrect.) Fcr tsot_optc turbulence, aT = at • e I
which is not the case for the experimental data as is apparent frcm Table 2.4. t
Figure 2.9 shows normalized one- and two-point correlation functions.
The correlations are from Run 3, Flight 31. All correlation coefficients are i!
plotted versus the spatial lag distance, { - VT, in the direction of flight.
The normalized one-polnt auto-correlatlon functions are plotted in the upper
part of the figure, and the normalized two-point correlation functions In the
lower part. The two-point correlations have both negative and positive time
lags. Only the positive lag is given in the figure. Negative lags behave
similarly but are not symmetric. The influence of negative lag appear in the _
!
phase angle of the two-point spectrum w._ichis discussed in a later section of
this report. The area obtained by integrating the one-polnt auto-correlatlon
coefficient from zero spatial lag to the point where _e correlation - _
coefficient first crosses zero is defined as the Integral length scale (see
Table 2.5). Comparisons of the experlmental data with the von Karman 1
theoretical one-point auto-correlation coefficient and with the Houbolt and i
Sen (1972) theoretical two-polnt correlatlor,function are shown in the figure, i
The integral length scale, L, used in the theoretical models was that
determined as described above. Using length scales determined from other
definitions (see Frost and Lln, lg83) gave no better and, in most cases,
poorer agreement with the experimental data.
In general, auto-correlations are expected to decay faster for the
I
vertical and lateral components than for the longitudinal component. Results
of Run 3 shown in Figure 2.9 appear to be an exception to this rule since
similar plots of correlations for other runs given In Ap'JendlxA behave as
expected. However, employing the length scales, computed as described In the
theoretical model, results In the one-polnt auto-correlatlon coefficient
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fitting the measured data quite well (see for example Runs 6, 14). The
experimental correlation coefficient does depart, however, fro_ the theory.
It is higher than the value predicted by the von Karman model at the larger
spatial lags.
It is interesting that poorer agreement with von Karman's theoretical
models occurs for the high altitude flight Run 10 than for the others. This
is sbTprising since it is generally assumed that turbulence at higher
altitudes is isotropic. The wind at the higher level, however, may have been
stratified with embedded gravity waves. This is suggested by the high degree
of correlation shown in Figure A.4g and inspection of the time history in
Figure A.47 which suggests Run 10 encountered a wave pattern.
Consideration of Figures 2.7 and 2.8 shows that Ru({) defined by
Equation 2.10 converges to orf2BT({)at _ = O. Inspection of the correlation
coefficients plotted in Appendix A shows this to be approximately true in most
cases. In turn, as { becomes large Ru({) approaches the longitudinal
correlation aL2BL({). This is also approximately true based on inspection of
the experimental results. The above observation suggests that the turbulence
is reasonably isotropic for all runs except Run 10. Run 10 at high altitude
as noted appears to be associated with wave motion. This is even more
apparent in the cross-correlation coefficients described next.
The cross-correlation function of two sets of random data describes a
general dependence between the variations of the sets. The two-point
cross-correlatlon function is given by:
T
Rxy(_,_) lim 1" T_- T _ x(_,t) y(_+_, t+m)dt (2.13)
0
where x and y are time histories of any two of the turbulence velocity compo-
nents u, v, and w, T represents the lag time, and ( indicates the position
43
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true for the one-polnt auto-correlation functions. However,
display the symmetric relation (Bendat and Piersol, 1971):
vector. For a given _, the function Rxy(_,T) is always a real-valued function
which may be either positive or negative. Furthermore, Rxy(_,_) does not
necessarily have a maximum at T = O, nor is Rxy(_,_) an even function as was
Rxy(_,_) does
Rxy(_,-_) = Ryx(_,T)
where x and y are interchanged.
The normalized cross-correlation function is then defined as:
(2.14)
Rxy(_'_) (2.15)
Bxy(_,T) = axay
where ax and Oy are the standard deviations of x(_,t) and y(_+_,t),
At _ = O, Rxy(_) and Bxy(_) are called the one-point cross-
and the normalized one-point cross-correlatlon functions,
respectively.
correlation
respectively.
Figure 2.10 shows typical normalized
correlation functions for Run 3 in Flight 31.
one- and two-point cross-
The upper half of the figure
shows the one-point cross-correlatlon coefficients for three combinations of
the turbulent velocity components _asured with respect to the right wlng tip
of the aircraft. The lower half of the figure shows the two-point cross-
correlation coefficients for three corresponding combinations of the turbulent
velocity components measured from the right and left wing tips. Since the
wing span is much smaller than the characteristic length scale of the
turbulence, the two-polnt cross-correlatlon coefficients are quite similar to
those of the one-point cross-correlatlon for all runs.
The cross-correlation coefficients, shown in Appendix A, are, with the
exception of Run 10, generally small and almost constant with spatial lags.
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The cross-correlations for Run 10 increases with spatial lag having a maximum
at { - 1500 m. Inspection of the time histories suggests a wave phenomenon at
the high altitude at which Run 10 was made. l'hefirst wave occurs at roughly
17 seconds which corresponds to { = V_ of approximately 1700 m. The u and v
components are approximately 180" out of phase resulting in a strong
cross-correlation at { = 1500 m.
.In contrast toRun !0,. the cross-correlations for the other runs have
values on the order of 0.5 or less but show no pronounced peak. The value of
these correlations (i.e., approximately 0.5) are higher than exp. ted but the
high values may be due to the short time records. For best results, the
cross-correlation function of Equation 2.13, requires the sample record length
to approach infinity. However, this is not well approximated for several of
the runs. The cross-correlation coefficient for Run 3, which has the longest
sample record is very small and is expected to be the best representative of
the true cross-correlation coefficients.
I
2.6 Normalized One- and Two-Polnt Spectral Density Functions of Gust
Velocities
The sixth part of the analysis for each run in Appendix A is the
spectral analyses of the turbulence velocity components. The spectral
analysis includes the normalized one- and two-point spectral density functions
of the gust velocity components measured with respect to the right and left
wing tips of the aircraft. In addition, the auto-spectrum and the one-point
cross-spectrum are compared with predictions from theoretical models. The
spectra presented in this report are one-slded spectra (see Bendat and
Piersol, 1971).
The definition of _pectral density functions in terms of Fourier
transforms of the correlation functions yields two-sided spectral density
46
4functions which are defined for both posltlve and negative frequencies (--,-)
and are denoted by $(f). Assume that the auto- and cross-correlation
functions Rx(_,_) and Rxy(_,T) exist, as defined in Equations 2.5 and 2.13.
r
At _ - zero, Rx(_) and Rxy(r) represent the one-point auto- and cross-
The two-slded auto- and cross-spectralcorrelation functions, respectively.
density functions are given by:
Sx(_,f) - _ Rx(_,_)e-j2Xfr dr (2.16)
and
Sxy(_,f) = _ Rxy(_,T)e-j2zf_ dr (2.17)
respectively. The letter j denotes the imaginary number J = _ and f is the
frequency.
From the symmetry properties of the correlation functions, it follows
that:
Sx(-f)- Sx(f);6 - o
Sx(6,-f)- s_(6,f);6 _ o (2.18)
Sxy(_,-f ) - S_y(_,f) : Syx(_.f)
where "*" designates the complex conjugate. These equations state that the
two-sided one-polnt auto-spectral density functions are real, non-negatlve,
and even functions of f, whereas the two-sided two-point spectral density
functions and the one- and two-point cross-spectral density functions are
complex-valued functions of f.
The one-sided spectral density functions, Ox(_,f) and ¢xy(_,f) where f
varies only over the frequency range (0,-) are defined by:
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Ox(_,f) - 2Sx(_,f) 0 ( f < - otherwise zero
2Sxy( ,f) 0 ( f < - otherwise zero (2.19)
In terms of the correlation function, the one-sided one-point auto-spectral
density function becomes:
em
Ox(f) - 4 S Rx(_) cos 2xfr dr 0 ( f < -
..................
(2.20)
The one-sldcd two-polnt spectral density function is:
m
Sx(_,f) = 2 _ Rx(_,r)e-j2zf_ dr
- Cx(_,f) - JQx(_,f) (2.21)
and the one-sided one- and two-point cross-spectral density function is:
_xy(_,f) - 2 _ Rxy(_,r)e-j2xfr dr
= Cxy(_,f) - JQxy(_,f) (2.22)
where Cx(_,f) and Cxy(_,f) are called the coincident spectral density
functions (co-spectrum) and are even functions of f, and where Qx(_,f) and
Qxy(_,f) are called the quadrature spectral density functions (quad-spectrum)
and are odd functions of f. An alternative way to describe the complex-
valued spectral density functions Is with the polar form, _(_,f) -
l_(_,f)lee(_,f), defined in terms of an absolute magnltude and a phase angle:
qx( ,f)
IOx(_,f)] -- _Cx2(_,f) + Qx2(_,f) , Ox(_,f) - tan-1 (2.23)
Cx( ,f)
and
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IOxy(6,f) I - JCx_(6,f ) + Qxy2(6,f) , exy(c,f)= tan-IQxy(6,f)
Cxy(6,f)
(2.24)
The magnltude of the complex-valued spectral density functions
P
represents the energy associated with fluctuations at specific frequencies
within the turbulent flow. For each run of Flight 31, only the magnitude of
the normalized spectral den$1ty fuoc_]ons _are presented In Appendix A. A
segment-averaglng technique was used to compute and smooth the raw spectral
estimates obtained from the direct Fourier transform of the individual data
segments.
Section 3.
Data smoothing procedures for two-point spectra are discussed in
Figure 2.11 shows a typical plot of the normalized spectral density
functions for Run 3 in Flight 31. The upper half of Figure 2.11 shows the
normalized one-slded one-point auto-spectral density functions for the three
respective turbulence velocity components measured at the right wing tip. The
theoretical yon Karman spectral density functions are also plotted for
comparisons. The comparisons show good agreement between the experimental
results and those predicted by the theoretical models. The integral length
scales, Lu, Lv, and Lw, which were computed from the longitudinal, lateral,
and vertical cor_elatlon functions, respectively, were used in the theoretical
models. The experimental data is higher than the von Karman predictions at
high frequencies. The spectra have been corrected for variance error but not
)
for allaslng nor bias error. These effects are discussed in Section 3.
The lower half of Figure 2.11 shows the normalized one-sided two-polnt
spectral density functions for three respective turbulence velocity components
measured at the right and left wing tips of Run 3. Also plotted for
comparison are the Houbolt and Sen tneoretlcal models. This two-point
spectrum model is derived from the Fourier transform of Equations 2.10 and
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2.11 where BL(C) and BT({) are the von Karman longitudinal and transverse
correlations (Equation 2.8), respectively. The form of the theoretical
spectra is:
s__5/3
LuJ
@u(S,f) =Cau2 [_112 Z5/6 K5/6(Z) - (s/Lu)5/3 zl/6 K1/6(Z)1 (2.25)
for the longitudinal component, and .........................
!
l
J
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[s 15/3
_v(s,f) = COy2 _-- z5/6 K5/6(Z) a2Z11/6 Kll/6(Z) + (s/Lv)5/3zl/6K1/6(Z)]
(2.26)
for the lateral component. For thevertlcal component, the _pectrum is given
by:
" is__15/3
*w(s,f) --Caw2
{ w111j3
KS/6(Z) a2Z11/6 K11/6(Z)] (2.27)
where
a = 1.329
where L is any integral length scale of Lu, Lv, and Lw, V is the mean
airspeed, and K is a modified Bessel function of the second kind.
Equations 2.25, 2.26, and 2.27 are plotted in Figures 2.12, 2.13, and 2.14
for different s/L values, respectively. The termination of the curves in
Figure 2.12 for the two-point spectra for the longitudinal velocity compoi_ent
are not arbitrary. At this point, the spectra based on Equation 2.25 takes on
negative values. Negative values occur when the last term in the brackets of
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Equation 2.25 becomes negative. This corresponds to the ratio 2K5/6(Z)/(Z
K1/6(Z)) becoming untty. A plot of this ratio versus wave number for
different val_es of s/L is shown in Figure 2.15. The value of wave nu=ber for
which the ratio becomes unity is Indicated by the solid circles. _nspection
of this figure shows that these values of wave nu,r_er correspond to
wavelengths of approximately one h_If the separation distance-s; ............
The idea of a negative spectrum is initially inconsistent with one's
normal thinking. However, after further consideration, it is totally
consistent with physical reasoning that the energy contained in fluctuations
of wavelengths smaller than one-half the separation distance s would be zero
or even negative. It is e_so very likely that values of th_ lateral and
vertical spectrum shown in Figures 2.13 snd 2.14 should be trurtcated at
corresponding values of reduced frequency for which the longitudina] spectrum
is truncated. The energy contained in eddies of size smaller than the
separation distance predicted by the model for the lateral and ve_ical
spectra is not likely meaningful.
Equations 2.25 through 2.27 were derived analytically in this study.
Campbell (1984) obtained results consistent with those shown in Figures 2.12,
2.13, and 2.14 by numerically integrating equations s_ilar to Equations 2.10
and 2.11. Campbell obtained negative values for the longitudinal spectrum,
however, he erroneously contributed them to round-off errors in his numerical
integration (Campbell, 1986). Further work is needed to fully resolve the
meaning of the two-point spectrum at high frequencies for which it becomes
negative. However, it is believed that it is consistent with physical
principles to simply truncate the two-point spectrum at these negative values.
Returning to a consideration of Figure 2.11, the two-point spectral
density functions, calculated from the experimental data, are consistent with
55
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the theoretical model until a mid-range frequency value. Above that
frequency, the theoretical model drops off rapidly compared with the
experimental data. Since the spectral estimate is calculated from a digitized
turbulence time history with a finite record length, the departure of the data
from the theory is due to aliasing and truncation error. This will be
discussed further in Section 3.
The normalized one- and two-point cross-spectral density functions for
three combinations of the three respective turbulence velocity components
measured at the right and left wing tips in Run 3 are shown in Figure 2.16.
As mentioned earlier, the spectral density functions plotted in this report
are magnitude only. The shape of the normalized magnitude of the spectral
density functions are observed to be very similar for both the auto-spectral
density functions and the cross-spectral density functions. This would not
intuitively be expected because the normalized auto-correlation and cross-
correlation functions, Figures 2.9 and 2.10 respectively, are very different.
However, the non-normalized or absolute value of the auto-spectral density
function (i.e., ¢ as contrasted to ¢/a2) is about one order of magnitude
larger than the value of the cross-spectral density function. The a_ove
observations suggest that the eddies of a given frequency contain
cross-component energy proportionate to the distribution of common component
energy; however, the cross-components are out of phase and have little
correlation. Phase relationships for the spectra are dictated by the
magnitude of-quadspectra (see Equations 2.23 and 2.24). The quadspectra for
the two-point common component spectra are very small; however, for the
cross-spectra, both one-point and two-point, the quadspectra are of the same
magnitude as the co-spectra. The former result indicates little phase shift
between common-components displaced spatially whereas the latter result
57
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indicates significant phase shift between uncommon components regardless of
spatial displacement.
Similar analyses on the turbulence velocities gathered by the NASA B-57B
__ r
aircraft (Frost, et al., 1985a) for the two-point common component spectra
have shown that the quadrature spectra have values near zero (<0.1) for all
frequencies. Emphasizing that the phase shift between the same turbulence
components measured at the different probes are negligible. Agalh_-this is -
probably because the wing span of the airplane is much smaller than a
characteristic length scale and significant phase shift would not occur for
most of the turbulent eddy sizes involved. Therefore, the shapes of the
one-point and two-point correlation functions will be similar to each other.
However, as noted for the one- and two-point cross-spectra, the quadrature
spectra are comparable with the corresponding coincident spectra, which means
the phase angles are significant. Thus, when utilizing turbulence cr6ss-
spectral functions to assess the influence of the gust gradient on an
aircraft's response, the phase angle of'the spectral function is an important
parameter.
There is little information on theoretical or empirical models for
one-point cross-spectra and virtually no information on two-point cross-
spectra in the literature. Reeves, et al. (1974) suggests the following
two-sided one-point cross-spectral density function to relate the u and w gust
components at low altitudes:
Sxy(f)
r2 + I |A2
L
[1 + (xAf)2]2 J
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where r, A, and B are arbitrary parameters satisfying the inequalities:
r>O,
(2.28)
2Lw 2Lu
A>_, A>_,
V V
Lw Lu
B> w , B>--
V V
In this equation, r is the parameter defined in Equation 2.4. The model
developed by Reeves, et al. (1974) is basically for low-altitude applications.
Therefore, the lowest flight level was chosen for ccmparison of the experiment
with the tneory. Inspection of the flight altitude of all runs of Flight 31
shows that Run 12 w_asflown at the lowest average altitude of approximately
400 ft above the ground. The normalized one-point cross-spectral density
function, @uw(f)/auaw, for the turbulence velocity components u and w at the
right wing tip in Run 12 was calculated from Equation 2.28 and the results are
shown in Figure 2.17.
The parameters A and B for Run 12 are chosen to best fit the
experimental data. The value of r is taken as 1.25 the average value for u
and w tabulated in Table 2.7. Figure 2.17 shows good agreement between the
experimental results (symbol "x") and the results predicted by the Reeves
model (solid llne) except in the hlgh-frequency regions. As discussed earlier
for the one-point auto-spectrum, the higher experimental values in the
high-frequency region are probably due to aliasing and truncation error.
!
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Figure 2.17. Comparison of cross-spectral density function for u and w components
with theoretical model, Flight 31, Run 12 (A = 1.25 Lu/V; B = Lu/V;
and r = 1.25).
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Q2.7 List of All Parameters Measured and the Range of Their Extreme and
Average Values
Finally in Appendix A, a table is presented for each-run which lists a11
parameters recorded during a flight: the units, the maximum and minimum
values, the mea_ value, the root mean square value, and the number of data
points for each parameter. These parameters are stored on magnetic tapes in
the following order (the symbols used to represent the variable are appended
in brackets):
1. Mountain Daylight Time (MDT) in seconds for each record [t].
2. Roll rate measured by body-mounted roll-rate transducer (positive
with right wing going down), rad/s [d¢/dt].
3. Normal acceleration at c.g. (positive up) g units [an].
4. Pitch rate measured by body-mounted pitch-rate transducer (positive
with nose going up), rad/s [dB/dt].
5. Pitch attitude measured in the vertical plane (positive with nose
up), rad [el.
6. Roll attitude of airplane with reference to horizontal (positive
with right wing down), rad [¢].
7. Airplane heading measured in a horizontal plane clockwise from true
north (always positive), 0 to 360" range [#1]-
.
.
Sensitive airplane heading obtained from #I with arbitrary zero at
the instant the data switch is turned on (positive with nose right)
±15" range [_1]-
Airplane heading measured in a horizontal plane clockwise from true
north (always positive) 240- to 600" range [_2]-
10. Sensitive airplane heading obtained from_2, with arbitrary zero at
the instant the data switch is turned on (positive with nose right)
±15" range [A_2]. "
II. Normal acceleration at the left wing tip (positive up), g units
[anL].
12. Normal acceleration at the right wing tip (positive up), g units
[anR].
:rr I
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13. Longitudinal acceleration at the c.g. (positive fcrward), g units
[ax].
14. Lateral acceleration at the c.g. (positive toward right wing), g
units [ay]. ---
15. Angle of attack measured at the airplane nose boom (positive with
flow vane trailing edge up), rad [aC].
16. Angle of sideslip measured at the airplane nose boc: (positive with
flow vane trailing edge toward right as viewed frcm the aircraft),
rad [BC]- "........
17. Temperature of the INS pallet, -F [TI].
18. Temperature of the instrument pallet, "F [Tp].
19. Vertical acceleration of the INS stable element (positive up), g
units [az].
20. Angle of attack measured at the right wing tip boca (positive with
flow vane trailing edge up), rad [aR].
21. Angle of sideslip measured at right wing tip boom (positive with
flow vane trailing edge toward right as viewed frc: the aircraft),
rad [BR]-
22. Angle of attack measured-at the-left wing tip boo_ (positive with
flow vane trailing edge up), rad [%].
23. Angle of sideslip measured at the left wing tip boom (positive with
flow vane trailing edge toward right as viewed from the aircraft),
rad [BL]-
24. Yaw rate measured by a body-mounted yaw-rate transducer (positive
with nose going right), rad/s [d_/dt].
25. Total temperature, "C [To].
26. Impact pressure measured at the left wing tip boom, Pa [qCL]-
27. Impact pressure measured at the airplane nose boom, Pa [qcc]-
28. Impact pressure measured at the right wing tip boom, Pa [qCR]-
2g. Free-stream static pressure measured at the airplane nose boom, KPa
[P].
30. Temperature of IRT, "C [TIRT].
31. Wet-bulb temperature, "C [Twb].
i
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32. Turbulent fluctuation of impact pressure at the left wing tip boca,
Pa [qctL]. - .....
33. T'vrbulentfluctuatior of impact pressure at the alrplane nose boom,
Fa [qctC]-
34. Turbulent fluctuation of impact pressure at the right wing tip
boom, Pa [qctR].
35. Deflection angle of the right aileron, deg [(aR]-
36. Deflection angle of the left aileron, deg[6aL]. " - "
37. Deflection angle of the elevator, deg [6e].
38. Deflection angle of the stabilizer, deg [6s].
39. Deflection angle of the rudder, deg [Sr].
40. Thrust ratio of the right engine to the maximum thrust, percent
[TR].
41. Thrust ratio of the left engine to the maximum thrust, percent
[TL].
42. Deflection position of the flap system [_f].
43. Deflection position of the speed bgake system [6sb_-
44. Distance to go from the present position of the aircraft to b_m
next waypoint set on the INS (always positive), m [A_].
45. Bearing to destination, i.e., bearing from the aircraft's present
position to the next waypoint set on the INS, measured in a
horizontal plane clockwise from true north (always positive), deg
[YB]-
46. Longitude of aircraft as measured by INS, deg [LONG].
47. Latitude of aircraft as measured by INS, deg [LAT].
48. Track angle of alrplanemeasured in a horizontal plane clockwise
from true north-(always positive), deg [YT]-
49. Airplane heading, measured in a horizontal plane clockwise from
true north, rad [_].
50. East-west component of the airplane inertial velocity as measured
by INS (positive toward east), m/s [VE].
51. North-south component of the airplane inertial velocity as measured
by the INS (positive toward north), m/s [VN].
i
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52. Pressure-derived altitude based on standard atmosphere tables, km
[hp].
53. Computed free-stream temperature, "C [Tc],
54. Computed east-west wind component (positive toward east),-knots
[WE].
55. Computed north-south wind component (positive toward north), knots
[WN].
56. Computed magnitude of wind vector, knots [W].
57-60. Computed direction of wind vector, deg [$W].
61. True airspeed computed from impact pressure measurement at right
wind tip boom, m/s [VR].
62. True airspeed computed from impact pressure measurement at the
airplane no_e boom, m/s [Vc].
63. True airspeed computed from the impact pressure measurement at left
wing tip boom, m/s [VL].
64. Incremental pressure-derived altitude with reference to value at
beginning of run (positive w_henaltitude increases),m [Ahp].
65. Computed corrected inertial displacement_ m [Ahc]_
66. Computed longitudinal component of gust velocity at right wing tip
boom (positive in direction of flight path), m/s [UR].
67. Computed longitudinal co_onent of gust velocity at airplane
centerline nose boom (positive in direction of flight path), m/s
[uc].
68. Computed longitudinal component of gust velocity at left wing tip
boom (positive in direction of flight path), m/s [UL].
69. Computed lateral component of gust velocity at right wing tip
(positive toward right), m/s [VR].
70. Computed lateral component of gust velocity at airplane centerline
nose boom (positive toward right), m/s [vc].
71. Computed lateral component of gust velocity at left wing tip boem
(positive toward right), m/s [VL].
72. Computed vertical component of gust velocity at right wing tip boom
(positive up), m/s [wR].
73. Computed vertical component of gust velocity at airplane centerline
nose boom (positive up), m/s [wc].
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74. Computed vertical component of gust velocity at left wing tip boom
(positive up), m/s [WL]. T
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3.0 SPECTRAL ESTIMATION
Spectral analysis of atmospheric turbulence generally involves the Fourier
transform of a digitized finite-duration velocity fluctuation time history.
The digitization process and the truncation associated with the finite time
increment of the time history result in both aliasing and bias errors; while
the random nature of turbulence results in variance errors. Although these
errors cannot be totally eliminated, appropriate filtering will reduce their
magnitudes. It was found that the magnitudes of the respective errors and the
effects of the filtering process are quite different for two-point spectra
than they are for one-point spectra. Because of the significance of the
difference, a detailed discussion of the effect of aliasing, bias, and
variance errors on the one-polnt and two-point spectra is given in this
section. The magnitude of the errors are also estimated for typical data such
as that reported in Appendix A.
To illustrate the magnitude and nature of the errors, an analytical von
Karman one-point correlation and the Houbolt and Sen (1972) two-point
correlation are used to investigate allasing and the bias error (also called
truncation error or spectral leakage) associated with discrete Fourier
transforms. Spectrum for each of these correlations has been computed
analytically. The analytical spectra is then compared graphically with the
spectrum estimate calculated from the discreteFourier transform (DFT) of the
digitized analytical correlation functions. This comparison, based on
analytical models, illustrates the allasing and bias errors occurring simply
from the digitization and truncation process.
The DFT of the actual turbulence data is then computed. The resulting
spectra which are now based on a random signal are then compared with the
spectra calculated analytically from the digitized continuous correlations
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functions. It is shown that the spectra calculated from the random data
r
contain not only aliaslng and bias errors but also variance errors. The use
of segment- averaging (Bendat and Piersol, 1971) to reduce the variance error
of the spectra computed from the random turbulence data time histories is then
discussed.....
3.1 Graphical Illustration of the Discrete Fourier Transform
The generation of errors associated with the Fourier transform of a
digitized function can be conceptually explained by a graphical illustration.
Following closely the development of Brigham (1974), consider some function
h(T) and its Fourier transform H(f) illustrated in Figure 3.1a. To determine
the Fourier transform of h(_) by means of digital analysis techniques, it is
necessary to digitize h(_) at discrete increments in time.
Digitizing h(_) in increments of AT iS equivalent to multiplying it by the
comb function shown in Figure 3.1b. The ccmb function, AO(T), has the Fourier
transform, Ao(f), shown in the corresponding figure. The Fourier transform of
the product h(T)AO(T) is given by the convolution integral of H(f) and Ao(f)
designated by H(f),Ao(f), i.e.
H(f),ao(f ) - f H(f')_-_(f - f')df' (3.1)
Figure 3.1c illustrates H(f),Ao(f).
Note that the transform H(f),Ao(f) differs from the analytical transform
by the appearance of images of the analytical spectrum H(f) displaced along
the frequency axis at a spacing of :_I/AT_. Each of the images contribute
some energy to the true spectrum centered about f : O. This effect is called
aliasing which occurs due to working_with a digitized function.
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The Fourier transform pair in Figure 3.1c is still not suitable for
machine computation, however, because an infinity of digitized values of h(T)
is considered; it is-necessary to truncate the sampled function h(T) SO that
only a finite nu_er of points, say N, are considered. The rec-tangularor
truncation function, w(_), and its Fourier transform, W(f), are illustrated in
Figure 3.1d. The product of the infinite sequence of impulse functions
representing h(T) and the truncation function (i.e., h(_)Ao(_)w(_)) yields the
finite length time function illustrated in Figure 3.1e. The Fourier transform
of the truncated, digitized function is given by the convolution of H(f),Ao(f)
with W(f) or [H(f),Ao(f)],W(f).
As illustrated in Figure 3.1e, the frequency transform now has a ripple to
it; this effect has been accentuated in the illustration for emphasis. The
form of W(f) for the rectangular function of unit magnitude is:
W(f) = 2T sin(2_Tf)/2zTf (3.2)
Hence, if the truncation (rectangular) function is increased in length, then
the sin(f)/f function will approach an Impulse;.the more closely the sin(f)/f
function approximates an impulse, the less ripple or error due to truncation
will be introduced by the convolution. Therefore, it is desirable to choose
the length of the truncation function as long as possible.
The effect of digitization and truncation on typical turbulcnce
correlation/spectrum Fourier transform pairs is discussed in the following
sections. The discussion is presented in terms of an example for the one- and
two-point correlations and spectra, respectively. For the one-point
correlation, assume the function h(t) in Figure 3.1 represents the theoretical
von Karman transverse correlation fupction given by Equation 2.8 and repeated
here in lag time domain (_ =VT) for convenience:
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and the function H(f) corresponds to the spectrum given by an analytical
Fourier transform of Equation 3.3, i.e.:
. 812xaLw]2
i+_L-T-Jf22Lw
@w(f) = Ow2 -- (3.4)
V
For the theoretical two-point correlation, the Houbolt and Sen (lg72)
model is used, i.e.:
,wCS.,)--°w2_'_'22/3f =11/3[KI/3[aL_w)_,_={_I]' a- 1.339 (3.5)
where
: _s2 + (V=)2
and the theoretical spectrum is given by: -
22/3 Lw
_w(f) = _aw 2 I f8 a2
r[½] V a8/3 t3
s ]5/3 li13{PJ
Z5/6 K5/6(Z) zll/6 KI1/6(Z)I (3.6)
s] / 2,,Lw/2Z=[-_ I+ a_,
3.2 Aliasin_
Consider first the problem of aliaslng. - Aliasing can be described by
considering a continuous record which is sampled such that the time interval
between sample values is AT seconds. The sampling rate is then I/AT sables
per second. However, at least two samples per cycle are required to define a
frequency component in the original data as illustrated by the sketch in
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Figure 3.2. Hence, the highest frequency which can be defined by sampling at
a rate of I/A_ samples per second is I/2AT Hz. Frequencies in the original
data above 1/2A_ Hz will be folded back into the frequency range from 0 to
1/2A_ Hz, and be confused ,lithdata in this lower range, as illustrated in
Figure 3.1. The cutoff frequency fc : 1/2AT iS called the Nyquist frequency
or folding frequency. For any frequency f in the range 0 ( f ( fc, the higher
frequencies which are aliased with f are given by (see Bendat and Piersol,
1971):
(2fc ± f), (4fc ± f), ... , (2nfc ± f), ... (3.7)
To demonstrate the magnitude of aliasing, we have digitized Equation 3.3
representing h(_) in Figure 3.1 for values of L = 300 m and V : i00 m/s and we
have used a discrete Fourier transform (DFT) to compute H(f). The resulting
value, H(f)DFT, is plotted along with the analytical H(f) in Figure 3.3. The
analytical function can be computed to as high a value of frequency as desired
by integrating Equation 3.3 mathematically to give Equation 3.4 (i.e.,
mathematically f can approach infinity). However, to employ a DFT method to
compute the spectra from Equation 3.3 a finite record length, T, must be used.
Spectra computed for two different values of T = 12.8 sec and T = 51.2 sec as
contrasted to infinity for the theoretical model are shown in Figure 3.3.
Considerable departure of the theoretical spectrum curve from the DFT
determined spectrum curve i_ observed. The reason for this departure is
associated with both aliasing and truncation errors as discussed in the
following.
Since the theoretical value of H(f) is known, the turbulence energy
aliased into a given frequency f can be computed by inputting the values from
Equation 3.7 into Equation 3.4, i.e.:
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Figure 3.2. Illustration of aliasing problem.
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Allased energy at frequency f = _ H(2nfc ± f) (3.8)
n=O
Table 3.1 illustrates the magnitude of aliaslng for the case f - 15 Hz and 20
Hz, respectively. The values in the table are obtained by summing Equation
3.8 for 0 ( n ( 20 with H(f) given by _w(f) from Equation 3.4.
TABLE 3.1. Comparison of Aliased Spectrum Values with True Analytical Values
at f = 15 Hz and 20 Hz (see Figure 3.4).
True theoretical value
Allased value
f : 15 Hz f - 20 Hz
0.8075 x 10-3
1.579 x 10-3
0.5000 x 10-3
1.424 x 10-3
Figure 3.4 is an enlargement of Figure 3.3 for the I to 100 Hz frequency
range. (The variance error bars shown on the figure are described later.)
The aliased values for the 15 and 20 Hz frequencies in Table 3.1 are plotted
on the figure. The plot clearly shows that the major portion of the
difference between the theoretical curve and the DFT curves is due to
aliasing. This is evident from the fact that when the allased energy is added
to the theoretical curve, the results almost coincided with the H(f)DFT
functions. There remains a small difference which 15 attributed to bias
error. Note that this small difference decreases with increasing record
length.
Table 3.2 shows a similar aliaslng calculation for the two-polnt spectra
(Equation 3.6). The energy aliased into the 15 Hz frequency is almost zero
and in the 20 Hz frequency is only doubled.
Figure 3.5 is a comparison of the two-point spectrum computed from a DFT
of Equation 3.5 digitized at A_ - 0.025 sec with the analytical value from
Equation 3.6. (The solid circles and variance bars are described later.)
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Significant difference between the analytical H(f) and the DFT, H(f)DFT , ts
observed. The difference in this case, however, Is not due to altastng as is
evident from the allased values plotted on the figure. The significant
departure of the DFT value from the analytical value is due to bias error.
TABLE 3.2. Comparison of Aliased Values for Two-Point Spectra with True
Analytical Value.
True analytlcal value
Aliased value
f = 15 Hz f- 20 Hz
0.1764 x I0-I0
0.1764 x 10-10
0.2239 x 10-13
0.4478 x 10-13
twP _
i
2
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3.3 Truncation Error
Bias error occurs due to truncation of the time history and appears as
ripples in the DFT curve as illustrated in Figure 3.1e. Bias error and
truncation error are in effect the same thing and are referred to
interchangeably throughout the remainder of this Chapter. Bias error iS
influenced by the use of the lag window w(z). In Figure 3.1d the function
w(T) Is a rectangular lag window.
The spectra shown in Figures 3.3 and 3.5 have bee_ corrected for bias
errors with a triangular or Bartlett lag window, w(z), defined as:
ITI
w(_) = 1 "2--f-" I_t ( 2T (3.9)
The Fourier transform of w(z) is called the spectral window, W(m). The
Bartlett spectral window is given by:
W(m) = sin2 T, (3.10)
zT.2
Bias or t_._cation errors occur when attempting to compute the power spectrum
S(m) of a real. stationary process, x(t), from a single realization of x(t)
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available only over a finite interval (-T,T). To d_nstrate the generation
of blaLS e_r when computing turbulence spectra, consider fl_t the
calculation of the sl_tr_ fr_ the Fotn'iertransfo_ of the R(T) function.
This develol_nt closely fo11_ the e.xcellentpresentation in Papoulis, 1977.
We will use as an esti_te of R(T) the tim average:
T-izl/2
-T+ITI/2
where the function is defined as above for mzw < 2T; and, f_ iT) • 2T, it is
asstmed to be zero. The estinmte of the spectr_, S(u), is then given by the
transform of R(_):
2T
S(_) - ; R(T)e-j_ dT (3.12)
-2T
It follows from Equation 3.11 that the expected value of R(x) in te_s of the
true R(_) is:
- ITI
E{R(_)} - R(,)(1 _-i--)P2T(_) - R(_)q2T(_) (3.13)
where P2T(_) and q2T(_) are a pulse and a triangle lag wino.w, respectively
(see Flgt_re 3.6). Thus the esti_ted autocorTelation function is biased,
b_ause its m_an is _t the true auto--elation function at lag T. We can
say, h_ver, that this R(_) is asymptotically unbiased b_ause the mTm/2T
te_ vanishes at T _ -. We could easily get unbiased estl_tes by using 2T -
mT1 to divide the integral in Equation 3.11 rather than 2T. The for_N used-
here is prefe_ed for the reason that R(1) in this fo_ can be expressed in
terms of the given x(t) as a convolution.
* x(-,)
"t=
t
i
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Figure 3.6. Rectangular and triangular lag window and their respective
Fourier transform.
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From Equation 3.12 the expected value of the spectrum is:
_T._
E{S(m)} - _ R(T)a2T(T)e-j_r_dT = S(m) • sln2Tm
-2T xT_2
(3.14)
where "," designates the convolution integrationas defined
Thus, the estimate S(m) equals the convolution of S(m) with the kernel
in Equation 3.1.
sln2(Tm)/xTm2 (i.e., Bartlett window).
However,
The estimator is therefore biased.
E{S(w)} _-_S(m) (3.15)
The effect of a rectangular versus triangular lag window is illustrated in
the following. Figure 3.7 shows the spectrum computed from a discrete Fourier
transform of Equation 3.3 without a lag window (or in other words with a
rectangular lag window, see Figure 3.6). Figure 3.7 should be compared with
the spectrum in Figure 3.3 which was computed with a triangular lag window.
The two curves are not appreciably different in terms of departure from the
analytical spectrum except they do show some dissimilarity in shape near the
cutoff frequency.
It should be observed that the magnitude of allasing for the spectrum in
Figure 3.7 is of the same magnitude as that given in Table 3.1, for Figure
3.3. One may conclude then _or the one-polnt spectrum the primary source of
error is due to allasing and that the bias errors are negligible.
For the two-polnt spectrum, however, one cannot draw this conclusion.
Figure 3.8 shows the spectrum computed from Equation 3.6 by the DFT using a
rectangular lag window. This figure should be compared with Figure 3.5 which
shows the two-polnt spectrum computed with a triangular window. Notice that
the curves behave considerably different in Figure 3.8 than they do in Figure
3.5. A ripple in the spectrum curve at hlgh frequencies appears in Figure
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3.8. This is the same ripplE' as indicated in Figure 3.1e due to the
truncation or application of the rectangular lag window to h(t). Thus the
graphical illustration in Figure 3.1e clearly reveals how the rectangular
spectrum window W(_) convolved with the theoretical spectrum results in a
truncation or bias error shown in Figure 3.8. Employing the triangular lag
window results in a much smoother spectral curve (Figure 3.5) but there is
still appreciable error between the DFT and the theoretically computed
spectra.
The order of magnitude of aliasing associated with digitization of
Equation 3.5 is the same as given in Table 3.2. The aliasing error is very
small. It can, therefore, be concluded that the bias error contributes
significantly to the error produced from computing two-point spectra with
discrete Fourier transforms. The fact that the bias error for the one-point
spectrum is small compared to aliasing whereas the bias error for the
two-point spectra is very large compared to aliasing is a very striking
observation when one considers that the correlations functions from which
these two spectrum are computed differ only by just a miniscule amount near
the zero lag value (see Figure 3.9).
Figure 3.9 illustrates the very small difference between the one-point
correlation function and the two-point correlation function from which the
spectra in Figures 3.3, 3.5, 3.7, and 3.8 were computed. A very small change
in the correlation near zero lag causes the very large differences observed in
the spectra. The effects of_ bias error generally not significant for
autospectra must, however, be carefully considered when computing or
interpreting two-polnt spectra.
In addition to abiasing and bias error, there is a third form of error
called variance error. Variance error occurs when computing spectra and
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correlations from random data. The analyses described to this point have
dealt with deterministic correlation functions which do not cause any variance
error in the spectral "calculation. The allasing and truncation error
discussed occur because of the digitization of the function and because of the
finite length of the record required for application of the DFT. The variance
error occur because of the random nature of the gust velocities. In
attempting to minimize both the bias and variance error, there are conflicting
requirements on record length. These requirements result in accepting certain
tradeoffs between resolution and accuracy. A more detailed look at the bias
and variance errors will shed some light on these tradeoffs.
Consider initially the method of computing the spectrum by first
calculating the correlation R(_) and then Fourier transforming R(T) to obtain
_(f) as we have done for the deterministic functions in the previous
discussions. It follows from Equation 3.14 and 3.15 that if T is sufficiently
large, then:
E{S(_)} = S(_) (3.16)
for analytical functions.
However, even for analytical functions with large T the variance of S(m) will
not be small for random data. In fact, for any T,
var[S(_)] ) E2{S(_)} (3.17)
Therefore, S(m) is not a good estimator of S(m), no matter how large T is.
The reason is that with random data the yalues of_the integrand, R(_), in
Equation 3.12 are not reliable (have large variance) for T close to ±2T.
Thus, the power spectrum S(m) of a process x(t) cannot be determined from a
single sample, no matter how large the sample Is. To reduce the variance of
ow
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the estimate, we must accept only a smoothed version of S(m); that is, we must
sacrifice resolution.
!
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3.4 Smoothinq the Spectr_um
The variance of the integral in Equation 3.12 can be reduced by dee_ha-
sizing the contribution of R(T) for _ near ±2T. For this purpose, the
estimator:
2T
Sw(_): _ R(=)w(:)e-j_ d, (s.18)
-2T
is formed where w(_) is a lag window vanishing for i_i > 2T. In this section,
we examine the properties of Sw(m) and the factors affecting the selection of
the window w(_).
The estimator Sw(m) is the Fourier transform of the product R(T)W(T);
hence,
Sw(_): I
From the above and Equation 3.14, it follows that:
sin2 Tm
:T_2
• W(_) (S.20)
For a reliable estimation, the duration of W(m) must be large compared to I_.
This leads to the approximation:
sin2 Tm
-- • w(m) - w(_) (3.21)
Inserting this approximate expression into Equation 3.20 gives:
(s.22)
It can be shown that under certain general conditlons (Papoulis, 1977) the
variance of Sw(W) is given by:
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var[Sw(_)] Ew
" _T $2("') = , 0 (3.23)
where
2T
Ew- f w2( )d f (3.24)
-2T --
Equations 3.22 and 3.23 dictate the factors affecting the selection of the
window pair w(_) and W(_). For the bias error,
b = E{Sw(_)} - S(u) (3.25)
to be small, W(u) must be of short duration. For the variance to be small, Ew
must be small. We shall presently see that if T is sufficiently large, then
both requirements can be reasonably satisfied.
?
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3.5 Window Selection
For a satisfactory estimation of S(m), the variance of the estimator Sw(=)
must be small compared to $2(_) or, equivalently, the variance ratio
B =_(___1 (3.26)
s2(=)
must be very small compared to I:
B _ 1 (3.27)
This is the case if Ew (see Equation 3.23) is very small compared to 2T:
Ew = 2TB c 2T
The above requirement leads to the conclusion that w(_) must take on
significant values only in an interval (-M,M) such that-M c 2T. We shall
assume that lW(T)l ( 1 for all _ and that, for l_f • M, it is not Just small
but it vanishes:
w(T) = 0 for l_l • M (3.28)
From these assumptions, it follows that
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Ew ( 2M so that B ( M/T (3.29)
Thus, to satisfy the variance requirement (Equation 3.27), we must choose
M such that
M _ T (3.3O)
With M so determined, the shape of the window is selected so as to minimize
the bias
I
!
b --_ _ S(_- y)W(y)dy- S(_) (3.31)
The bias b depends not only on W(m) but also on he shape of S(_). Therefore,
there is no well-defined optimum window. However, if T is sufficiently large
and W(m) ) O, it can be shown (Papoulis, 1977) that:
b _ # _2W(_)d_ (3.32)
=' 4x
The problem is to Find a positive function W(_) for a specified value Ew
(Equation 3.24) which minimizes the integral in Equation 3.3i or 3.32. We
will now consider some estimates of the bias and variance errors which may be
expected to occur in the computation of turbulence spectra.
#
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3.6 Variance Error
The variance error associated with atmospheric turbulence spectra which
follow Equations 3.4 and 3.6 can be estimated from Equations 3.23 and 3.24.
The lag window for these figures is w(_) = I - IT1/2Tmwhere Tm = T/M. Hence,
2Tm
Ew _ [1-'_112
= 2Tm] dt
-2Tm
Ew, 4T3-_ (3.33)
Substituting into Equation 3.23 gives:
Bg ......
/
/
=
vIC
var[Sw(_)] TM _ S2(m) (3.34)
The magnitude of the variance errors estimated from Equation 3.34 is indicated
on Figures 3.4 and 3.5 by the variance error bars. The variance is computed
from Equation 3.34 at f = 15 Hz and 20 Hz and at f = 10 Hz and ]5 Hz, for
Figures 3.4 and 3.5, respectively, with M = 5 which is the typical nun_er of
segments used in computing the spectra shown in Appendix A. It should be
noted that the spectra shown in Figures 3.3 and 3.5 have no actual variance
error since they are computed from deterministic functions. However, the
error bars do indicate the one standard deviation error which can be expected
in analyses of random turbulence signals which physically obey the analytical
Equations 3.4 and 3.6.
Now consider the magnitude of the bias error. Equation 3.31 can be used
to compute the bias error. Values for the convolution of S(m) (given by
Equation3.4 for the one-point spectrum and by Equation 3.6 for the two-point
spectrum, respectively) with W(_) for a triangular spectral window (see Figure
3.6) are given in Table 3.3 for frequency values of 10, 15, and 20 Hz. The
values of the convolution integral which includes bias error given in the
table for the two-point spectrum are plotted on Figure 3.5 (as marked by the
solid circles). They coincide very closely with the DFT curves clearly
illustrating that the departure of the DFT curves from the theoretical curve
for the two-point spectral is due almost entirely to bias error.
The important conclusion from Table 3.3 is that _a two-point spectrum
computed with truncated digitized turbulence data with no prior knowledge of
the actual form of the spectrum may show appreciable energy in the high
frequency range whereas in reality there is no energy at those frequencies.
The bias error in the two-point spectrum is approximately 385,400 percent at
90
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/TABLE 3.3. Values of 1/2x __ S(_ - y)W(y)dy for S(m) Given by Equations
3.4 and 3.6, Respectively, and a Triangular Spectral Window
(N = 512, A_ = 0.025}.
One-Point Spectrum Two-Point Spectrum
f Bias Error True Bias Error True
10 0.8000 x 10-3 1.5731 x 10-3 0.6286 x 10-4 0.1631 x 10-7
15 0.4011 x 10-3 0.8075 x 10-3 0.1789 x 10-4 0.1764 x 10-10
20 0.2460 x 10-3 0.5000 x 10-3 0.1568 x 10-4 0.2218 x 10-13
-i
10 Hz as contrasted to only about 50 percent for one-point spectrum. The
remarkable phenomenon, however, is that the two spectra are computed from
correlations which are almost identical except for a very small difference at
zero lag (see Figure 3.9). These factors have strong implication when
computing spectra from turbulence time histories where the true spectrum is
_ot known a priori. With this in mind, i_proved windows for reducing bias
errors in two-point spectra were investigated.
Considerable study of computing spectra for random data has been carried
out in the communication engineering field. Several alternate windows for
smoothing the spectra estimates have been proposed. Papoulls (1977) gives the
expression:
w(_) =!x Isln _ 31 + [I -_-L]cos _x , O( ,xl ( T (3.35)
and
W(m) = 4Tz2 (I + cos T_) (3.36)
(z2 - T2_2)2
This spectral window is called the minlmum-bias window because it minimizes
the value of the integral in Equation 3.32. When this window is applied to
the two-point correlation, the results shown in Figure 3.10 are achieved. The
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Figure 3,10.
a = Analytical solution
b = Discrete Fourier transform
(-12.8 sec <', < 12.8 sec,
_= --0,025 sec)
c : Discrete Fourier transform
(-51.2 sec < T < 51.2 sec,
L: : 0.025 s_c)
10-2 I0-l l I0 lO2
Frequency (Hz)
Results of applying minimum-bias window (Equation 3.34)
to the DFT computation of the two-point spectrum from
Equation 3.5 as compared with the analytical value.
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wbias error is almost completely eliminated to frequencies as high as 15 Hz.
The fluctuation in the curve at higher frequencie% is belleved to be a
computer-generated numerical roundoff error. Although this window has not
been used in computing the turbulence spectra in this report further
consideration of its use is reco_ended.
Attention is now directed toward calculation of spectra from the
turbulence time histories. The spectra discussed will now not only contain
allaslng and bias error but also variance error.
\
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3.7 Spectrum Calculation from a Finite Turbulence Time Histor_
Consider the variable x(t) as a velocity fluctuation in the interval
(-T,T). The correlation estimator is then given by:
T-ITv/2
_(_-_; _[_+_Ix[_-_I_. ,_,<_, c_._,_
-T+Izs/2
The integral in Equation 3.37 is the convolution -
E(=)=a_T x'(_)• x'(-,) (3.3B)
where
X'(T) = x(,)P2T(_) = {_(T) ,_,,,,>(TT (3.39)
equals the truncated time record of x(t).
It follows from Equation 3.39 and the convolution theorem that the Fourier
transform of R(T) gives the estimate of the spectrum:
2T T 2
i I I
-2T -
Thus, S(_) can be determined directly from the given sample or turbulence ti_e
history x(t). This approach was used in computing all spectra in Appendix A
and those discussed in Section 2.
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It is interesting to consider now three numerical methods for estimating
the power spectrum S(m) in terms of the given segment, x'(T) = x(_)P2T(T).
All three methods are statistically identical but differ only in the
computational procedures.
I. Determine the sample auto-correlationR(_) by convolving x'(T) with
x'(-T) as in Equation 3.36:
_(_1= _ x'(_)• x'(-_) (3.411
Multiply R(_) by the window w(_) and compute the Fourier transform of the
product as in Equation 3.18 to get Sw(m). The required operations are one
convolution, one multiplication, and one Fourier transform.
2. Compute the Fourier transform of x'(_) to get X'(_). Multiply X'(m)
by its conjugate and form the sample spectrum S(m):
I×'c >l _.
Convolve S(_) with the window W_) to get:
The required c)gratlons are one Fourier transform, one multiplication, and one
convolution.
3. Compute X'(_) and S(_) as in method 2. Find the inverse Fourier
transform R(_) of S(_). Form the product R(_)w{T) and compute its Fourier
transform _(_) as in method I. The required operatlons are two multiplica-
tions, two Fourier transforms, and one inverseFourier transform.
Method 3 has been used for computing spectra from the turbulence time
histories discussed in this report. In most cases, however, the lag window
operation has not been performed for reasons described later. The variance
error for spectrum estimates cbtained by a direct Fourier transform operation
94 ........
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on the digltized time history (Method 3) may be determined differently from
that given by Equation 3.23.
Consider the spectrum function of a stationary (ergodic) Gaussian random
process x'(_). An estimate of S(m) can be obtained from E_uation 3.42. The
narrowest possible bandwidth resolution from Equation 3.42 is Be = (I/T). To
determine the variance of the estimate of S(_), observe that the Fourier
transform X(_) is defined by a series of components at frequencies f = k/T; k
= 1,2,3, etc. Further observe that X'(m) is a complex number where the real
and imaginary parts, X'R(_) and X'I(_), can be shown to be uncorrelated random
variables with zero means and equal variances (Bendat and Piersol, 1971}.
Since a Fourier transformation is a linear operation, X'R(_) and X'i(m) will
be Gaussian random variables if x(t) is Gaussian. The random variable x(t) is
not strictly Gaussian as discussed in Section 2; however, the variance _rror
to be described is expected to be representative of the error _ssociated with
atmospheric turbulence. It follows then that _h. quantity
- + (3. 1
is the sum of the squares of two independentGausslan variables. It can be
shown that each frequency component of the estimate S(w) will have a sampling
distribution given by
_w_)= x22T (3.45)
where X22 is the chi-square variable with n = 2 degrees of freedom.
Note that the result in Equation 3.45 is independent of the record length
T, that is, increasing the record length does not alter the distribution
function defining the random error of the estimate. It only increases the
number of spectral components in the estimate. The variance error of the
estimate is substantial. The mean and variance of the chl-square variable are
95
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wn and 2n, respectively. Thus the normalized standard error, which defines the
variance error of the estimate is:
B : var2[S(_)] = 2 (3.46)
SZ(_) n
For the case at hand, n : 2 so B : 1, which means that the standard deviation
of the estimate Is as great as the quantity being estimated. This is an
unacceptable error for most applications.
In practice, the variance error of an estimate . luced by Equation 3.42
is reduced by smoothing the estimate in one of two ways. The first way is to
smooth over an ensemble of estimates. This can be done by computing
individual estimates from M independent sample records, xi(t); i = 1,2,3,...M,
and then averaging the M estimates at each frequency of a spectral component
as illustrated in Figure 3.11a from Bendat and Piersol (1971). The second way
is to smooth over frequency. This can be done by averaging together the
results for £ contiguous spectral components in the estimate from a single
sample record as illustrated in Figure 3.11b. In either case, the smoothing
technique approximates the expectation operation in Equation 3.42.
For smoothing the spectra presented in Appendix A, ensemble averaging has
been used throughout this study. Care must be used when ensemble averaging,
however. Each spectrum from the M s_gments of the total time history is
g_nerally complex. To estimate the mean (or magnitude) of the spectrum from
the segments some authors imply ensemble-averaglng of the absolute values:
Nm
where Nm is the number of segments. However, few authors deal with two-polnt
spectra. Jenkins and Watts (1969) correctly defined the mean of the complex
two-polnt spectral function as:
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(b) Frequency smoothing procedure
Smoothing procedures for spectrum estimates.
(Bendat and Piersol, 1971).
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wherein the real and imaginary parts of the spectral function are segment-
averaged separately.
Figures 3.12 and 3.13 demonstrate the difference between the two-point
spectrum estimations from Equations 3.47 and 3.48, respectively. Both cases
are compared with the Houbolt and Sen theoretical model. Equation 3.48 gives
better agreement with the theoretical model. It is also important to note
that when smoothed by the Equation 3.47 technique, the two-point spectrum in
Figure 3.12 is almost indistinguishable from the one-point spectra as shown in
Figure 2.11. Notice the variance is larger for a two-point spectrum than for
a one-polnt spectrum. Also, one- and two-polnt cross-spectra have apparent
higher variance levels. The increase in variance is due to the fact that
variability is introduced by two separate processes rather than one (i.e.,
averaging Cxy and Qxy separately as contrasted to averaging Cxy itself which
is the only contribution to the one-point auto-spectrum).
3.8 La_ Windows for Reducing Bias Error
A nu_er of data windows for reducing bias errors are described in the
literature. No single window has been identified as most appropriate for an
atmospheric turbulence signal. A cosine tapered data window to smooth the
data at each end of the record Is commonly used in the literature but was
found to have no effect on spectra calculated and was not used in this report.
Lag windows (as contrasted to data windows) are applied to the correlation
function as defined in Case 3, page 04. Figure 3.14 shows the two-point
spectrum for a turbulence measurement and a digitized deterministic model with
a rectangular lag window. The shape of the spectrum from the data deviates
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significantly from the values predicted by the model even at low frequencies.
The minimum amplitude wlndow Equation 3.35 was also used with the direct FFT
of the turbulence time history as shown in Figure 3.15. The window does not
correct the random data input to the same degree it corrects the deterministic
input. It does, however, give a better correction of the bias error than any
of the other windows used in thls study. Further investigation of the effect
of lag windows on two-point spectra computed directly from the turbulence is
recommended.
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Figure 3.15. Two-point spectrum with minimum amplitude window,
Equation 3.35.
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g4.0 INSTRUMENTATION ERROR ANALYSIS
4.1 Instrumentation Problems
The instrumentation platform is the B-57B aircraft. This aircraft is a
U.S. Air Force (USAF) version o¢ the English Electric Canberra and was built
under license by the Martin Company. The B-57B, designed as a tactical
bomber, first flew in 1954 but is no longer in use by the USAF. NASA uses the
aircraft as a flight research tool to measure wind velocity, turbulence,
temperature, and other properties of the atmosphere. The aircraft is equipped
to gather data on gust gradients across the 19.5 m (64 ft) wing span.
Characteristics and dimensions of the B-57B are given in Figure 4.1.
Additional information about aerodynamic coefficients and stability
derivatives can be obtained from Ringnes and Frost (1985). The
instrumentation on the B-57B include three airspeed probes located at the nose
section and at each wing tip. The flight angles, sideslip angle, and
angle-of-attack are measured at the same three locations. Also,
accelerometers are placed at both wing tips and at the center of gravity
(c.g.) for use in studying wing vibrations. Ground speed, Euler angles and
angular rates, acceleration components, and geographical location are provided
by the Inertial Navigation System (INS).* Details on the instrumentation and
its accuracy is given in Meissner (1976), Rhyne (1980), and Murrow and Rhyne
(1981).**
;- .
*Carousel IV made by AC Electronics, Division of General Motors
Corporation.
**The INS and pressure transducers used in the flights are different
from reported in these references.
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During previous research (Chang and Frost, 1985; Frost, et al., 1985a;
Ringnes and Frost, 1985) using data gathered with the B-57B aircraft, various
uncertainties in the measured wind velocities and turbulence measurements were
traced to instrumentation characteristics. Frost, et al. (1985a) have pointed
out irregularities in the total pressure measurements and postulated that
water droplets may have occasionally been ingested in the pltot tubes. These
............ causedspikes in the turbulence spectrum at approximately 15 Hz. No similar
spikes were observed for the data from Run 31 which is analyzed in this
report. Chang and Frost (1985) and Frost and Huang (1983) also noted that
. there are, in some cases, discrepancies in the calculation of the total wind
vectors. These were attributed to problems with boom alignment and with the
INS. In this section, the data reduction procedures of the quasi-steady wind
vector and of the turbulence are reviewed in detail to pinpoint how
instrumentation errors might affect the wind measurements. The magnitude of
the errors are estimated and methods of correcting for them suggested.
4.2 Wind and Gust Velocity Equations
The velocity of a moving airmass with respect to earth, in this study,
is obtained by vectorially subtracting aircraft veloclty with respect to the
air mass from aircraft velocity with respect to earth. These velocities are
referred to as airspeed and ground speed, respectively. Since airspeed is
measured in a body-axis (airplane fixed) reference system, it is necessary to
rotate the airspeed vector into the inertial (earth fixed) frame of reference.
The governing equations are derived in detail in Appendix B (see also Frost
(1981); Crooks, et al. (1967); Houbolt, et al. (1964); Lenschow (1972); and
Axford (1968)). The present assumptions used in the equations for removing
the aircraft motions from the wind vector are straight and level fllght
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without large perturbations. Therefore, small angle assumptions are made for
, the roll, pitch and yaw angles, and for the angle of attack and sideslip
° angle. Furthermore, it is assumed that the product of sines of any of the
small angles mentioned above vanishes and the cosines of small angles aret
unity. The application of these linearlzed equations to computing gust
velocities for touch-and-go flights and during excursions from level flight
............. during a run (e.g., Run 9 at 7 to 11 miles, see Figure A.41) Is discussed
later. Based on the small angle, level flight assumptions, the following
expressions are used for computing the horizontal wind velocity components
from the measured parameters:
I
WE = VE - VC sin{# - BC _-_) (4.1)
I
WN = VN - VC cgsl_ - BC -_) (4.2)
where _ is aircraft heading and BC is sideslip angle. VC is the true airspeed
of the aircraft, VE and VN are east-west and north-south components of the
airplane inertial velocity, and CxC is the longitudinal distance measured
parallel to the x-axls of the airplane from the INS to the centerline
measuring station. The higher order term containing _ arise because the air-
speed and ground speed are measured at different locations.
Wind speed and direction are derived directly from two independent
components and are given by:
W - (WE2 + WN2)I/2
M I]
__- ¢W = tan-1 _-_ + z for x/2 _ tan-1 _ _ - x/2 (4.4)
(4.3)
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Positive wind is defined as a wind blowlng towards the east, WE, and north,
WN, ._Ich in meteorology is referred to as west and south winds, respectively.
The turbulence components are calculated in the aircraft-fixed
coordinate system. A complete derivation of the equations has been carried
out both by NASA Langley Research Center and by FWG Associates in the past.
The FWG derivation is also restated in Appendix B. The linearlzed equations
.....for thecenter probe are:
A
UC = VE sin , * VN COS_- VC (4.5)
vC = VCBC - VC_+ VE cos _- N sin _+ _xC_ + V @ (4.6)
A
A
wc= Vc c- + Vaz+ -Vc c* (4.7)
where _, e, and $ are roll, pitch, and yaw angles of the aircraft. Those
for the wing tip probes are straightforward modiflcat_ons of those for the
center probe. It is assumed that the average pitch angle of the average
pitch angle of the average flight path, 9, is zero. The caret (^) symbol
indicates deviation from the mean value and the overbar (-) indicates average
value.
r
4.3 Sources of Inaccuracy in Data Reduction
Instrumentation errors Influence the quantities appearing on the
rlght-hand side of Equations 4.1 and 4.2 and thus the accuracy of the computed
wlnd velocities. Instrumentation errors in the INS ground speed components,
the airspeed, and the sidesllp angle have been identified and studied. Errors
in the yaw rate are negligible, and the yaw angle is believed to be accurate.
A test to verify yaw angle accuracy is suggested since yaw angle errors could
significantly contribute to errors in the calculatlon of horizontal wind.
F_ t
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Of these sources of instrumentation error, the most difficult to
correct is the dynamic error in the velocity inherent in the INS, termed the
Schuler error to which aircraft motions contribute. All other errors can be
removed by careful calibration. The effects on the magnitude of the measured
wind and also turbulence calculations due to the sources of error in the
instrumentation are presented next.
r
4.4 Inertial Velocity and Position Errors
The accuracy of the calculations of horizontal winds depends upon the
performance of the INS and its capability to provide correct measurements of
the inertial (ground) speed of the aircraft. In recent years mechanical and
electronic advances have greatly improved INS accuracy. However, a cumulative
oscillation in the INS stable platform element called the Schuler drift
effect, first pointed out in the famous paper by Schuler (1923), can be quite
significant. Inertial navigation theory including derivation of the Schuler
pendulum effects is explained in many textbooks (see for example, Boxmeyer,
1964). The Schuler error is essentially periodic with a period near that of
an earth radius pendulum, 84.4 minutes.* The error behaves sinusoidally and
pe
*Huber and Bogers (1983) point out that a platform used in an airplane
cannot strictly be kept tuned to TO = 84.4 minutes after takeoff since R
(distance between the airplane and center of the earth) and g (gravitational
acceleration) change with altitude. They propose to define To = 84.4 minutes
as the Schuler constant (for the earth). The actual period of oscillation
proposed by these authors for a specific Schuler-adJusted system takes into
account the gravity gradient, the mass distribution in the system, and the
centrifugal forces due to the velocity of the carrying vehicle. This is
called the actual osc111ation period. The actual oscillation period of a
specific Schuler-adJusted system (acceleration insensitive system) under
specific circumstances is given by them as:
T = k.2x
where k will always have a value between 0.5 and -.
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will thus change polarity. The error caused by a slow oscillation of the INS
stable platform causes the two horizontal accelerometers to detect a part of
the gravity vector. This false indication of acceleration is carried through
the integration for velocity and produces errors in the WE and WN values.
Distance traveled or geographical position is obtained from a second
integration of the measured accelerations. Thus the Schuler oscillations will
create -erfi6rs-in £cceleration, velocity, and position.- The following
procedures were used to estimate the velocity errors associated with Schuler
drift.
Position error can be computed from aircraft data during overflight of
landmarks where exact geographical locations are known. Since acceleration,
velocity, and position errors are all interrelated the Schuler error can
experimentally be investigated by obtaining data on either one of the three
parameters having a Schuler oscillation induced error. The velocity error is
generally small but increases with time, e.g., after several hours of
operation it can be on the order of 3 to 5 m/s (Rhyne, 1980; Lenschow, 1983).
The magnitude of the position errors for the IV INS used in B-747 airacraft
reported by Weber (1975) normally are on the order of 10 nautical miles or
less even after transatlantic fllgnts. These errors are not critical for pure
navigation purposes. But, when the objective is to calculate wind velocity,
the Schuler error can be quite important.
In an attempt to model in-fllght Schuler error, data from Flight 63 have
been analyzed. Specifics about the flight can be found in Table 1.1. A box
pattern flight plan as shown in Figure 4.2 was flown sequentially at 1000 ft
levels over Boulder, Colorado, in February 1984. Details of the flight and
results are given in Chang and Frost (1g_5). Each time the B-57B Flew the leg
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heading east, an event marker on the ground was activated to record tnemoment
a north-south running road lined up perpendicular to the flight path (see
Figure 4.2). INS recorded longitude at the time of the event marker can thus
be compared with the known longitude of the road to construct the Schuler
position error (see Figure 4.3a). The exact latitude of the aircraft at the
time of the event markers is less certain. In fact, it depends upon the
ability of the pilot to fly the intended flight path. But, since the flight
paths we_re_f]_O_wn,towarda fixed landmark, only small deviations In the
latitude position of the east test runs are expected. A similar indication of
position errors has also been plotted for the latitude, Figure 4.3b. In both
cases, the error appears to have a slnusoidal behavior. Curve flts by simple
trial and error techniques are also plotted on the two figures. The curve
fits suggest the latitude error has a 77-mlnute period of oscillation, and the
longitude has an 111-mlnute perlod. The latitudinal period is reasonably
close to the Schuler constant of 84 minutes, but the longitudlnal period does
not conform to that for the latitude. Since longitude and latitude errors are
two components derived from the same stable platform oscillation, equal period
lengths differing only by a phase angle would be expected. Thus, additional
investigation of the discrepancy is needed.
Flight 66 (see Table 1.1) followed the same flight pattern as Flight 63,
and the same technique for marking geographical position by event markers was
used. Figure 4.4 has been constructed similarly to Figure 4.3. The dashed
lines outline sinusoidal trends but are not represented by mathematical
equations. The latitude oscillation In Flight 66 seems to have a period of
approximately 110 minutes which is similar to the longitude oscillation of
Flight 63. The longitude error of Flight 66 contains more scatter in the
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sdata, although the period seems to be of roughly the same length as the
latitude oscillation on this flight.
The magnitude INS position e-rors identified are within a range of less
than 15 km or 10 nautical miles. From a co_ercial aircraft operation
standpoint, these errors are not a large problem, particularly in the
proximity of an airport where other means of navigation are available in the
proximity of an airport. However, Schuler position errors are of significance
for wind measurements. Exact ground tracks are needed to determine terrain
effects on turbulence such as wake regions behind mountains, etc. An error on
the order of several kilometers can drastically distort the picture.
The INS velocity errors are especially important in the wind
measurements. Horizontal wind components are calculated based on Equations
4.1 and 4.2. As will be demonstrated, the velocity errors can be of the same
order of magnitude as the wind speed, which will greatly alter the calculation
of the wind vector. An estimate of these errors is presented in Figure 4.5.
The velocity error curves are calculated by taking the derivative of the
position error curve fits illustrated in Figure 4.3. The magnitude of the
velocity errors determined is within the range of that quoted in the
literature (Rhyne, 1980; Lenschow, 1983_. The influence of these errors is
demonstrated in Sections 4.7 and 4.8.
To further investigate the Schuler error Flights 73 and 74 were carried
out where the aircraft was tracked by the NASA EPS-16 #34 tracking radar. The
radar track provided the location and the ground speed of the aircraft
throughout the flight. The investigation of Schuler velocity errors for
Flight 73 and 74 has not been completed due to the late reception of flight
data for Flight 73 and of the need to correct the radar tracking. However,
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data on post-flight Schuler velocity errors recorded on the ground have been
received from NASA/LaRC along with data from Flight 74. The north-south and
east-west velocity errors of Flight 74 and the ensuing post-flight velocity
measurements are plotted in Figures 4.6 and 4.7. The in-flight velocity
errors are obtained by comparing aircraft and radar data assuming the radar
indications are free of error. The data recorded on the ground is a direct
measure of the indicated velocity from the INS while the aircraft was parked
and hence not moving. This velocity fluctuation is attributed to the Schuler
error. The INS was left on during the entire time span covered in the plots.
The magnitude of the errors are within expected limits. Both figures show one
complete cycle of a near perfect 84-minute Schuler oscillation in the
post-flight data in the latter part of the test period. This is in keeping
with Huber and Bogers (1983) who noted that near the ground without
accelerations involved the Schuler oscillations will have an 84.4-minute
periud. But, in the first half of Flight 74 the errors are more random in
their behavior and the oscillation is an irregular period. This complicates
attempts to model or predict the error in advance. Lenschow (1972) suggests
that post-flight data recorded with a stationary aircraft be used to back out
the error. He proposed to simply trace back a recorded post-flight error
oscillation with an 84-minute period constant amplitude sinusoidal curve. The
present study shows, however, that both the period and the amplitude of the
velocity error are altered substantially during flight and thus the Lenschow
(1972) approach would not be successful here. This observation is in keeping
with Huber and Bogers (1983) physical description of the Schuler effects.
Additional investigation of Flight 74 is needed to determine if the INS errors
are accurately described in Figures 4.6 and 4.7. While the inertial velocity
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measurement errors strongly influence the horizontal wind vector calculations,
they generally have little effect on the gust velocity computat!ons because
the effect of the slow variations in velocity is greatly diminished or
eliminated when the average velocity is removed.
4.5 Flow Vane Errors
RinGnes and Frost (Ig85) observed in analyzing the B-57B data that
...... constant differences existed between the angles of attack measured at the
three different stations along the wing. The constant offset from the true
value again has little influence on the computed turbulence since the mean
value is removed during the computation. The angle of attack terms have
negligibly small effect on the computed values and therefore the inaccuracies
cause no problems of the total horizontal wind vector. The cause of the angle
of attack difference, however, were attributed to misalignment of the wing tip
booms.
The average sideslip angles were also found to be different from the
expected value. A11 aircraft are designed dlrectionally stable and will fly
with zero average sideslip angle unless forcefully kept in a sideslip flight
condition. The average sideslip angle of 2.23 degrees, for example, recorded
at the centerboom on Flight 63 is therefore attributed to error. The source
of the error is not clear but boom misalignment or problems with the data
acquisition system are suspected causes. Again, the average sideslip error is
removed in the turbulence calculations, but it does affect the computed value
of the horizontal wind vector noticeably as will be demonstrated.
4.6 Airspeed Errors
Frost, et al. (1985a) observed a difference in airspeed measured by the
three separate wing probes. They compared average values for all runs on
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Flight 21 and reported an average difference between the right and center boom
measured velocltes of 1.82 m/s. The dlfference between the right and left
wing tip measured airspeed was 0.79 m/s. The overall averaged airspeed was
about 105 m/s. In Flight 31, the airspeed difference between the right and
left probes is 0.3 m/s at an average airspeed of 102 m/s. The accuracy of the
horizontal wind vector calculations depends upon the quality of airspeed
......measurements. Possible instrument calibration, position errors, or conversion
from indicated to true airspeed can cause these inaccuracies. Also, the lack
of separate static pressure transducers at the wind tips could have
contributed to the inconsistances. A test flight conducted with the B-57B
also revealed a value of horizontal wind speed of 2.5 m/s lower at the center
boom than at the wing tip booms at a relative airspeed of roughly 122 m/s
(Ehernberger, 1987). An approximate analysis based on a potential flow
solution for a Rankine body (Karamcheti, 1966) predicted a 6 percent error.
This is expected to be high because the B-57B is a more streamlined body than
a Rankine body, but the results do support the hypothesis that the airspeed
may be retarded sufficiently by the aircraft body to produce the relative
airspeed difference a boom's length from the nose. This 2 percent error is
accounted for in the following investigation of the influence of
instrumentation errors on horizontal wind calculations.
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4.7 Gust Velocity Corrections
The only instrumentation errors of those reported above which would
noticeably effects the gust velocity calculation based on inspection of
Equations 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7 is airspeed. The magnitude of correction to the
gust velocities due to airspeed corrections is illustrated in Figure 4.8.
Uncorrected turbulence is plotted directly from the tapes received from NASA
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Langley Research Center. The "corrected" turbulence has been coa_uted with
the predlcted inertial velocity, airspeed, andsideslip angle errors removed.
The differences between the two computations are small and only detectable for
the lateral and vertical cor,_onentswhere total airspeed enters the Equations
4.5 and 4.7. It is apparent that even the airspeed error is of little
significance in gust velocity calculations.
4.8 Horizontal Wind Vector Correction
The INS velocity and position indication, sideslip angle, and airspeed
errors identified as described above have been removed from the recorded data
on some runs of Flight 63. The influence these errors have on the calculation
of horizontal winds are demonstrated in this subsection. A series of wind
vectors are plotted before and after corrections have been made along the
flight path recorded by the INS. Each vector represents a one-second average
from the 40 samples per second data tapes.
In Figure 4.9 one of the box patterns flown on Flight 63 Is plotted. In
this figure, no corrections have been made. There are some obvious
inconsistencies in the wind vectors, particularly, at the corners where it is
expected that the wind would agrc: closer between the two runs. The aircraft
made 270-degree turns between runs which take less than two minutes. The wind
direction is not expected to change significantly during that short of an
interval. Instrumentation errors are, therefore, the probable cause for the
discontinuities in wind direction. Figure 4.10 differs from Figure 4.11 only
by removal of the 2.23-degree sideslip error in the calculation of the wind
vectors. It is debatable whether this correction alone has improved the wir_
vectors but it clearly demonstrates that seemingly small errors have
significant effect on the wind vectors. In Figure 4.11 corrections have been
-22
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Dmade for the known errors. The discontinuities in the wind vectors at the
corners have all but vanished except for the bottom left-hand corner.
However, asthe numerical order of the runs indicates the box pattern was
flown in a clockwise direction; thus, the beginning of Run g and the end of
Run 12 are separated in time by approximately 15 minutes. Therefore, it is
conceivable that the wind could have changed in that time span. The position
errors are not severe for this box pattern but still noticeable.
-Flg_re-4.12 i_ Similar to Figure 4.g except Runs 13 through 16 on Flight
63 have been plotted. No corrections have been made. Only the disconti-
nuities in the direction of the wind in the upper left-hand corner and in the
magnitude of the wind in the upper right-hand corner appear questionable.
Figure 4.13 illustrates the effect of removing the errors on wind vectors and
INS indicated locations. The horizontal wind vectors are more consistent and
also the location of the runs are in better agreement with the flight plan.
A third box pattern on Flight 63 (Runs 17 through 20) does not show the
same improvement with corrections. Figure 4.14 shows the uncorrected wind
vector and Figure 4.15 the corrected version. The INS indicated location is
improved but not the wind vectors. After correction, the wind directions on
Runs 18 and 20 are in sharp contrast to each other and additional or better
corrections are needed.
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4.9 Effects of Non-Level Fllqht
The algorithms used by NASA Langley computer facility to compute the
turbulent gust velocities from the measured aircraft data are based on the
assumption of straight, level flight. The more complete generalized system of
equations which will allow for departure from level flight are derived in
Appendix B. Questions arose during the study as to whether those portions of
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flights for which the aircraft climbed or descended should be removed from the
data. For example, during Run 3 at approximately 536 seconds (34 miles) into
the flight the aircraft climbed approximately 1000 ft (see Figure A.11). In
turn, during Flight g the aircraft climbed roughly 1000 ft beginning at t = 80
seconds (7 miles) and descended again at t = 135 seconds (8.4 miles), see
Figure A.41. Also, Runs I and 2 where the aircraft took off or made
touch-and-go's. This se__t_ S_ows that algorithms tO reduce the data based
on small angles and perturbations have no significant effect on the computed
turbulence for runs where departures from straight and level flight occur.
First it should be noted that because of the exaggerated vertical scale
in, say for example, Figures A.11, A.41, and all other plots of this nature
given in Appendix A, the departure from level flight appears to be severe. It
should be noted, however, that in no cases is the climb or descent angle
greater than 7". This size angle adequately satisfies the small angle
requirement defined in the algorithms presently used in the data reduction
process. However, this statement is further supported by quantitative
analyses in the following.
To investigate the effects of climb and descent angles on the computed
gust velocities, Equation B.27, which are used in the NASA Langley algorithms
and Equation B.15 which FWG has derived and programmed to investigate the
effect of "large angles" where compared. The FWG equation still assumes the
mean roll angles, _, Is zero. Equation B.27 was programmed and the turbulence
time histories at central probe for the descending (e - -2.83") and climbing
(O = 2.9") segments of Run 2 were computed separately. Figure 4.%6 shows the
comparison of the descending segment. Figures 4.16a, 4.16b, and 4.16c are for
the 1ongltudlnal (u), lateral (v), and vertical (w) components, respectively.
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The standard deviation of each time history is also shown in the figure.
Similar comparlson for the climbing segment Is shown in Figure 4.17. An ....
abnormal spike occurs in the lateral turbulence component at t - 201 seconds.
It is believed that the attitude of the aircraft at this moment probably
deviated from the small angle assumptions significantly. Therefore, the
maximum difference of the turbulence calculations from Equations B.15 and B.27
occurs at this point. Although the- complete equation (Equation B.I_)
calculates turbulence more accurately, Equation 3.27 saves a lot of computer
time and still holds an acceptable accuracy for small angles considered here.
For all practical purposes, the two calculations wlll introduce only
negligible difference in the turbulence analyses presented in this report.
To further investigate the departure from level flight, the turbulence
time history for Flight 3 was divided into two segments. Segment 1 is from 0
to 512 seconds (0 to 32 miles} and segment 2 from 512 to 691 seconds (32 to 44
miles). The turbulence statistics were computed for the total run and for
each segment indlvidually. The spectra for the two individual legs of the
flight are compared with the total run in Figure 4.18; no apparent difference
is observed. The turbulence intensity for each segment of the flight are
listed in Table 4.1. Difference in turbulence intensity for each leg of the
flight are apparent. These differences, however, are not attributable to
departure from level flight but rather due to patchiness of the turbulence
associated with terrain features beneath the flight path. Figure 4.19 shows
the turbulence time history and the approximate location relative to the
underlying terrain at which the measurementwas made. This figure, in vlewof
the fact that the mean wind is essentially out of the plane of the paper at
approximately 15", clearly suggests that strong turbulence is associated with
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Individually for Run 3.
Component Total Segment I Sec_ent 2
aUR 3.17 2.64 2.87
oVR 5.25 5.29 4.27
oWR 2.36 2.10 4.55
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flow over the mountain peaks. Thus, it is concluded that the patchiness of
the turbulence is due to terrain effects and not associated with any departure
of the aircraft from straight and level flight.
4
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS
C
The results of the analysis of F11ght 31 coupled with experience from
previous analysis of flight data from the NASA B-57 aircraft gust gradient
program, lead to the following conclusions and recommendations:
le The probability density distribution of gust velocities in the
atmosphere are not Gaussian. The distribution of velocity
differences across the airfoil which filtersout trends In the
quasi-steady wind have a definite modified Bessel function type
distribution, i.e., a higher percentage of small and large
velocity differences and lower percentage of intermediate values
than is predicted by a Gausslan distribution. The parameter r of
the modified Bessel function distribution however could not be
related to the existing meteorology or to specific terrain
features. It is recong_endedthat additlonal work to establish a
physical meaning of the parameter r be carried out. The
probability density distribution of the gust components
themselves, i.e., not the difference, were rather ill behaved in
this study and in many cases showed bimodal distributions. This
i
is believed to be due to the fact that a trend due to spatially
varying mean wind along the flight path, caused by terrain
features or other factors, were not removed from the gust
velocities when computing the probability density functions.
2. The theoretical von Karman spectrum fits the turbulence data well
over the frequency range investigated in thls study (0.04 to 20
Hz). The theoretical models were computed with length scales
determined from integration of the correlation coefficient from
zero lag to the point where the correlation first becomes zero.
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The results of the study strongly suggest that the turbulence
4 behaves relatively consistent with the assumption of tsotroptc,
homogeneous turbulence-despite the fact tha-t fltghts-were made
D
over mountainous terrain and during touch-and-go's through the
atmospheric boundary layer.
3. The two-point common component theoretlcal spectra (that is, the
spectra for the same velocity component for spatially separated
positions) proposed by Houbolt and Sen (1972) for the vertlcal
fluctuations and the spectra for longitudinal and lateral
velocity fluctuations derived in this report, agree with the
experimental flight data provided the care described in Chapter 3
is exercised in computing the two-polnt spectra from the
truncated, digitized gust velocity time histories.
B In calculating one-point auto-spectra and two-polnt common
component spectra from a direct Fourier transform of the data can
result in large errors due to aliasing and truncation estimator
bias. Aliasing is the major source of error in the auto-spectrum
whereas blas Is the major source of error in the two-point common
component spectra. This i_ physically evident since the energy
contained at high frequencies in two-polnt spectra vanishes
!
I!
significantly faster than that in one-point spectra. What is not
<;
evident is that a very small departure of two-polnt correlatlon
-coefficient from unity at zero lag can cause high blas errors,
To remove bias error from two-polnt spectra it is recommended
that the minlmum-blas lag window be utlllzed.
$i 5. To reduce the variance error associated with a two-polnt common
• component as well as all cross-spectra it is important to carry
r __
4
l
B
out segment averaging of the co- and quad-spectra C{s,f) and
Q(s,f) separately as contrasted to averaging the absolute value,
i.e., IC2(s,f) + Q2(s,f).
6. The small values (0.07) of theratlo of the spanwldth separation
distance of 20 m to the typical turbulence integral length scale
was found to have a relatively significant effect on the
two-polnt spectra in terms of spectrum dropofC at high
frequencies. However, for other statistical parameters; le,
cross correlations, there were indications that the separation
distance of 20 m is too small to resolve some of the statistical
issues of interest. It is recommended that experiments be
carried out wlth larger separation distances than 20 m for a
firmer understanding of two-polnt statistical pamameters.
7. The one-point and two-point cross-co_elatlons between _common
velocity components shows almost zero correlation (further
supporting the assumption of Isotroplc turbulence). However,
close examination of the complex phase angle associated with the
cross-spectra indicate there is significant phase difference
between various frequencies. The one-point cross-spectrum appears
to agree well with the model proposed by Reeves, et al. (1974).
No empirical expression or analytical model of two-point cross-
spectra is available. Further work is required in this area.
B. The instrumentation system and data processing algorithms for the
NASA B-57B aircraft provides highly accurate measurements of
turbulent gust velocities. The measurements of the total
instantaneous wind speed, however, may contain certain errors
induced by some of the present characteristics of the measuring
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system. In particular the INS Schuler drift problem causes
significant uncertainty in the position of the flight path and of
the magnitude of the mean wind-speed (i_e., ,2 to 5 m/s). -Thls
uncertainty in velocity coupled with small inaccuracies in the
flow vane measurements (possibly due to boom misalignment or
other factors), while having insignificant effect on the gust
velocity measurement, can result in major errors in the wind
field. These errors can be corrected if appropriate data other
than that measured by the on-board instrumentation system is
gathered during the flight. For example, visual observed
position recorded with a designation marker utilized can be used
to estimate INS Schuler position drift from post-analysis of the
data. Since the Schuler drift does not appear to have a constant
amplitude nor period of oscillation, procedure_ to correct for
this error by backing cut the inertial winds and position from
measurements made with the aircraft stationary on the runways are
not feasible.
p
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APPENDIX A
RESULTS OF STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF FLIGHT 31
General information, ground track terrain features, and statistical values
for all runs (except landing operation, Run 17) of Flight 31 on November 29,
1982, are presented in this appendix. The analysis of each run is given in
two tables and five figures. The first table shows the turbulence average
parameters, integral length scales, and correlation coefficients and the
second one lists all parameters measured and their range of values. Five
figures show the flight altitude, time history, probability density function,
normalized correlation function, and normalized spectral density function of
gust velocities, respectively.
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TABLEA. 1. Average Turbulence Parameters, integral Length Scales, and
Correlation Coefficients of Gust Velocities, Flight 31, Runl.
le
m
.
Mean Airspeed (m/s):
VL VC V-R
81.13 78.92 81.21
Standard Deviation of
Gust Velocities (m/s):
_uR _vR _wR
2.12 2.11 2.31
_uC _vC awC
1.69 1.99 2.33
_uL _vL _wL
1.74 2.05 2.58
Standard Deviation of Gust
Velocity Differences (m/s):
_AuRL _AvRL _AwRL
1.20 1.10 0.77
4. Integral Length Scale (m):"
LuR LvR LwR
297.7 149.7 255.1
LuRL LvRL LwRL
248.4 35.3 254.5
5. Correlation Coefficient of Gust
0.75
v_/_VRaV L _/aWRaW L
0.34 0.80
z_/aURaV R v_/aVRaW R _T_/aWR_U R
0.08 0.14 0.52
ITRV[/aURaV L v_lavRaw L _/aWRaU L
-0.40 0.11 0.45
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TABLE A. 2. List of All Parameters Heasured and Their Range of Values,
Flight 31, Run I.
CHNINEI= UNITS HIGH LOq NEAN I0_ STD POIN'_
1 IImL____SE_DNDS_ ........... 3ulOL,50Z ._37')_,5,617.'i_033,50410.3e033,58433 .... 39.23.456 .... 543b
.PHI. OOT____AD I SEC.-._.- ......... Z7E ..... _-,210 .... o,OOaZZ .... 0_115 .... 02102 ..... 543&
3 A.._CL N._[ C C.. U_p_T _ I ,._ 3. 7._.__.__.__,.Z _ ____.__.__L, _.QP0 b_.7.___ Z • QO?!e ,_ _t,1 (_____', 36
4 _T.HET_A._r)T_--_.A.Of$.[-_ ........ _a'_.----,-SbZ- .... OO4_h ..... ,0327) _.__,03Z_b .... 543b
7_PSI_I ..... J_AD .............. Z',O,O(_ .... Z32,_06 __ Z37,35125 . Z3?,]5]I_Z .... 1,10419 ....... 543b
10 DE L p!.[_.:_._.__D EC ?. _c(7 .... _.-I,,_ 4_ ,03B].L__ | __0_Z_O_.__t t=.09_ b_____543 b
11.._d_C,L_ff LT___fi_LL_I'[$ __J.., _7_L_____.__.OI)':',L--._.__ l_Oll]_a_ __ L,D_I,_I____.,1429B ..... _'_b
12kCEL N AT G UIIITS 2.204 -,2_ l.O12_b 1...026.15 .|b7b5 Sk.3_
14 ACC/ Y CG O U_JITS .El5 -,lOS ,o0olg ,O_lt_9 ,0_B39 ...... 5_,]b
1S _.._LPHA CTR RAD ,0o1 -.21h -,04731 ..... ,'Obt 5q ,03q43 543b
I_ BETA CTR RAD ,148 -,177 • 015b,_ ,038kE ,03510 S',36
19___.CL._ IN$._.G UNITS .......... ].flc)q. _.. .0)1 . 1,01,_70 1,018',4 ..... ,OU7Z3 .... 5'.,30
ZO ALPHA_RT .... RAD................. _UUI ]f,O ...... ,, 03694 ..... ,OSB)_L._ ,0451b ..... 5_]b
_1 BETA RT RAD .IoC_ -.Ib3 _,.02_2._,038_.1k ,031DO 5_3b
2E'ALPHA LT EAD ............. ,110 ____ -,ltl_ ..... -,01"1_g _ . ,0510D ...... ,0q905 .... 543_.
;_3 BETA /T kAD ..................... • |5[_ ......... "., l_h ....... ,01825 ,035_4 ,03038 ..... 5_36
z4PSI--OOT E_U/$_C ,04.1 -.406 ,O02eE "" --_,.D12,__55._ ,01223 543b
2S TERP LOT__ DEC C 17._oZ 14.458 lb.fi2312 16.55116 .e,'6314 5_]b
16 _C_.L. T__ PSZO 1._ ......... ,60_ .... ._,,4_ 7\'_ . S __ _ S----- _,_0_ _.___----.__.__ _ _
_70C CTR PSID 1,286 .00_ ,658b? ,8183| ,_8562 5_]b
2B 0 C AT_______P 5.1 r_............... 1,314 ......... oor/ ....... 6_673 ....... B_95Z ...... 5001k ..... 5k36
Z'gPS PSIA 1'3,561 ._ IZ.303_ - IJ,22_I_, . 13.2_7750 .... ,37631J .......... 5q30
3o_TEH P IRT VOLT5 11 °k6'3 k. 5_,7 ?z.?.2b'l b ? •8 _+88.1 1 +_37B 9 _._.._ _L_36_
31 HYEROM DEG E b,ebO -5°26_ 5.105,,1 5,R0571 E,Tb_51 5_3b
33QC2 CTR PSI0 ............... .1 ',', -,03q ,1062'3" • 10_)'_0 ,0?815 5_,3_
3_ .-__Ca.-i-__-=_ PS!D "._-_-- -.oYo _._';d_4 ........ o_blo ....... oz_ ........._4_o
35 OAR...... DEG ............. -, 0',7 "--._-.-.=, 4,_R .... -, l,Oub ..... , _0153 ,08191 54_*,
3GOAL Dig 5, 0')7 ,1_3 .25k55 ,26718 ,08117 543b
38-D-S-Tk-B-----DEG-- ................. ,541 ...... . 170__'::, 171_20-_:._- , 172281...__,00521'_ ..... 543b
39 OROn DEG -2.u61 -IZ.545 -Z,uu356 E. Oe,bSe .1314_ 54_,b
40 _-THR_PC _"_AX" ............ __ 1_ I..... , "i8.-30_'_ _ _'_;b_59_'_. _ .=6_g_e' ..... _'22T_.--_...... 543
41DTHRL- -- PCT I_AX 44,_2 z, 27,173 '_*,?_b3'_ ',_,74704 ,2_,173 5_3b
42 DFLP POS ITZON ]. _.80 ,433 L_L1761B l..z 176.._3 ,01015' 5_3b
430SB POSITION ,2_5 -,).kS _. -,l |52_ .... ,1153B ........ ,00580 ..... 543b
440 TO G NETERS ...... 7510_Z.l,88_.IbOlZ74**jo_.eeee#eeetee eteet_,ee_,_ EqOll. ZO914 ..... 5_31,
4_ B TN D DEEREES 13,210 73_170 73.1gh_O 73.1'_6e0 ,O_Eq5 S4_b
46 LO---NG DEGREES -| 17 °'b_ ---'--'--_'1"? o:,_'__ ---7"1"7 o-84 ? I_£-- - "1| 7 • 8 _ Z BZ "--'_ O_.7'89--'543 L
47 l,,.__"r..... DE(_eEES .......... '_,_., e75 ...... 34,RZq ...... 34,80D08 ..... 34, Re,DO11 .... ,_01 _O __ ___ .543b
63
64
65
G6
S7
I;8
69
70 v._ (;[NT_._ m,,',_EC __
71 vFJ._ FT HIJ.Lr:,
73 ;G C.._T£e ,_s[.c
49 HDG _.RADIANS .......... 4, lu8 ..... 4,061__. 'k,141bb.._ 4.141?0 ..... 019eO ..... 5_'_e,
50 ._E.__fll 5EC _-. 09 Z__-----_ 9 b ,310_.--_- 59. _ 5 _99 .... 69. eZld2_ __ _b.bllgB ....... 5 _ ] G
52 ..{I,_T_|_TulLF..__K_ M 1,47_ .... , h73 .... , eB519 ...... 01663 ...... 23603 ....... _43b
5) _E__C______.__EGREE_.__C.___ ...... 15,t_bl ....... _,Z_) .... 1Z,51436 _ .12,71q_') ..... Z.277b* .... 543,'.
55 __WND__PO._KNOI$ ....... ZZ, _J7"1 .... 3,5J?___kl. Jq5215 .... .1.2.23842 __._..].OS07B ..... 5436
57 .IcLRLn I e [C..__P_C_ __FA ,_ Z:,2, u 3____..__ Z.,_Qo_____ZZ _, 2 Z ? __e__J Zb., _ ) Le.?._.___.3 _727 _3_
i(lJ_ 0_0 J RZ____ O[c RE1%__...... 7 Z L_ 3b__.__J Ob_5-------_ b, 2 ? 7_ O___ -_7 • 198 _'b .... _L_,_ 9727 ...... _436
59 _ ] bl___ | _,..3__._D EGP,EE._L.._ __ _.-25.7., B3 _ .... 1_L7., DbS___ZZ 5 oZZT_I___ 72S • 6 _ 11_7____ I._,4q727 ....... 543_
60 NINO D[R4 DEGREES 2bZ.b3B 187,0e,5 22.5,,.2._B 22S,b316? 13.4q_727__43._
61 -_-IB_._I_O--L_-/_[ C---==-...... ]._oto_O______O._L7___ et,213_O_ _t.5_L70____42.3_ZYO ...... 5430
6E AIRSPEED C I_/SEC 127,7_,3 7._00 • ?u.qlGu_ 8q.T_,7t_q 4Z.Iq518 5430
kI_._PEED L HISFC ..... ), 3b. '367 ? ,,h ._.Z:- - "-_ _: 1 _ 0 q b - -""_ _. ! : 7 _ _'10._._____..__8--_i_'7.Q_._. _]b
1NRTL__01 Sp____ET EH$ ..... 7lR_)gu .... -_14,77L_ le'),7bZ76_ _ 305,0_r_Z5 .... Z3B.92708 ...... 5430
•,Jr. RIGHT mL_ 5,19_Q_____=_-_.,2L_a__._ODOUO_.. Ztll_41_..l§bL._-.__543_
j___(_E_I._.EB._._I_ E_ ...... 4,4q(___ -_ft, 4_L ___, O00bO.__. 1*b8.°7_ .... I_,b8990 ......... 543b
'urLJ. E.ET__.,I.5 EC 4, _12 .... -_5,74_ ___ ,OOO_O .... 1,738)7__._ 1 ,T3_53 ..... 543b
_.t_QI__ -_,8_ ..... -. 03314 ___ 1._9'_3B._--1 .q94zq ...... _ _ 36
>,.__TR .... . --IZLq?_) _ " * 1Z ? _ 8 ...... Z,OS?lT _Z.,OS3?). . __ 5q3_
?,._._ e - p ,_%_.L -_ 13 _____._3, q Z.Zq_L._._3.,.) 9# t L-- -_ ",-)-_
_ 5[.0_. -.7_,_3_ _..... .-_, _llpb5 .... Z.'.eSZ 71 .__..._ ,)3745 ...... ._,)_
7.,_(LP7___.___-_, Ion__ _-.l., 516_ ____ Z _qg.oLz___ Z ,_7700 ____430
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TABLE A. 3. Average Turbulence Parameters, Integral Length Scales, and
Correlation Coefficients of Gust Velocities, Flight 31, Run 2.
Ii
.
.
Mean Airspeed (m/s):
VL VC VR
87.82 85.79 87.51
Standard Deviation of
Gust Velocities (m/s):
_uR avR OwR
3.23 2.03 1.16
_uC avC _wC
3.20 2.01 1.08
auL _vL °wL
3.20 2.09 1.17
Standard Deviation of Gust
Velocity Differences (m/s):
_AuRL _AvRL _awRL
0.94 0.77 0.87
4. Integral Length Scale (m):
.
LuR LvR LwR
325.9 250.1 79.1
LuRL LvRL LwRL
322.4 251.8 89.3
Correlation Coefficient of Gust
Velocities:
l_/OURaU L _/oVROV L _/aWRaW L
0.80 0.81 0.82
IIRV_/_URaVR V-RIT._/oVRaWR I_T_EIR/awRaUR
0.O0 -0.05 0.11
IlgT-_/aUROV L v-ff_/oVROW L _lJ[/oWRaU L
-0.02 -0.03 0.10
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Figure A.8. Probability density functions for gust velocities and
gust velocity differences (normalized with the standard
deviation), Flight 31, Run 2 (r : degree of non-Gaussian).
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TABLE A. 4. List of All Parameters Measured and Their Range of Values,
Flight 31, Run 2.
CHANNEL m]TS mGX LO_ ,E_ RSS STO e0Z,TS
', ..T]_EzI_'IZSECONgS..... :.. 3U56_.,86.. 3u355,GUO3U',,.Z.579,.D_8_6a._291-_._,i.Taq56.- - ...._SS3
? .PHI_DDT.___.._RA0/$EC ............ 227 ....... -.115 ..... -,OOZ51 ,O2EbO ..... 028't0 _ . B553
_kC_. N..CG .C..__N.!T5 - .......... 1,]__& ....... ,71',__. 1,OO315 __lj, O.DSZ,.9__...._.,Ob857 ..... B553
._ THFTA DOT_ RAD/SEC ......... ,O57 . _ " 3OO . r " O O 303 ----- " O [ _ _ _ ..... O_ 3 C_ ...... B 55 )
=- THETA ..... RAIl ......... ,?Oh ..... 017 ,09551 ...... ,*11363 ....... 06lqZ . 6553
6 .p1_ I_..R A p ............... o 1'__ ......... .-..,.0 7, ...... _035,J ........ ,0ZEZ0 ..... ,027'+0 ..... a_j
7 .PSI 1 ....... RAD ............. 31.1,557 .... Z65.77_ 307,ZJ'_uO 307,2530q ...... ;_.Ob?_6 8553
S .DEf._ P$1_I_ DFG ............ 3.55], .... -8.175 .... -.hb2_ z) .... 2,O;177U ..... 2.8519(> ._._ B553
9 .P$1 7' ........ RA0 ............. _3Zh,559 ...... 3u],oll . .. 30_,OO0+,l _._Oq,OiZEq .... Z,777p0 ..... B55_
10 DEL_PSI _.. DEC. ....... 4,0_0_ _ -7,5e5. -,l?'_,t,H .... 2,6Z_3 .. Z.61938 _553
11...ACCL N LT__C. UNITS ............ 2,139 ....... .;'e,5._ . 1.GL329 ...... 1.0Z'i, B8 .... .15_71 --- 8553
1_ ACCL N RT G uNITS l°q', .105 o 1,015',_ 1.O2855 .._._.16375 ....... B553
;3-_ccCx-C_-TG_,wg---_-'7_'7.7_ ,25VTT_-_"_,o_7-T" .0uu.;_-. _. ,Z0_ ..... o_zo__ e55_
14 iCCk Y CG G uNITS ,lie -,27_ .. -.006_6 ..... ,.0268 B ,0Zblq .... 8553
IS-ALp,X CTRI___U ...... -- ....... ._.'..'_-,o.u_7"--'-,i.._ -.07_. ........ O_*Oe ...... OZ___ .o_Ta ........ es_
|6 _E T_. CTR RAt) ,070 -,OoO ,O0193 ..... _OZ1Bq ...... ,OZlTb... B553
171TEe#..I.__--__'OEG-F'_'_" "_7.-_.,_,053.. 63,e5', _82,],19,,e, . e2,21031 ...... t,e51t+q__ e5_,3
18 ,T..__He I___.O E G _F ............. 59.5b(L ...... 38, J 71q .... 5'_. 271'32 .... §_, Z_7793 .... ,,Z 7067 ..... ,B55 J
19-A¢CL_Z [NS_ .C UNITS ........ 1,556 .... ,710 . l°Ollt_O .... 1,01k13 ...... ,0T',39 .... 8553
_OALPHk RT. RAD ,11Z . -.o,,_ ,o3',70 ,03832 .. ,01526 8553
21 BET J.._RT RkO ...... ,OO_. ..... .-t O57 ........ 015.-s 7 ....... OZ _'_7 --,O. 1_77 _ _8_5_
_J_ ALPHA LT .... RAg ........ _13_ ..... _',OLZ .... 0_.gr_3 .0518_1 ..... 01522 ... B553
23 BETA.LT ..... RiO ....... _. ..... ,075 ...... -.o/b ..... 00158 ..... 0205Z .... .020_,'_. 8553
24.P$l DOT.._____ t_O t S E C........... ,.30) ..... _-., +).', 7 ..... , O0_t#', ..... ,017++0__ _,g) 223 ..... e553
25 TENP TL_T .--- DEC C ........ IB,I.J5 .... ll,+s04 15,1_?',1 _ 15,211_5 .... 1,5453_ . u553
26.0C LT ...... P$1g .............. ,7;"_ ...... ,',,_3 __ , ,h2_(,t ........ ,62593 ...... ,g,,045 __ _553
Z6 OC RT .... P$ID ............ 702 ....... _ _ 7 ,&2DIG _. ,62152 ...... O_IU6 . 8553
Zgp$ P$IA | ] , 21_JB 1;',507 I ;?.qgq7_, 1Z,_q'b/al .... ,ZI9§O 0553
30._T E__ P "-J" R Z M.____ V U C X $ .......... 15 _._,._ " "-_l,2L? .... I,b_)5_e .... 7,77r_b_,(_ it 73_ .... b55J
31 HYGRDN ...... DEC C ............. 5,',92 ....... -_,750 ..... 3,575V7 .... 3.837Z1 ...... L, log70 . . {s553
32 oC2 LT _.. PSID ..... .03B ....... -,03 _) ,OIZ2Z O13].8 ...... ,004_14 . .. 8553
330C2 CTIt "" e$I_ .{SB .03_3 "" ,llavl" " '
..... .__ _;_.Z 40L .O35;_q ..... 8553
_4_OE2. JtT ........ PSlD .................. llq ...... ,0_1 ...... 077,,5 .... 0Elb0___,O25TO _. B553
]SOAR ...... gEG ................... -_,_71 .... -_,2',7._ -3,qL7Ub.. . 3,930',k _.__ ,lb2(sO . B553
_s6.p.AL__ DEC ............ t.O.O..B_.__'.-_.--4t_,.__-.2,_") 71 ...... ?._?lt_l _,',or_Bz ..... 1155.:t
37 DELEV DEC ................. _83q ........ -',_120 ..... -2.qb_lb3 .... 2.Q7._4 ____.,_t_371 .-_ 1553
__0_sTAR.... DEC........ Z_ -._? . .Z_uT ..... _ZaT',_.... 0Ze_7 _55_
40 DTHRR _PCT HAX .......... 59,5/+1 ...... _7,110 __ ;,',oSb779__A_,Sb93O_____,3bbB', .... B553
41 DTHR.L_ PCT HkX ....... _,_. '_e_l _G{, 2_5 ..... _,',. 8dZ! 2 .... k',. e$2bb._____.., Z:' t O0 ........ 8553
43D55 I_0_SITI.ON. .......... I_7 ..... :-a_LTO ....... -.ZtS?q _ _ ,115113 ...... 00325 __ 11553
44 D_'TO__G IqETER$ ?4q 5 2 _ () _8_ _ ? %_6. 718_0_t 4_ 4_ ¢ t * 0.¢* # * * e t 1 • e ¢_o3.9.9 e p___Z__9 4# O 1 2 1 * _ 8553
46 L"_"_(_ DEGREES -118,065 -118,20_ -lle,l)bZ3 t18,135Z3-" - ,03929 R553
47 .L___L.. .... O.E__B E E $ .... -- "' -__35,Q55 ..... 35,9 _q.___3_ ,DOer 7 35.,.O_O<_.8__ ,Q3103 ..... B553
51 .,.VN /'I/$ EC b __. 2_,17 4 ++• ._ g 1___-_ +_+,.0 q_.5 _......__+t_ 15 _ 4.4_ 7_._ _ .53
52 ALT_ITUDF..__K_ .................. 1,3',(_ ....... ,_10 " L,O_bL,5___ 1,g]_b____,l)OZ8 ...... 855)
53 T [ _P'_{;_Q E G E E E.,T__C..... _1_., b Z________7. e',3__, .._x.__J. 1 ,'_ 5 _ g'7.___1 ] ,_ _ b.l,2._____.J.., 50760___ B 55)
5(..f,.M _LL.._D K_ O ] _; 31 .'_ L,3 3._q 15_ 8 q_6 ,_ _._._..LT_L0_O q O_Z_______.l_j._Ja Z O.__...__..__ 5 _ .]
55..tLi_t_NO_,.SJ'D__Ktlo.l..T ...... .___1_. Z7_l____ _-',,.97.Z__ 5.'_7',Z ____ (:,.51977___ 3,7Z072 ..... 1_55J
_ k ]ND__D_SPEED K_OT5 32.250 5.O_9 17_ 51_T._ .... 1 _.3 31L ;___.__. 5,405 Zq 8553
S 7 _W._ND.._..__p,,..F ._.. DEGREES 207._74 20_.321 ._%_. 07574 2kE.e7Rq8 17.30_.___ B551
_,EWI, ND_DI.R;___DEC-REE$ ........ IO?,q?__ .... _R_'_,_I ..... (1 _ _ 0 7 5 V 5 j 70,_.,_o_*___J_7.3o_5 ,r,..... R553
_9WIN0._{_3__P_C._EE5 ........ _e?,'_7t, .... ;_0H,1_)__._,0757___Z_,_]'8___L?a)O',5___ 8551
SOWINg DTR_ DECREES 2117. _7, 208.7421 2_15,07575 2,8.67848 17.30_54 1155,.I
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TABLEA. 5. Average Turbulence Parameters, Integral Length Scales, and
Correlation Coefficients of Gust Velocities, Flight 31, Run 3.
I. Mean Airspeed (m/s):
vL Vc VR
104.21 102.52 104.60
2. Standard Deviation of
Gust Velocities (m/s):
°uR avR awR
3.17 5.25 2.36
auC avC awC
3.15 5.29 2.18
_uL °vL awL
3.19 5.31 2.31
3. Standard Deviation of Gust
Velocity Differences (m/s):
aAuRL _AvRL _AwRL
1.29 1.23 1.37
4. Integral Length Scale (m):
LuR LvR LwR
234.0 425.6 116.9
LuRL LvRL LwRL
238.4 422.8 115.3
5. Correlation Coefficient of Gust
Velocities:
_/aURaU L '_/aVRaV L _g_r_-/aWR_WL
0.80 0.91 0.75
Ir_v_/aURaV R _/aVRaW R _r_g/aWRaU R
0.09 -0.19 0.06
tNT-C/aURaVL "_rC/aVR_WL _tl-[-/aWRaUL
0.04 -0.19 0.05
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Figure A.13. Probability density functions for gust velocities and
gust velocity differences (normalized with the standard
deviation), Flight 31, Run 3 (r = degree of non-Gaussian).
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TABLE A. 6. List of All Parameters Pieasured and Their Range of Values,
Flight 31, Run 3.
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(TABLE A. 6. continued)
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TABLE A. 7. Average Turbulence Parameters, Integral Length Scales, and
Correlation Coefficients of Gust Velocities, Flight 31, Run 4.
I.
.
.
Mean Airspeed (m/s):
VL Vc vR
104.78 102.62 104.32
Standard Deviation of
Gust Velocities (m/s):
CuR _vR awR
_uC _vC awC
_uL _vL awL
Standard Deviation of Gust
Velocity Differences (m/s):
aAuRL _AvRL _awRL
4. Integral Length Scale (m):
LuR LvR LwR
419.8 350.8 66.9
LuRL LvRL LwRL
408.0 344.7 61.9
. Correlation Coefficient of Gust
Velocities:
_rC/aURaUL v_/aVR_V L _/_WRaW L
0.88 0.91 0.80
l:I_/aUR_V R _/oVRaW R _r_l:F_/OWR_UR
-0.19 0.20 0.09
ZIRV[/OURaV L _/aVROW L IT_TTC/aWR_UL
-0.19 0.20 0.06
w
_0
..,3
.,. _ . . _ _. _,_ ,
,F
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0
0._
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Figure A.18. Probability density functions for gust velocities and
gust velocity differences (normalized with the standard
deviation), Flight 31, Run 4 (r = degree of non-Gaussian).
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TABLE A. 8. List of All Parameters Measured and Their Range of Values,
Flight 31, Run 4.
CHANNrL /JNIT5
1 .TIME ..... SrCCNN£
? PHT _PT. _ _,,r_lq_ _
t_CL _? rG C t'NIT, _
'_ TIlrTA.n)'lT .. gAr, I;FC
5 TIIET Ik DAr_
6 P!_T .... _Afl
7 P S L_.I ..... RAN .......
8 pCL o57 ] _Fr,
IO__EL P_[ "*.__orG
11 JerL _ L'r r (,_ITT_
13 ACrL._ er_.. r 'fl'ITTE
14 kerL. V Ce. G mltT._
I_ jLet_ PT r_ i?_krl
16_ETt..rT ° _ - _IP .....
17'rr*,_ • t?rm F
lg TrWr_ p. . nrC. F
lgJCC[._ ;' x,S _C uq[TS
_C/ Jl. nllJ PT Pin
_1 _l_T* DT ©An
2?_ALPHA t'.__ PAO ......
23mr'r_ Ix PJ_
24 pr? nnT . _lnl_;¢_.
25.T r_._ 0._T nv (_r_ C
26or £T.. P _. T r_
Zl.f_C CTo ..... P¶T_
?8I C_..R T__P S I _____ ........
2¢__P_ ....... PSIA ._
30 TEMp TO.... V_I T_ .
33 tsr.'_ t_'rp n_T/_
3_.9C._ P.V PC]O ....
35 n_e ....... n_
36 nat nrc
37-_.t_v . Nrr ..............
38_eT|q .... i_rG
3g nlPll_ ...... firc
40._THg = PrT .N_Y
41 i_T.Ol_ ...... PCT pry
42 t_-'l _ P_eTTTrlq
43 n_n ..... pi'l_ T T T n_
44_ vn e, wrTrl_'_
41;_ vn q _rfaFr_
4£ I n_ nrr-_rr _;
47 tAT _Fr_ r[_
iB.Tq_. _E'e,--- I_rGPF£_;
5O.VE ....... "l_.rc
51 V'I MISt r.
5Z _LTT TIlde VU
54 _q vql_ _PP WI.QT._
55 q_ Wq/_ 5P_ YlZITS
57 _T Nrt r_,_arC rIF('DF¢'r
5B _T "n nlo_ . r_FCr'FrS
• *an n o= t_rc.prr':59V ...... T __
64 P¢'1Ti AI T prTl:O._
6E I*_ IT_qT V/St r
67 lw, eENTFP wI_EP
6R.Ur_.LE-rT _. u/_;_'C
69 V ,";I) Y_i.IT _/.¢ [_
70VG e ¢_Tr,. _ l_rc
71.V_. L r_X ...... w/_ I:C
7zur, p ,r,_T MI_FC
we. _ ¢',Tr'r M/_rr
_._.1 r'T _ _ w/_r r.
NIGH lOW MEAN EMS STD
,,?o -.Z?_ -,GO_04 ,O_NPq ,C'_ZO
,!36 -.113 ,CC2_ ,02114 .020_
,_e -.0_4 ,C?_NP ,0qlTE .O&_C9
_g3*ln3 - I_C*050 3_,_¢6_ _P4._¢3C7 .... 2._3q
1l.lO_ o¢.677 ?.7¢_3 4°¢7734 ?,_g?¢?
_Th,_O. r3_,313 PNZ,_qlo3 5¢2,e0C27 Z*_71 _ &
11.3n8 -_.3P_ 3.C,_T3P _.11qq_ , 2,_C_76
_*_cZ -1._?7 ]._(_1 o 1._7_7 .37?C'1
,lit -,Ok1 =,OOIll ,0_6C7 ,OZ6_
.... ,I_2 -.I_ ,(C_62 ,0374_ ,037(Z
P},n_4 -&c.312 7F._2_0 7q.70_C2 2._A713
_t,6nl -_.510 _1.21_23 _1.32)E7 ._6E13
_.37_ _.. -,P_q I,CG_II 1,C2_62 ,1¢o8_
,l_ -,141 ,_1_71 ,03t¢? ,031_7
,_? -.21¢ ,(,217_ .03173 . .0?3_?
,1_4 -,154 ,OCTCO *_3_2_ ,C3347
,n=& -.71_ ,OC?SO ,0?]5¢ ,03149
t,h_ ._Fk ,flkSl ,PI_17 ,O671_
1._1_ ,27q ,7E23_ ,7_4;3 ,_t3FO
L,N61 _. . ,6&3 . .fC¢]_ ,_1177 ...... .06_F_
l,_q_. -137._77 -_,f2_25 5,6_q_1 2._ESP5
• _P -,llg .C7C_ ,OTCCE ,0C23q
,174 -,17_ ,143¢P ,146_1 ,02_0
,I_ -,10_ ,1_¶10 ,1Z_7. ,ClTql
q,&_ -Q._10 -_,_235P q,N_2?p. _ ,_1677
2.4_3 -1_,4_4 ?.0_011 2.06£C3 .34¢_
.?_q *.?a2 -.1710$ .1725@ ,0_P¢4
,aq? -,7_G .L_243 ,0_5c4 ,01_51
?Sp_Tq,|,e_1 TS_l&7.57_ $$$$******* $*$*$***#t* _),)_4_8
7_,_O0 72.Tq_ T_.PA14_ ?_.MNlA_ ,03_1_
-ll_.nT_ -_17.O_l -117.q7_12 ll7oq7_lZ .0CIE4
]_l,h?? 17_,1_5 17g*)_3_ 17q.37C15 1,_7003
?,_O -',_P¢ 1,?77Z$ 3,4337E ,. 3,le?_l
-o2.,_ -!17,_?E -107,(4515 107.16110 4.g[3ql
9._37 -&?.03_ ,..?2r_l 5.332_1 1.0_71C
4?._r3 -Iq.718 lq. P3073 71.34131 7.q_662
53,1_n .OqO ?_,?<_14 ?¢.51et4 7._360
35_,_50 1.4hO Zq3,3_1"3 2c5,017_ 30,_3613
171,n_n -ll",r4_ Ill,?Cl?Q 117,'3330 3G,C161_
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Figure A.22. (continued).
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TABLEA. 9. Average Turbulence Parameters, Integral Length Scales, and
Correlation Coefficients of Gust Velocities, Flight 31, Run5.
I.
.
.
Mean Airspeed (m/s): 4. Integral Length Scale (m):
VL VC VR LuR LvR LwR
105.79 103.53 105.33
Standard Deviation of
Gust Velocities (m/s):
OuR avR awR
2.49 4.06 2.76
ouC _vC _wC
2.47 4.04 2.66
_uL _vL °wL
2.56 4.10 2.85
Standard Deviation of Gust
Velocity Differences (m/s):
_AuRL a_vRL _AwRL
].41 1.38 1.42
.
333.9 168.6 189.7
LuRL LvRL LwRL
317.5 173.5 204.0
Correlation Coefficient of Gust
Velocities:
z_/aURaU L VRV[/aVROV L _-C/aWRaWL
0.87 0.90 0.90
l]-_v_/aUROVR v-_/aVRaW R IT_l]-_/oWRaUR
-0.09 -0.10 -0.17
I_/aURaV L _/oVRaW L _T_I_-C/oWRaUL
-0.08 -0.09 -0.20
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Figure A.23. Probability density functions for gust velocities and
gust velocity differences (normalized with the standard
deviation), Flight 31, Run 5 (r = degree of non-Gaussian).
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TA'_LE A.IO. List of All Parameters rleasured and Their Range of Values,
Flight 31, Run 5.
CHANNEL UHITS HIGH LOW MEAN F_(S STO P_|NTS
I TIME ..... SECONDS _OZTg.553 _0134.5T8 4020T,065_0 k0207.08TEg 41.86150 5800
Z'PHI DOT _ RAD/SEC .Z08 -.lq5 -.ooz18 .Okk4] .04438 5BOO
3 ACCL N CG G UNITS 2.327 .230 ,99Z_g 1,00515 ,15907 SBO0
THETk D3T__. RAD/SEC ,153 -.151 .00Z64 ,01892 .01873 5300
5 THETk RAD .154 -.033 .04341 ,05090 ,01655 5800
5 PHX ekD ,133 -.184 .oooe8 ,04024 ,04023 5800
7 PSX I ......... RXD 359.118 -.155 199,b4552 326.65102 130.06194 5800
E DEL PSI i DEG 7.919 -9.556 -.Z9595 2,35956 2.34113 5800
9 PS! 2 BAD 363,571 346.67Z 355,57109 355,57842 Z,Zet2? _BO0
10 DEL PS! Z_.. DEG 2.13B._ -1_._9Z -Z.84581 6,26277 5,57933 5800
11-ACCL N LT G UHITS 4.881 -2.620 1.00522 1.06613 .35524 5BOO
12 ACCL N RT G UHITS _.993 -Z.B51 1,00_95 1.07230 .3T674 5800
13 A¢CL X CG G UHITS ,202 -.0_3 ,0656) .05809 ,03595 . 5BOO
14ACCL"Y CG .... G UNITS ,I,3 -,109 -,00165 ,02_53 ,02543 5800
15 ALPHA DTR RAD .128 -.106 -,01076 ,OZ70? ,01739 5800
15 8ET_ CTR RAO .178 -o)68 ,00913 ,03557 .03533 5800
17 TEMP ! OEG F 76,497 74,878 TS.TbRgT TP,TTOT8 ,35062 5100
18 TENP P DEG F 61,781 61,425 61,6_10T 61.61108 ,03676 5800
Y9 ACCL Z ]H$ G UNITS 2.27E ,202 ,99627 1,00934 ,16193 5800
ZO ALPHA AT BAD .lAD -.lO_ -.0|016 ,OElbO .O19Ob 5800
21 BETA BT RAD ,lgO -,165 ,01321 ,03486 .O3ZZ7 5800
22 ALPHA LT. RAD .133 -,OR6 ,&lB99 .02656 .01857 5800
2]-BETA tT " BAD ,142 -.|61 .00764 .03341 .01253 5800
24 PS1 O_T RkDISEC .105 -.Z04 ,00271 ,03135 ,031Z3 5800
25 TEmP TOT DEG C It,159 8.057 II,5DRt6 11,58680 1,33665 5600
26 QC LT PSID 1.1El ,bO_ ,82679 ,BZSOl .06055 5300
270C CTR PSID 1,003 .578 ,?8997 ,T9214 ,05361 5800
?SOD AT " PSIO l,OZ3 ,588 ,61840 .82065 ,ObOTO 5800
ZRPS ....... PS!A 11.531 11.376 11.5E128 11,52138 ,04622 5800
_O)TEMP TRT VQLTS 7.371 2.638 :6.5184_ 6.5_4Z6 .58078 5600
31HYGRON DEG C -1.547 -9.759 -5.86794 6.154T1 1,85697 5800
)_DCZ LT -- PSID .OTO ,068 ,06_65 ,06965 ,00042 5800
33002 CTR .... PSID ,1?7 .167 .17330 ,17333 ,00303 3800
34 QCZ AT PS|D ,163 -,035 °15347 ,15364 .007Z7 _800
35OAR - DEG 1,169 -B,916 -8,764|7 B.T6534 ,14316 5800
36 DAL DEG 1,513 -B,596 -8.47(.91 8,4781_ ,|_203 _BOO
_TDELEV DEG 3,395 -15.431 3,27645 3,28626 ,25345 _BO0
380STA3 ........ DEG- ,764 -.26? -.ESTg6 .25836 ,0!42? 5BDO
39 DRUD - DEG T,612 -14.981 7.36917 7.37639 o3264_ 5800
40 DTHRR ...... PCT HAX 61._2B Z3.376 60.B_641 6D.84900 .... ,56216 5800
410THRL---PCT MAX 60.938 " Z3,EBB 60._4560 60,64305 .56558 3800
42 DFLR " - POSTTZDH 1,968 ,559 ,57880 ,_T92E ,DZZO4 5800
43 DSB '- POSITION .174 ,OSB .16Z]9 ,_6_3_ ,OOTO4 5800
14 D TO G .... RETER5 T_31608,000 7525273.037 #tiff*it#it t#*t**tttt_ 1570,1131| 5800
45.8 TD D DEGREES 72,836 7_.799 72.6[74] 71,81743 .OlOTO SRO0
46,LOhG DEGREES -117.953 -117.976 -llT.96500 117.96500 ,00681 5800
4?LIT DEGREES 35,763 3_,6Z9 35.69585 35,69387 ,03898 5800
4_RK &NG DEGREES 10,653 5,074 7,73819 ?,87254 1,64833 3800
49 HDG RADIAflS ,llZ -.Z04 -,0371Z ,05631 .04233 geOO
_0 VE ....... HISEC 19.468 8,599 13,92_88 14.39503 Z.?SZ3g 58oo
St VN _tSEC 105._08 91,395 102.33217 102.37126 E.32896 5800
5? ALTITUDE _H Z,IOB 1.g64 Z,00600 2,00626 ,03_37 5800
53TE_PC DEGREES C 8,949 3.293 6,16740 6,27054 1,13273 5B00
54Ev _D SPD KNOTS 50,684 5,746 35.36690 36,22351 7,33171 5800
ssHS W_D SPD KHOTS 14,845 -29.404 -2,C1583 S,?6IB3 4,86080 5800
56WIHD SPEED KNOTS 51.566 ?,365 35.81171 36.60169 7.56906 5800
57w_HD D|AEC DEGREES _34.159 11B.077 273,71739 273,87670 9,3_098 _BOO
SEW|NO DIRE DEGREES 154,159 38,077 93,717A4 94.1817Z 9,34099 5BO0
59WTHD D_R3._ DEGREES 334.159 Z18,077 273,71744 273.87673 9°34099 5800
60 WIqD D_R4 DEGREES 33_,159 Z18.077 273.7174_ ZT3,876?5 9.3_099 _800
£t AIRSPEED R H/BED 117.167 89,826 105.33338 105,40679 3,91Z91 5800
62 £]RSPEED C _ISEC 115,996 89.111 103.53182 103.603_1 3.84357 5800
63_!RSPEED L" HtSEC 122,810 90,9T5 105,79943 103,87G5Z ),87392 3BOG
_4 DELTA _LT NETER5 _9,411 -R4,477 -42,4373Z 53,37152 32,36932 5800
65IHRTL DISP HETERS 37.737 -82.ZD_ -41,4949? 5_.Z9241 31,elSl1 5000
66 UG R!GHT NISEC 9,1_6 -11,101 ,OOOOO 2,4_TeO Z,49801 5eGo
6TUG CEHTER HISEC 8.546 -14,061 ,OOOGO E.47381 Z.47403 5800
_8 UG LEFT _/$EC 8.844 -18,166 ,00000 _.56178 2,56100 SBOD
GqVG R_GHT -- HISEC 6,332 -1T,989 -,0141_ 4,06130 4,06163 5800
70VG CEHTER NISEC 8,216 -1_.520 -,OlAf3 4,04630 4.04662 5800
71VG LEFT .... MI$EC T,ZTZ -13,953 -,DIT40 4,10713 4.10750 _800
)?WG RIGHT elSEC 13.841 -1G.461 ,014?1 Z.76138 Z.TbZSB 5800
13.351 -9.627 ,0_009 2,6607§ Z,660q3 _800
73WG CEHTER HISEC
74VG LEFT _.. N/SEC 13,921 -9,047 ,02011 Z,BSZ21 Z,OSZ43 50o0
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TABLE A.11. Average Turbulence Parameters, Integral Length Scales, and
Correlation Coefficients of Gust Velocities, Flight 31, Run 6.
I.
.
.
Mean Airspeed (m/s): 4. Integral Length Scale (m):
VL VC V-R
LuR LvR LwR
104.31 102.19 104.01
Standard Deviation of
Gust Velocities (m/s):
364.7 92.0 51.7
LuRL LvRL LwRL
344.5 104.2 47.5
_uR _vR awR
3.64 3.67 3.41
Velocities:
_uC _vC awC
-r_, J
3.54 3.65 3.00 URULZaUR°UL
auL _vL _wL
3.54 3.42 3.12
Standard Deviation of Gust
Velocity Differences (m/s):
aAuRL _AvRL aawRL
1.74 1.68 1.92
5. Correlation Coefficient of Gust
0.82
_r_v-C/aVRaVL _T_/oWROW L
0.90 0.81
l_/aURaV R v-_/aVRaW R _/aWRaU R
-0.18 0.60 -0.I0
l_/aUR_V L v-_/aVRaW L _J-C/aWRaUL
-0.18 0.61 0.00
2!2
r=3.5
u R = Right
_ C = Centen_
L = Left
Gaussian
...... Non-Gaussian
r = 4.._i
I I I i I I i i I
w R = Right
_ C C Center_
L _,i Left
_ _
g,I
IIi
,
0 5.-5. 0 5.
Gust Velocity Distributions
Gust Velocity Difference Distributions
Figure A.28. Probability density functions for gust velocities and
gust velocity differences (normalized with the standard
deviation), Flight 31, Run 6 (r = degree of non-Gaussian).
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TABLE A.12. List of All Parameters Measured and Their Range of Values,
Flight 31, Run 6.
CHANNEL UT(ITS HIGH LO_J HEAN _ STD
I N
_T% E ___ SECONDS _ .. 40_14,445 40451,620 4_483,032TO 40483,0367T 18.1468A
PHI DOT RAD/SEC ,A56 -,235 -*00310 .06217 .D6220
kCCL N CG- G UNITS 2,781 -,523 1,01158 1.04Z99 ,25412
4THETA DOT- RADISEC__. ,L84 -,lgb ,00335 ,OZTO8 ,02688
5-TNETA --RAD _ - ,146 - " ,GZO " ,08762 ,09017 .... ,02131
6 PHI ...... RAG ,263 -,107 -,OO[7Z .05970 .05969
7PS|.I RAG ............. 196.388 179.129 184.51265 184,53591 Z.93071
B'DEL PsIT'DEG " 14.983 -2.562 2.8D?66 4,09430 2,98058
9 PSI Z RAD 558,604 537,48L 545,62956 542.6393D 3,26409
IO D_L mS! Z DEG 14,84L -2,213 3.10556 4,Z4Z30 2.89066
11_¢C_-N-CT_'_. G UNITS'- .... 5.024 " -2.819 1,02459 1,16053 " ,54511
12 ACCLN RT _G UN%T$ 4*993 -2*g60 1.01898 1,11818 *59156
13 ACCL X CG G UNITS ,233 -.OZO .063_3 .0936B ,04240
14-ACCL-Y-CG--GUHITS " ,135 -,lb4 -.0OOBT ,83531 ,03330
15 ALPHA CTR - RAD ,11D -,160 -.01681 ,03148 ,02663
16BETA CTR.-_RAD .... ,208 -,165 .00400 °04819 .... ,04DO3
1TTENP I OEG F 78,476 77.397 77.96093 TT,DbqLT ,22974
181ENp P DEG F 61.7B1 61,601 61,74111 61.74122 ,07356
]gACCL Z IHS'_.G UNITS _ 3,045 .... -.562 .. 1,01599 1,0468_ . ,25236
_O'kLpHA RT RAG .1_0 -,194 -,00244 ,03131 ,03122
21 8ETA RT RAG ,203 -,167 ,0_407 ,OAT_5 ,04553
22 ALPHA. LT.___. RAO ........ ,15_ -,151 ,02282 .03582 .- ,02761
23-BETA LT RAD ,174 -.164 ,00_48 ,04307 .04ZT3
24 PSI DOT RADISEC ,159 -,128 ,00198 ,04015 ,04011
25 TENP TaT --'" DEG C 10,715 ?,072 B,67362 8.T0365 ,72253
26 qC LT .... PSID 1,L10 ,641 ,79533 ,80003 ,08656
zTQcCTR....... PSZD _.037 .5e5 .76269 .76735 .oa4_s
_ac__V ..... PSzo _. 1.De1 ,618 .7_oe5 ,TQSDe ,oN?el
mS PSIA 11,324 11.Z37 1_,29206 11.2920_ .02389
30TE_P IRT " VOLTS 5,503 3.121 4.81438 4,B3b6T ,46390
31HYGRON .DEG C -1,942 -8,L9, -5,40948 _._3043 1,56512
32 QC2 LT PSID ,072 .072 • ,071RD ,O?LRD ,00025
33QCZ CTR PS]D ,L38 .L3T .14859 .148TO .00588
340C2 RT .... PSZO ,137 .126 ,13074 ,13018 ,00301
3S-OAR- _'--"--DEG ..... -9,689 -9.T17 -9.68945 q,bBg46 .00261
36 DAL DEG -B,899 -9.037 -8.98630 8,98639 ,04009
37DELEV" " DEG 4,058 3.785 3.9E190 3.9224D ,06743
3FOSTA E ........ OEG-" -.283 -,Z94 -,2886_ ,26863 - .00328
_9 DAUD ..... DEG 8.295 B.068 8,1540D 8.15421 .OSg7T
40DTHRR ...... PCT HAX 6Z,590 6_.207 62.38175 62.38182 .09379
41DTHR_--PCT HAX"" 62.305 62,D_2 65.16127 62,16136 .... ,10122
4_ DFLP -- POSITION ,512 ,496 ._0417 .5041R .D0443
43 DSB ....... POSITION .207 ,19? ,20250 ,20252 ,D0251
4410 TO-; ..... HETE_S 7S25058,45E T523312,563 *********** *********** 5ZA,5SO13
4_6 TO D " DEGREES T2,824 72,798 ?Z,DZO?9 72,81D79 ,O0?ZD
46 LONG ....... DEGREES -117,997 -118.000 -117,99856 217.99856 ,00061
_7 L_T DEGREES 35,686 , 35,625 35.65489 35,6548_ ,01?33
_8"T-RK ANG _EGREE$ IR2,249 -'174,899 tTT,B3402 177,84529 2.00_59
49 HOG RADIANS 3._4? 3,138, $,23368 3.23411 .05251
SO VE NISEC q*Tqq -4,430: 4.09913 5,61498 .. 3,E3809
S]-VH KISEC - -10Z.169 -112.961 -106.9U144 106.9_891 3.79957
55 ALTITUDE KH Z.ZO6 2,145 2.167_6 2,16753 ,01698
_STENPC DEGREES C 4.80Z 2,085 3,46107 3,51936 ,_3802
54 EW WND SPD KNOTS 42.305 -$,32L 25,$4551 _6,4202_ 6.74336
55 NS WND BeD KNOTS 11.405 -Z5.054 -10,1_093 12,26632 6.90S96
56 WTHD SPEED KNOTS 42,407 3,Oh5 28.2_386 29.12_T0 6.92939
57 WIND DIREC" DEGREES 357,?9D 6.301 290,T0819 291,53767 17,55703
$8 _TND DIRt DEGREES 177,798 -173._99 110,70825 112,09153 17,5570_
59 WIND OIR3 ..... DEGREES SS?,?9D 6,301 290,70825 Z91,23773 17,55T05
6O-W|ND DIR4 DEGREES 36B,755 181,166 290._9465 291,4Z208 15.TB|11
6] AIRSPEED R _ISEC 121.266 92,271 L04.01_12 L04.16727 _.55470
65 AIR$PEED C MtSEC 118.709 89.929 105.19461 LO_,33q83 5.45103
63"AIRSPEED L'" NISEC .... 155,780 93,967 104,31353 104,4_5_3 5,45346
64 DELTA ALT _ETERS 1,01_ -60,608 -ST.BL934 41.45465 16.97945
6S INATL OZSP- NETERS ,OOO -52,813 -30.60195 34,32676 15.5545_
66"UG-RIGHT .- elSEC ; 8.0_4 -11.346 .OOODO 3,6423T 3,64309
67 UG CENTER ,, K/SEC B,341 -10,706 .OOOOO 3,5439T 3,5446T
6B UG LEFT _ NI$EC 7,652 -13.375 ,O00OO 3,54651 3,_4692
69"VGRIGHT --NISEC ._ 1T,341 -9,96Z -,08764 3.67656 1.67624
70 vG CENTER H/SEC 15,198 -9,738 -.OBZDq 3,63269 3,6_24T
71VG LEFT " NISEC L6,_23 -9,30B -,104_0 3,4_57T 3,424BT
7_-WG"RIGHT ..... NISEC "-1 17.793 -11.422 -,1090T 3.42058 3,4195z
73 vG CENTER _ISEC 11.330 -9,243 -,09851 3,00370 3,00Z77
74WG LEFT_ISEC 20,597 wLL"1616 -,G9179 3.12148 3.12075
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TABLE A.13. Average Turbulence Parameters, Integral Length Scales, and
Correlation Coefficients of Gust Velocities, Flight 31, Run 7.
1. Mean Airspeed (m/s): 4. Integral Length Scale (m):
VL VC VR LuR LvR LwR
.
e
101.47 99.23 100.93
Standard Deviation of
Gust Velocities (m/s):
_uR _vR awR
3.03 3.00 2.23
auC avC _wC
3.03 3.03 2.15
_uL _vL °wL
3.07 3.06 2.22
Standard Deviation of Gust
Velocity Differences (m/s):
_auRL _AvRL _AwRL
0.85 0.80 0.89
562.8 249.6 287.6
LuRL LvRL LwRL
532.2 242.9 283.5
5. Correlation Coefficient of Gust
0.92
v_v[/aVRaV L _TR_/aWROWL
0.90 0.90
l_V_/aURaV R _/aVRaW R l_IT_/aWRaU R
0.02 -0.21 0.39
1;I_V[/OURaVL _T_C/_VR_WL _/oWROU L
0.01 -0.21 0.32
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Figure A.33.
r=2.5
i I I I i 1 I I
UR = Right
-- C = Center-
L = Left
__ L _
D
r=2.5
VR = Right
- C =_Cente_-
L = Left
m
Ac
!
5.-5.
Gaussian
.... Non-Gaussian
r=2.5
I t I I I _ J
WR = Right
-- C = Center--
L = Left
0 5.-5. 0 5.
Gust Velocity Distributions
r=6.5
! I I I I
_ I_ ileasured
Values
_WR-L _
I
!
I
I
f
I
0 5.-5. 0 5.
Gust Velocity Difference Distributions
Probability density functions for gust velocities and
gust velocity differences (normalized with the standard
deviation), Flight 31, Run 7 (r = degree of non-Gaussian).
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A.14. List of All Parameters Measured and Their Range of Values,
Flight 31, Run 7.
CHANNEL UNITS HIGH LOH MEAN kMS
1 TIME SECONDS 40659.501 40655,627 40757.56410 40757,60660
2 PHI DOT - RAOISEC " .160 -,143 -.OOZTI ,02919
3 ACCL N CG G UNITS 2,067 ,159 ,9954& 1,00084
4 THETA DOT.RADISEC ,099 -,110 ,0_306 ,01370
S'THETA RAD .119 -,GO9 ,06305 .06569
6 PHI RAD ,140 -,G84 ,D0142 ,02966
7 PSI I - " RAD 35Eo991 275.719 349,38B21 349,39191
8 "DELFS_--[--- DEG ........ 3,057 -5,V41 -2,21736 2.61189
9 PSI Z " RAD 353.009 34_,296 347.99B32 34O.00093
10 DEL PSI Z " OEG 3.638 -5,376 -I,64475 2,!4194
11ACC[ H LT- G UNITS .... 3,549 -,680 1,00864 1,02644
12 ACCL HRT G UNITS 3,891 -1,336 1,00569 1,03030
13 ACCL X OG G UNITS ,230 ,011 ,06404 ,07038
14 ACCL Y CG G UHITS ,124 -,079 ,00096 ,0178Q
15 ALPHA CTR RAD ,133 -,11G -,01274 ,01BIO
16 BETA CTR RAD ,175 -.1&9 .00689 ,02546
17 TENP % ..... DEG F- - 79.016 . 77,576 78,47828 78,_?957
1B TENP P DEG F 61o961 61,60_ 61o77957 61.77957
19 ACCL Z INS G UHITS 2,062 .133 1,G&037 1,00562
10 ALPHA RT HAD .160 -.129 ,00055 .31438
2| BETA RT RAD .174 -.129 ,01674 .02806
12 ALPHA LT ...... RAD .217 -,079 ,02_1_ ,03163
23 BETA LT HAD .151 -.153 ,OLoO0 ,02465
2_ PSI DOT RADISEC ,085 -,095 ,O02&b ,01892
25 TEMP TOT DEG C 13.570 7.170 1D,2_486 10,40512
26 0C LT '- PSID .903 ,627 .74751 ,74855
27 QC CTR PSID ,B4b .591 °71422 ,71521
26 QC RT PSID ,870 .611 .73949 ,74053
29 PS .... PSIA 11.303 11,585 11.33648 11.33649
30 TEMP IRT VOLTS 7,140 4,79& 5,91822 5.94_57
31HYGROH . OFG C -1,918 -9,759 -7,4648B 7,6092[
31QCZ LT PSID ,076 .073 ,07456 ,07457"
33 OCZ CTR PSID .166 ,069 ,133_3 .13618
34 0C2 RT PSIO .140 .101 .1]590 .11646
]S DkR..... DEG -B.750 -9.551 -9.17613 9.17961"
36 OAL DEG -8,678 -9.092 -8.94591 8.9_639
37 OELE_ DEG 4,71D 3,306 4,55243 _.55381
38 TISTAB ..... DEG .022 -.350 -.33097 ,33099
39 DRUD DIG 9,548 .705 9,16363 9.1667_
40 DTHRR PCT HAW 6*,551 49,841 63.89g92 63.90119
41DINRL " " PCT MAX 64,348 49.625 63._1769 63,61871
42 DIIP POSITIOH 1,102 ,418 ,44116 ,&4144
(3 DSB POSITION ,4De _006 ,23535 ,Z3548
44 0 TO G HETERS 75Z922B,122 7522T46,B54 e*t*****tee eeet***e*6_
4_ B TO D DEGREES 75,849 72,786 72,81735 72,81736
46 LOt_G " DE_REES -117,918 -117,q86 -117.99276 117.9627&
47 LAT DEGREES 35.794 35,579 35.66554 35,665Z8
48 Tp_ AHG DEGREES 359,96_ ,028 5.78041 36,00202
4_ HUG RADIANS 6.200 6.039 6,10577 6.10561
50 VE .... MISEC 7,474 -,BT6 3.b66Z9 *,16317
51VN HI_EC 101,165 97,945 95.43015 95.51901
52 ALTITUDE KM 2.175 2.103 2.13595 5.13597
53 TE_PC ._ DEGREES 0 9.464 Z,357 5,3q005 5,56516
54 EW VND SPD KNOTS 60,593 lg,506 41,50933 45.64876
55 HS WND SPO KNOTS 50,659 -21.728 -_,07377 7.57962
56 WIND SPEED KHQTS ..... 61.124 19,863 43,23778 43,91399
57 wIND DIREC -DEGREES 303,045 245,044 575.89681 276,05272
58 WIND DIE2 DEGKEE$ 123.845 65,044 95.69686 96,34450
59 WIND DIR3__ DEGREES Y03.845 2k5,044 275.89666 276,09Z77
60HIHD D[R4 DEGREES 303.845 545,044 27_,9_666 176,05277
61AIRSPEEO R _ISEC 109.055 91.750 _00.93810 |00.97547
62 AIRSREEO C HtSEC 1"07,536 9D.222 99,23695 99,2727_
63 AIRSPEEDL -NISEO 111,063 92,927 101,47274 101.50925
64 DELTA ALT METERS 71,366. -,779 32,43972 33.741_7
65 INRTL DISP METERS 56,331 ,000 34,34776 19,5U321
66 UG RIGHT " MISEC " 1Z,332 -9,102 ,GOD00 3.03782
67 UG CENTER MISfC 75,209 -0.184 ,00000 _,03101
68 UG LEFT MISEC 11,994 -8,519 ,OODDO 3,07700
69 VG RIGHT ---MISEC 9,833 -9.468 .0_968 3,00Z77
70 VG CENTER MtSEC 10,724 -10.3B7 .OOBgO 3.03992
- 71 V_ LIFT MtSEC 8.4§9 -1|,962 ,00936 3.0696T
?_ wG RIGHT HtSEO i2.806 -8,420 ,00345 2,23956
73 WG CEHTER MISEC 11.790 -q.zq7 .00B60 2.1531Z
74 wG LE_T ._HISEC .... 16,661 -0,046 ,00692 2,Z2691
STD
58,86447
.02906
,10361
,C1336
.01843
.02963
1,60740
1,38040 "
1,34844
1.37220
,1_034
,22385
,029J)0
,D1787
1 , O 1 Z _ ?
• .02452
.A5001
,01328
,10264
.D1437
.02252
,014AZ
,02253
.01873
1,51057
,01939
,03759
,03936
.01311
.57999
1.47513
°00065
,027Z2
,01239
,25281
.IZ566
.11232
,00895
. .23797
,4037_
o36D06
.01591
.00761
7083,47666
.01834
,00249
.0509D
3_,_3582
.02499
1.97253
4.09b44
,00929
1.38553
5,39092
6. 39219
4,89530
9,27708
9,27710
9.27710
9.27710
2,74714
2,670G7
2,72263
9.2BS12
8.98441
3,0360!
$,01120
3,07718
3.0029_
3°03910
3,06984
2,23969
2,153|5
2.22704
POINTS
0156
8155
8156
9156
8136
8156
0156
8156
8156
8156
0156
6156
8156
8156
9156
8156
0136
8156
8156
R156
8156
8156
9156
9156
8156
8156
01_6
8156
81B6
8156
eL96
8156
8156
8156
0156
0156
8156
6156
6156
0156
0156
8156
8156
8156
8156
8156
8156
8156
8156
8156
ilS6
0156
B156
8156
0156
e156
9156
8156
0156
8196
9156
$156
8156
8156
01_6
0156
8156
0156
8156
8156
R156
0156
6156
@15_
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TABLE A.15. Average Turbulence Parameters, Integral Length Scales, and
Correlation Coefficients of Gust Velocities, Flight 31, Run 8.
I.
.
.
Mean Airspeed (m/s)"
VL Vc VR
103.22 101.05 102.86
Standard Deviation of
Gust Velocities (m/s):
°uR _vR awR
3.93 5.17 2.52
_uC avC _wC
3.89 5.18 2.36
CuL _vL awL
3.89 5.20 2.42
Standard Deviation of Gust
Velocity Differences (m/s):
_AuRL _vRL _AwRL
1.22 1.08 1.31
4. Integral Length Scale (m):
1
LuR LvR LwR
306.7 364.4 232.9
LuRL LvRL LwRL
302.5 380.7 249.6
Correlation Coefficient of Gust
Velocities:
IJRl_-C/aURaUL v-_v-[/aVRaVL I_TUawRawL
0.89 0.81 0.80
IT#V-#/aURaV R _r_IT#/aVRaWR _T#EI_/aWROUR
-0.20 O. 15 0.00
IrRv-UauRavL v-_[/avRaWL l_ZI[/aWRaUL
-0.19 0.I0 0.03
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Figure A.38.
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_ C = Center_
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_Gaussian
.... Non-Gaussian
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WR = Right
_ C = Center _
L = Left
Gust Velocity Distributions
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-- ! I --
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Gust Velocity Difference Distributions
Probability density functions for gust velocities and
gust velocity differences (normalized with the standard
deviation), Flight 31, Run 8 (r = degree of non--Gaussian). "
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TACLE A.16. List of All Parameters Measured and Their Range of Values,
Flight 31, Run 8.
CHAflNEL L_|TS HIGH
1 TXHE ...... SECONDS 41Z04,A39
? PHI DOT RAD/SE¢ ,3_1
ACCL M CO G UNITS 1,96_
¢ THETA.OOT__RADI$EC ....... 103
5 THETA .... RkD ,245
6PHZ ...... RAg ,1Z5
7 .PSL_____. R,o .____ ...... 19o.o48
E OEL PSI i DEG 5oQ31
9 PSI 2 RAO 547,691
10_O£L_e$_Z__DEG .... b.2ek
1] ACCL M LT . G UNITS 3,48B
|2A¢CLN RT__ G UNITS ........ 4.347
_3.A¢_L_X_CG,__~G UNITS ........ .234
14 ACCL Y CG G UNIT5 ,110
15 ALPHA tie RAD ,103
16 BETA.ETA __ RAD ....... 187
17 TENP! .._ DEG F 76.497
le TEMP P DEG F 61.961
lq ACCL. 2"ZH$ G IJN[TS 2,004
ZO ALPHA RT RAD .1Z4
2] BETA RT RAD .192
22 ALPHA LT--_ RAO -- .......... 131
23 BETA LT RAD ,161
24 PSI DOT RADISEC ,089
25 TEnP TOT. DEG C.. 12.192
_6 QC LT FSID 1,033
27QC_CTR .... _._PS]D ,gB8
?8.QC_gT_P$ID .... 1.o19
ZgpS ......... PSIA 11.613
3_TE_P _RT _ VOLT5 .... 6°907
3]_HYGRDN .... D|G C .......... -.lr8
320E2 LT . ._ PSID ._. ,071
330E2CTR .... PSIO ,177
3_a¢Z BT PSID .163
]_ DAR'_ I--_-OEG ........... -a. TZ_
36 DAL DEG -8,403
37 OELEV" " DEG.__ .......... 4.955
_ DSTAB .... OEG . -,347
3_ DRUD DEG 10,117
4G DTHRe'-____.__ PET MAX _ . _ 66,016
410THRL PCT NA_ 65.916
42 OFLF "-- POSITION ,395
43 DSB - POSXTXON ,2a5
44D TO G.... NETERS 7_2616S.491
45 8 TO D DEGREES 72.889
46 LONG DEGREES -11T.qa1
47LAT OEGREE5 3_.700
4_TRK ANG DEGREES IB1.966
4_HDG ....... EADIANS 3,331
5_ VE .... MI$EC ...... 10.T53
5]VN _/SEC -94.763
$?ALTITUDE KN 2.164
53TEePC ....... DEGREES C .. 6.91_
_4 EW WND SPO KH_TS &9.366
55NS MND SPO KNOTS 23,820
S6.WEMD SPEED KNOTS ............. 51.4|Z
57UIHO OIREC DEGREES 330.181
58_iND bIR2 _ DEGREES 150.181
59.W1ND_O_RI---DEGREE_ ..... 330.181
6011NO OTR4_ DEGREES 33&.181
67 AIRSPEED R_ MISEC 116.e33
G_A_RSPEED C NISEC 11_.066
63 AIRSPEEO_L- MISEC-- ...... 11T.&2_
04 DELTA ALT _ETER5 10_,099
65]NRTLOISP._ PETERS.-: ..... 97,056
66UG R_GHT N/SEe 9.651
67 U_ CENTER:__HISEC. - 9.630
68 UG LEFT Nl$E¢ ..... 10._58
69 VG'-RKGHT'_'NISEC ........ 11.370
?OVG_CENTER _ _/SE¢_ 11,207
71VG_LEFT.__ MtSEC ............ 11.347
_2WG lIGHT HI5EC 11,509
73WG CENTER NISEC 10.991
74 WG LEFT -f M/SEE ..... lO,_O_
LOW MEAN RMS STD
40978,_39 41091,48890 41091,$4U66 65,2_Z_5
-.2S41 -.00291 .0._54 .044_4
• 336 1,00164 1,01212 ,,14_26
-,101 ,00347 ,01625 ,01S08
-,059 .06134 ,080ZZ ,O_lTO
-.190 .00356 ,OSgbT .03951
179.129 183.98462 183.996_Z 2,08406
-4,779 o072_B 2,0_172 2.0_0_
53T.3B3 _&Z.OZTZ2 542.03089 1,99686
-4._;8 .40391 2.09569 2.05651
-2.045 1. 01449 1.05546 .29122
-1.631 1,01139 1,05700 ,30717
-.072 .06389 o081_3 ,0_066
-.129 -.00294 .02241 .02222
-,106 -,0185_ .OZSS2 ,0179_
-.190 .00385 .03193 ,031TO
75,418 76,06_62 76.06602 .24603
61.615 bl,TB65B 61.7B6_9 .02734
• 28B l,GOb?? 1,01739 ,146_7
-.108 -.OOblO .02196 .02109
-.IT_ .013Z$ .0323T .029_4
-.064 ,0211_ .02815 ,018S5
-,16B .OO7D_ .02982 ,02a97
-.103 .002Z9 .02379 .0236B
8,057 10./4093 10,28370 ,93T06
• 619 ,TeB96 .79234 .07306
• 601 .T5379 .7570T .07038
.622 .7_172 .78_1_ .07360
11.297 11._0153 11,56185 .085T0
1.911 5.?8063 _.86605 .99T50
-B.g76 -6,3060" b.4015T 1.410_2
,06B" ,06942 ,0o9_,Z ,GOO_
,140 .16480 .lbPll .01011
.132 . ,1479B .14830 .OOgT3
-9.3_0 -8.9701_ _.97170 .16850
-8,651 -8.47336 B,473_7 ,07261 " "
6. 682 4.79274 _.T_l .07993
-. 360 -. 3_318 .3_330 .00331
g. TT5 g.9_806 q.g_B44 .08681
6_,137 65.63407 65.6344_ .22374
64.844 b_.4668Z 65.46TSI .29866 .....
.348 .36829 .368_3 .0132_
.260 .ZT2E3 .27293 .00721
7520].03.629 #_te_et_#tt ee_eeete_et 1751.03911"
TZ,?9? 72.84398 7Z.84399 ,02T06
-117. 992 -_17.98_49 117.98549 .00_69
3:).48T 35,$9327 35.69333 .062_2
17t.296 177.68239 177.69231 |.07781
3.137 3.22416 3.2_437 .0ITS2
-3.436 _,,. 39655 _ 5.68000 3.59769
-11S. 049 -10_._8967 lOS. 09t_96 6.59786
1.942 2.0199_ Z .OZ08_ ,06023
3.293 5.14B64 5.19791 ,71_07
_.$33 23.T984_ :'5.75772 9.85417 "
-27.2_,9 -B,19900 11,33318 7.82462
3,72_ ;'5.99354 2_.1409& 10.78257
225.791 288.65429 2Bg.DIETS 14.S10S8
45.791 108.65433 10_.61890 14,510_9
225.7ql 288,6S_3S 28_.01880 14.51059
225.791 288.6_433 7.89.01880 14.510_9
92._10 102.B6079 1DZ. o6626 4.659_6
90.199 I01.050_0 101.1_233 4.54017
91.603 103,32909 103.43172 4.60668 •"
-113. 141 -35.17826 69.T_SL3 60.22683
-117.254 -3_.27849 70.6424Z 58.71910
-18.0_6 ,O00OO 3.93072 3.930q3 ....
-16. 490 . OuOOO 3. 69204 3. S922_
-15,009 .OOOOO 3.B9019 3,89041
-l_.TOq ._7236 5.1799! 5.1TgTT "
-13 . 431 .07_06 5 . 18S44 S. 18_18
-1._.009 ,06833 5.20477 _,20461
-14.T49 .00731 2.52306 2.52519 "
-IG,18e .01E68 2.36776 2.36T86
-10,883 .01106 2.42446 2.4Z4S7
POINTS
9037
9037
903T
9037
9037
903T
9037
9037
9037
9037
9037
9037
9037
9037
9037
9037
903T
9037
9037
903T
9037
9037
e037
9037
q03T
903T
9037
q037
9037
9037
9037
903?
9D37
9037
903?
9037
903T
903?
9037
9037
903?
903?
9037
9037
q017
9037
903T
9037
903T
9037
q03T
903T
9037
9037
9031
9017
903T
903?
903T
9037
903T
9037
9037
9037
9037
903T
903T
9037
903T
903T
9037
9037
903T
qO_T
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TABLE A. 17. Average Turbulence Parameters, Integral Length Scales, and
Correlation Coefficients of Gust Velocities, Flight 31, Run9.
I. Mean Airspeed (m/s): 4.
VL VC VR
.
.
103.15 100.84 102.84
Standard Deviation of
Gust Velocities (m/s):
auR avR _wR
Integral Length Scale (m):'
LuR LvR LwR
327.8 338.0 93.9
LuRL LvRL LwRL
341.5 338.0 83.9
4.10 5.12 2.40
Velocities:
_uC _vC awC
4.10 5.10 2.21 TF_rn-/___L,aUR_UL
0.80
_uL _vL _wL
4.18 5.12 2.34
Standard Deviation of Gust
Velocity Differences (m/s):
_AuRL _AvRL _awRL
1.35 1.16 1.45
5. Correlation Coefficient of Gust
v-_v-C/aVRaVL _T_TC/aWRaWL
0.90 0.80
l_/aURaV R _/aVRaW R V_/awRau R
0.30 0.20 0.19
IT_ZC/aURaVL v-_/avRaw L l_/aWRaU L
0.30 0.20 0.18
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Figure A.43.
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--Gaussian
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Gust Velocity Distributions
i s i J J _ i i I
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Values
AUR_ L _
r=2.5
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O 5. -5. 0 5. -5.
Gust Velocity Difference Distributions
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Values
_ AW___ __
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0 5.
Probability densit_ functions for gust velocities and
gust velocity differences (normalized with the standard
deviation), Flight 31, Run 9 (r = degree of non-Gaussian).
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TAGLE A.18. List of All Parameters Measured and Their Range of Values,
Flight 31, Run 9,
CHANNEL UI_ITS
1 TIME ..... SECONDS
PHI OOT. RAD/SEC
? ACCL H CG G UNITS
c THETA DOT RADJSEC
5 THETA RAD
6 PHI RAD
7 PSI 1_.. _ RAD.
E OEL PSI 1 DEG
9 PSI Z RAO
IOOEL PSI Z _DEE
II 4CCL H LT G UNITS
12ACCL N Rr G UNITS
13ACCL x CG G UNITS
14kCCL Y CG-' G UHZTS
15ALPHA CT6 RAO
16eRdA CTe 6AO
17T[Hp ] .... DEE F"
I_TERP P -- DEG F
19ACCL 2 ZHS- G UNITS
20ALPHA RT " RAD
216£Tk 6T 6A0
_Z_LpH_ LT__._R*O_ .
2_6ETA LT R_D
_4PS! DOT 6ADISEC
2STEMP TOT DEE C
26rQC LT ...... PSID
_?OC CTR _.._. PSID
_aQC RT ....... PS[O.
_ps ....... PSIk
_OTEH_ 16T VOLTS
31HYG6OM ..... DEE C
37QC2 LT PS]D
330C2 CTR PSID
340C2 RT ...... PSID
350k6 _ O£G
380AL DEE
3?DELEV--- DEE
3_DSTAB_---- DEE --
39DRUG DEE
40DTh_R PCT HAX
41DTHRL PCT RAX
42DFLP POS]TrON
43DS6 POSITZD.
440 TO G .... _eTE_S
456 TO D "- DEGREES
46LO"G _ DEGREES
47_ ........ OE_EEES
48TRK ANG DEGREES
49HDG RAOX4HS
50VE ....... MISEC
51 V_ _tSEC
5zALTITUDE KH
53TENPC .... DEGREES C
54EW MNO SPD KNOTS
55N$ WHO SPD KNOTS
56_INO SPEED KN_T$
ETWZND DZREC DEGREES .....
58WIND DIR2 DEG6EES
59WIND DleZ_. DEGREES
ROWING OIR4 DEGREES
6T A_RSPEEO.R HISEC
6_ &IRSPEEO C _ HISEC
6_AI6 SPEED'rL fl/$EC
64 DELTA ALT METERS
65ZN_TL DISP. HETE_5
66UG RIGHT NISEC
67 UG CENTER - HISEC
6BUG LEFI .... MISE¢
69 VG RIGHT HIS EC
70 VG CENrER IN/SEC
71V6 LEFT ..... MISEC..
72VG RIGHT M/$EC
73WG CENTER M/SEC
74WGLEFT __MISEC.
HIGH
;1?04o552
,316
1.921
.112
.188
,152
220.340
5.255
_81.839
5,696
3.334
4,001
.178
,102
.087
.164
76.857
63,961
1.931
,085
,170
,144
,143
,097
14,653
1.074
.986
1,039
12._09
8,063
4.123
.079
,179
.169
-9,910
-9.202
6.086
-,374
11._83
_7,969
67,773
.3ZO
,324
750_823.590
72,886
-118.062
3P.35_
216.36_
3°869
*42,984
-7_.29b
1,_97
Q,_02
39,790
23,q_6
_4,252
359.936
179.936
359.936
8_3.47_
114.681
111.755
216*498
251.1_6
240,P44
11.496
11.356
11.359
13.853
12*866
13.763
1_.700
13,996
15.640
LOW MEAN
41369,b0Z 41537,07670
-.43_ -,00239
-.517 1,00123
-,069 ,00301
-*036 ,05660
-.260 -.00_2
207.b60 213._1567
-7.264 -1,33276
_69.517 fi75,30339
-6*888 -.9_423
-1.148 1101390
-1.4_3 1.01099
-.012 ,05691
-,104 -,00127
-.17_ -,02676
-.I,1 ._1160
18,821 76.52245
_7.322 61.87709
-,390 1.00521
-*186 -.00918
-*120 .02015
-.152 ,01115
-.1Z3 ,01_3Z
-,093 .00253
10,203 12.68_0
• 651 ,83664
• 618 ,E0057
,642 .83345
12.119 12.39236
_.319 7.156_
-2.3_q _.63444
,074 °07689
• 141 *16947
• 134 .15502
-I0.2_Z -10.00441
-9.5?5 -9.40686
_,3_5 5.76381
-,422 -.40008
10.q02 10,91013
66,_06 _7.12432
66,406 67,02022
,_73 ,29930
,299 ,311kO
7484351o006 $e$*$,,,$,,
72,861 72,87323
-116.248 -118.15379
35.103 35.23129
ZOT.e2Z 211.17269
3,644 3.7_054
-60,999 -_0,5_699
-90.819 -83,4P3_8
1.338 1.41511
5.153 7,61940
-18.404 11.90551
-Z4,192 -,25178
• 12_ 15.95477
.142 240.11268
-179*858 60o11270
• 142 240,11270
-_33.217 178.96_87
90,490 102.84471
88.836 100.E41_2
91.024 103.138_1
"7.§22 69,33534
-_0.792 " 6_,39001
-11.949 .O000O
-_1.386 ,OQO00
-11,1_E ,_GO00
-22,090 -.01121
-17.501 -.00_55
-10,901 -,002_6
-14.1Z6 ,_23F3
-10.765 ,02626
-13.421 .02633
R_t$ STD PO%NTS
41537,18926 96.70Z55 13399
• 05126 ,OS1ZO 13399
1.01562 .I?035 13399
,01680 ,01661 13399
,06_26 .03248 13399
• 0_819 .04812 13399
213.52714 2,21339 13399
2.55017 2,17427 13399
$75,30928 2.11580 13399
2.37_29 2.18819 13399
1,06483 ,32J40 13399
1.06704 ,34326 13399
.06_68 ,03279 13399
,02394 ,02391 13399
• 03247 ,0183_ 13399
,03349 ,03142 13399
76.92426 .52620 13399
61,87728 *1J120 13399
1.D19_3 ,17030 13399
,02266 ,02072 13399
,03524 ,02091 13399
.02246 .01950 13399
• 03243 ,02910 13399
• 02486 ,02473 13399
12o71776 .90_24 13399
,64041 .03450 13399
• 80229 ,05240 13399
,8352_ .0_464 13399
12,392T0 ,09177 13399
7.17453 ,50722 13399
2.15294 1.40139 13399
,07691 *001_0 13399
• 16976 *01004 13399
,15_43 ,01113 13399
10,00472 ,07867 13399
9,40722 .08209 13399
5.76764 .21015 13399
• 40033 ,¢1387 13399
10.91478 .31864 13399
_7.12595 ,46708 13399
67.0Z126 .... .37408 " 13399
,299_9 ,01310 13399
• 31147 ,00676 13399
$$e#**$*$$* 70|1.66724 13399
7_.67323 .00719 13399
118.15380 .05331 13399
35,23137 ,072S7 13399
211,18406 Z,19175 13399
3,7fl074 ,03910 13399
50.71865 4,0463_ 13399
83,_3606 3.71141 13399
1.41641 .06068 13399
7.67039 .88296 13399
16,_3143 11,32_21 13399
5,88026 5,R7_09 13399
17.4_Iq2 7°072_8 13399
2_1,Z1_31 73.07116 13399
95*23699 73o87]20 13399
251.2183_ 73.E7120 13399
281.19140 216.89805 13399
102.89615 3,25334 13399
100.89187 3.1_11 13399
I03.ZOgOT 3.23036 13399
92.13510 60.67753 13399
09,00617 60.38935 13399
4.10906 4.10921 13399
4,10739 _,107_$ 13399
4.16136 4,18751 13399
5,12140 5.12158 13399
_.10793 3.Z0e12 13399
5.121_1 5.12170 13399
Z,40782 2,40779 13399
2,21563 2.21S76 1|399
2.34101 2.34|75 13399
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Figure A.47. Time histories of gust velocities, gust velocity differences, and aircraft's
normal accelerations, Flight 31, Nun I0.
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Figure A.47. (continued).
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Figure A.47. (continued).
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TABLEA.19. Average Turbulence Parameters, Integral Length Scales, and
Correlation Coefficients of Gust Velocities, Flight 31, Run 10.
le
e
.
Mean Airspeed (m/s):
vL Vc VR
117.27 115.20 116.70
Standard Deviation of
Gust Velocities (m/s):
_uR avR _wR
2.04 4.57 2.40
_uC _vC awC
1.99 4.58 2.34
_uL avL awL
2.02 4.61 2.33
Standard Deviation of Gust
Velocity Differences (m/s):
_AuRL _AvRL _AwRL
0.41 0.31 0.38
4. Integral Length Scale (m):-
LuR LvR LwR
641.8 729_7 832.2
LuRL LvRL LwRL
638.3 742.9 863.8
5. Correlation Coefficient of Gust
Velocities:
z_/aURaU L _v_/oVRaV L
0.98 0.99
_/aWRaW L
0.98
IT_/aURaV R _/aVRaW R _/aWRaU R
0.08 0.00 -0.47
u-ff_/auRav L "_-UavRaw L _r_cUaWRaUL
0.09 -0.01 -0.45
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Figure A.48.
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Gust Velocity Distributions
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Values
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5.
Gust Velocity Differenoe Distributions
Probability density functions for gust velocities and
gust velocity differences (normalized with the standard
deviation), Flight 31, Run l O(r = degree of non-Gaussian).
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TABLE A.20. List of All Parameters Measured and Their Range of Values,
Flight 31, Run I0.
£HAh'_Et UNITS HIGH LOW MEAN RMS STD POINTS
| TImE SECOHDS 423.57.541 4]Qn$,4ql 4:'071.51600 42071.54532 4q.o67740 6883
2 p,.t| Or]T R&DISE¢ .050 -.06_. -.002++2 .0122.;, ,0l +'U" 6883
3"I"CCL _1 CG +, uHITS 1,_-_5 ,7_'_--"E__.0034q .05664 ...... 6883
8 DEL PSI 1 OEG
loDEL--P31"_-'--DEG
II'T_CL H LT G UN|T$
.Ob_ -,0_6 -,00109 .01_70 ,01_67 6883
316.Tq_-- 30q.1_2 T_2'007_6 _12,01274 1,78723 6883
.¢06 -4.355 -1.8633_ 2,2051_ 1,21037 6883
_Io.045 ...... 3;_.76;--_l_,_Z351--3t3.4Z576 .... 1.1_716----688Y
1,_-----6,1_3---u3,3_6-- ..... _.R065? ..... 1,71965 6883
121_L _ gT--G U_I?$ ............. i.538 ....... ._50----1.01i24 ...... 1.01884 .oq?61 .... 688_
13_C_L--_-_r_--_q|T_" .0_ ...... _*004 ....... ;0_01_ ..... ,0_5_ ,OZlb_ 68_3
14kC[L Y CG G UNIT3 .071 -*C72 -,U_lbR .015_5 *01536 6883
lZTb_P 1 DEG F 7_,317 75,4_8 7_,qOqb 75,q_Clq .16_3 6_83
ZO a.L e rlA AT RAO
21 6 E_r _--'p- T --- R &O-
HE-11 p H_---'--fl jL"_
236_Tk LT R_.O
,016 -,036 -,0126§ .... ,01474 ,007PG 6883
• u58 -.017 .01E01 °01441 ,00797 668_
24PST U_T .... RkOlSE{ ......... .ot o ...... -.027 ---.OOZSA ........ ,0_731 ...... ,0_684 6BO_
25TEqP TOT---OE_ C ............. 1.657 .... __b3--'-"-_*.680_-'-----I.7_S}----"-_;_25_bEE_
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TABLE A.21. Average Turbulence Parameters, Integral Length Scales, and
Correlation Coefficients of Gust Velocities, Flight 31, Run 11.
1. Mean Airspeed (m/s): 4.
VL VC VR
.
.
107.01 104.47 106.49
Standard Deviation of
Gust Velocities (m/s):
auR _vR _wR
Integral Length Scale (m):
LuR LvR LwR
3.77 2.18 2.13
370.0 246.1 203.3
LuRL LvRL LwRL
375.6 241.7 193.1
3.74 2.10 2.25
Velocities:
_uC _vC awC
3.76 2.15 1.99 URULZaUR°UL
0.83
_uL _vL °wL
_/_URaV R
Standard Deviation of Gust
Velocity Differences (m/s):
_AuRL _AvRL _awRL
1.12 1.01 1.26
5. Correlation Coefficient of Gust
-0.21
_r_v[/aVROV L _FR_/aWRaWL
0.81 0.78
_TRl_/_VROW R l_r_l:T_/oWRaU
-0.09 0.48
I_/aURaV L v_/aVRaW L _/oWRaU L
-0.28 -0.I0 0.40
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Figure A.53. Probability density functions for gust velocities and
gust velocity differences (normalized with the standard
deviation), Flight 31, Run II (r = degree of non-Gaussian).
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TABLE A.22. List of All Parameters Measured and Their Range of Values,
Flight 31, Run II.
CHANNEL UNITS HIGH LOW MEAN _ STD P0%NTS
I Tl_[ ....... SECONOS ..... *Z79_.524"-- 42*1_.32W-92577o52900 4_577._3319 96.41e31 1_361
Z_'_I _OT RAD/_" ,243 -.2Q7 -.00258 ,04193 .0_185 __13361
4 THET_-DOT---_kOI_EC- ,C_C----'--"3;0e9----;60_._ _01449 .... ,0_4_J1 13_b|
5T'HETA RAO .231 -.ObO .04_93 .07?71 .06340 1336_
6 PH_ ___RAg .1_I __ -.151 .0D_74 .... .D3775.03745 .... 13361
7Psi--1 RAD ............ 317,907-- 300,_5----312,032_0 31_,03864 1.g0_74 13361
OEL PSI I O_G _;?_B -_,_39 -2,2_34_ 2.59711 1,37475 13361
9 PST-Z----AAD _17,416-----309.?08_313._19_4-_.. _;_z230 ..... 1.31812 _33_
1DD_L- PST'-2--_EG .... Z1315 ...... -7.474 '--'-3.44_7 3,_773 .... 1.87U89 13361
11]_'l N LT G U_S Z,B31 -.5 rlO 1.01_7B 1,_4608 .Z5397 13361
12_CCC-_ mT--_-O_It_ 3.C31 .... -.9_2 1.00_30 1.04798 .2_212 1336_
13_C_-i'C_-'-'-_--U_TT$ ,_77' -.o_8-----.0482_ ,07276 ,05_7 13361
]4_;L _ _G G UHI[_ .OTq" -._87 -.00§SZ .O2¢27 .O19_2 13_61
17TE_P I DE3 F 7_;§'36 7§;_18" 76.33933 76.3_215 .65622 13_61
19ACCL-Z-_NS_--"G U_[T_ 2,_26 ,212 1,00_5_ 1,01391 ....... .13727 13361
Z0;_-P_[--_T qkD ;iit :.103"-'-'_-16_'O-1E .O2e56 .01736 13361
Z3_L"T_[-_T_"_*O . ,u95 -.114 _00_7 ,02247 .0P170 13361
2¢P5_ O_T ...... AAD/$EC ........... ,ub2 ....... =,O/Z .... .00247 ....... .ozee3 .... .018b7 ........ 13361
2BOC-RT PSIo .............. 1.111 ,678 .87661 .88197 .0971_1.___L. _
29_S _Sl_
30TEkP-i_T VDLT5
31HYG_O_-"-----bEG c
3ZQC2 LT PSIO
330CZ-CTR---P$ Z_
34_czr-] T--psi _
3_D_R DEG
366kL----b_
370E[E_E[
38D$]AB DEG
39DRUO ...... DEG
40_T_Y-----'-'-pCT-HJ_
41DIHKL PCT HAX
4_DF[_ P_ITT_
43U__PO_TTIDW
44_ ru _ _ET_K$
45B Ta 0 DE"_iFE_$
46_OMG D_$
47LAT DEGREES
6,_37 2,154 5,86314 5,q1347 .7699Z 13361
,055 ,046 .04_46 ,04_53 .00270 13361
.17_--.0_S--11_1P3 .... .I,6_3 .... ;_3&?b--l]_gl
- ---;5;_5--_-b._74 -5.S6257 -------5,_7_55 .34235 13361
-,_ -,401 -.3B"O_i_-'--'--__T'O-_09eO "" 13361
II.?6_---------IG.b_----II.l_S61--Ii.1506_--;31b_--13)G_
_U.O2_ ...... 68.5_ 6g.3_5U2 _.3463_ .4_844 13361
;1_9--%16_?57i_--;I'?tF'I0"_'-'---;01173 1_-'_
138_ ,377-----"--_,_81]0------"-,3_30"------"_0019_ ' 13_-_T
_161_-----'?_,_---'1"_;_03_Q------?_8-0_-52 ,05844 13361
-11e;)_S'-----:ll_.'_O_---:X|_;2#I_Lr----ll_'.-'_lk_'------.Og_7[ _Gi-
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49HDG RADIkNS
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52ALT[TUO{'---k_
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57_ DI_EC bEG_EES
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63A[e_PEEO L _ISEC
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5,540 5,403 5,46971 5._6_76 ,02472 13361
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Figure A.57. (continued).
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TABLEA. 23. Average Turbulence Parameters, Integral Length Scales, and
Correlation Coefficients of Gust Velocities, Flight 31, Runt2.
1. MeanAirspeed (m/s): 4.
v, Vc VR
I01.03 98.55 100.56
e
.
Standard Deviation of
Gust Velocities (m/s):
_uR evR awR
1.68 1.43 1.66
_uC avC owC
1.68 1.47 1.54
_uL _vL _wL
1.70 1.42 1.59
Standard Deviation of Gust
Velocity Differences (m/s):
_AuRL _AvRL _wRL
0.90 0.74 0.91
.
Integral Length Scale #1 (m):
LuR LvR LwR
127.7 252.6 202.4
LuRL LvRL LwRL
137.5 250.1 190.8
Correlation Coefficient of Gust
Velocities:
ZFR_-C/aURaUL v_v-C/aVROVL _R_-C/aWRaWL
0.66 0.81 0.78
ZF_V-_/oURaVR v-_-_/oVRaWR l_IJ_/aWRaUR
0.00 0.30 -0.22
l_/oURaV L v_/oVROW L W-RITC/aWRaUL
0.01 0.31 -0.20
:WL
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Figure A.58.
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Gust Velocity Difference Distributions
Probability densizy functions for gust velocities and
gust velocity differences (normalized with the standard
deviation), Flight 31, Run 12 (r = degree of non-Gaussian).
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TABLE A.24. List of All Parameters Heasured and Their Range of Values,
Flight 31, Run 12.
CEA_N[L UNITS HIGH LOW HE/IN kMS STD POIN'TS
I T]ME SECfl_O5 43146,509 43009,6o9 4307u,05820 4307e,_7633 3g,5_G45 54T T
_'P'rTi"-___7SEC ,oe_ -.zz? -,oo154 .o_o36 .o3eas _477
"-_C_-_r_'_-'-'_--UN-[T_ 1_36_ _'6_"-----_-.q9_8 "_'.00374 .0_762 5477
¢ THETA_OT---AK_Ts_t
,048 -.u45 ,o03_Z _O_q_7 ,QoQ__L.I_ZT_
5 THETa R&D ,OBO ___.01Q,0_871 ....... .05036 .01279 5477
6 p_y .... _A_ .679 -.zz5 .001_o .... .o29_q.Oa?_?_____,77
7 eSZ Z _XO ................. 115-,5g0 _-8,090- 123,04541 123,04928 ,_e659 _47Z
B OEL PSI I PEG -._6_ -6.618 -2._0441 ?.69Z51 ._879 5_77
9 PSI--'_---_kO ........... _97,491 ...... 49_,154 4B_.BQ57B-- &9_._675 ..... ._6953 ..... 5477
ll_CCL _ LT G OHITS 1,o_5 .2ql 1 01263 1.03064 ,lg18_ 5477
1Z_CCL_'N-[T G UNZTS 1.qe5 ,lie 1.00737 1.02931_._[1_2 .... _ZZ
]4A--'_L Y CG G UHITS ._77 -.099 -.O02&O .01_)1 ,O16Zl 5_77
]7"rE-"H_-_--D_ T 7_ 317 75. 777 75.99199 7_,98198 .11839 5477
19'ACCL Z INs 5 UNITS 1.420 .68_ 1.00_7Z 1.0.0777 ._0075 _477
_1E_k _T ...... _AD ............ °093 .... ".050 .0162B .... ,D23_02646 _77
22_L_k__ C't'------_A_ ................ +n5_ ...... --._ ...... _O_Z_________o_t_J3__,91OZ_77
23 BETA tT RAD ,O89 -.057 .01_a2 *02021 +017U1 ,S_77
24-#_J--_f_'[O/-)'_C *062"-- -.03q .00275 ,01490 .01373 5417
26-di_r-[T _SIO .8_0 .?Z4 .?q_oO ,?gU45 .0267q 5477
27 0"*- . ...........c CTR-----PSZO ..... __,_4§ .657 .,7POt3__*7}OeO__,OZb17___}§27
2S_c RT Pszo ,eta , _.3,.._____._7_92 o_..q.____.__O_7_.9__,OZ_7+7______Z.Z
Z_e5 _Sl_._ tZ,Z_P____[2,?ZO__Z,Z_4__ _+11,76466_____,0L}8Z__}_22
]_TE_P l_T VOLTS 7.37_ 6.441 6.9326B 6_B3772 ___._624)___477
32 GCZ LT PSXD .0601R .O_Cg6 5477,061 ,059 ,06019
33"_r"_--'_Til;'_SZD ;14_ TOni .1100_ _4q .027_5 5477
25_4_ oEG -7,153 -8,_ql -7.93437 ?,94320 ._7_9 _477
_6DkL DEG -7,1fl4 -7,6_5 -7,50_50 ?,59_94 ,08270 _477
3_D_TA[ OEG -.369 -.3q7 -.39415 ,39423 °00777 5477
_)Ot_O .... OEG 10;80_ 10,40z---io_sb4iq I0;5646_--,1[T_3--- 5477
41_ [HRL PCT HAX 67.578 67.205 67,3_736 67.39738 ,051gk 5477
'262 ......... ;242 ..... ._5280 .... .252_6--'--.0057_----_k??
74T6CZT.3_T 7466Zlq'_966 #t**6_**_* t*6*t¢##tp9 Z631.94466 5477
72,94_ 72,+72_ 72,78431 72,78_32 ___._.__,_37U0.._._. .5477
35,10& ]5,OEZ 35.06193 i_.0619_ .02Z?1 5477
42_$_ PuSTTTO_
44 Oro G _ET_R5
46"L--_-_G DEGm+FS
47 LAT DEGREES
4_ TR_..&!IG DEGEEES ........... 125.725_lZE.teo_z3.77760123.7mo55 ..... _545o .... _577
49 HUG _ADLAHS Z.215 _,u99 2,1?E_5 2.17242 ,01771 5477
51 v. _;s_¢ -5'_;_41 o67,3al -_3._B4_Z 6_,42o5_ _.%_3_Z _477
52_ETTT'O_E " K_ --Z,_---L;__¢¢_-----I¥_T--%_T_ + _4?T
54 E_ W.O 5_0 _N_T_ 36,_36 ...... 15,_9_ 75.605_4 __+ZS.TqO23 3.14750 ..... _477
55 NS WNO SPO'- _N_T$ ....... -6,46k -_4,517 -15.q_OOe 16,73665 _,_9432 _ : P_ZZ
56-_ND -_PE[O--'kkOT$ 3P.577 18,_79 30.30_26 10,49241 3,Z4470 _477
57_1N00[_EC _EGAEES319._9 _5,223 301,_1526 301.965_1__5,$G37_ 547"--7
_O"wJ-'_O 0[_ OEGREE$ 31_..29 285.223 301.9153Z 30],965;e 5,50373 _477
_ OEETk-kL-T'-'--H_TER_ _Z_&_S'-+--'--"_))'--6;Oq_3'J - .... 12;'1556_-'--'-[0;$_9_5--5_?
-'65 THkT[-BTS_'--_ETEP_ 37;&7_=_;?)S"--'--b;_3|BY----L1;'B7560"-'--"--9;_O_'-"__/-'_
68 U_LEFT---Hi-_EC " 4.086 ..... -6.301 ...... .O00OO I -- 1.70613 .... 1.70649 _411
69V_-Irl_t_7_¢ _;_:3;§60 -.00707-- _ 1.4349g 1.4S502 _477
70 V6 _E_TER -HISE_--- 4.764 -3.qZO ..... ;,00122 2.47317 ..... 1*47]30 _477
_ZWG _|G_T ..... _I_ 6,515 -4,363 -,00572 1,66421 1.6643_ 5477
_ _G LEFT ---_/SEC .............. 5.o_I ...... =4,_rl-'---_,OO_S--_,_eL--_;s_s---"---_7'/
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TABLE A.25. Average Turbulence Parameters, Integral Length Scales, and
Correlation Coefficients of Gust Velocities, Flight 31, Runt3.
Io
.
o
Mean Airspeed (m/s):
vL Vc VR
103.30 101.40 103.30
Standard Deviation of
Gust Velocities (m/s):
_uR avR awR
2.49 5.57 2.43
_uC ovC owC
2.48 5.57 2.29
OuL OvL °wL
2.59 5.56 2.41
Standard Deviation of Gust
Velocity Differences (m/s):
OAuRL _AvRL OAwRL
1.53 1.39 1.59
4. Integral Length Scale al (m):
.
LuR LvR LwR
156.0 428.8 83.7
LuRL LvRL LwRL
148.6 424.4 82.6
Correlation Coefficient of Gust
Velocities:
zI_/aUR_U L _r#v[/aVRaV L _--C/aWRaW L
0.80 0.91 0.79
Is_v-_/aURaVR "V-R-W-_-/oVR_WRw_IJ-_/aWR_UR
-0.18 -0.32 0.25
Uff_-/aURaV L _l_-/aVRaW L _/oWRaU L
-0.19 -0.32 0.22
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Figure A.59 . Probability density functions for gust velocities and
gust velocity differences (normalized with the standard
deviation), Flight 31, Run 13 (r = degree of non-Gaussi_.n).
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TABLEA.26. List of All Parameters rleasured and Their Range of Values,
Flight 31, Run 13.
CHANNEL UNITS HIGH LOW MEAN kHS STD PO|NTS
1T|A[ .... 5_i4DS .... 4354q.560-" 432k].515 43415.0416_ 43415.|1707-- 77161165--- -167-6_
2 PHI OUT RkDI_E_ .37Q -.2_ -.C0_37 .05375 .353_ l_Tb2
5 THET4 CAD .IOZ -*021 .05J51 .05_08 .alga2 1076_
B DEL PSl 1 _66 5.u4q -10.818 -1.72432 3.00313 2.45887 .... 137b2
I1A_CL M LT G UH[T5 3.17_ -1.167 1.01§6_' 1.07715 .3568Q ..... lOTb2
12aC_L-N R_'----GUq|T$ ............ 3.304 -1._48 ....... 1.01105 ....... 1.08550 ...... '3Q50810162
131_CL_TG--O_|tS .156 -.039 ....... ,0_5_] ..... ,0_0_ .... .0171k 10162
]4 A_L • CG G U_lI$ ,L2_ -.163 -.u_693 .030_6 .03_18 1076_
17TENP I D_G F ?i_.i_7 75.41_ 75.86306 7P.86326 .17615 1016_
19aCCL-Z-]Ng-'-GO_TT5 ........... 2.15_ ......... L.4q5 1.00_3_ 3.02288 .15836 1076_
_0_L#_4 RT AAD ._q3 -.1_6 -.01o16 ._875 .C21_3 10762
21EETk _T --- AAD ........ .14S" " =.1_b ..... .OO_qO ..... .033Q0 ..... _.033_4 10762
22AL_H4 LI_"---AA_ ......... .110 ....... -.138 _.00570 ...... .02_7._0._038 _076¢
236-_TA L_ RAO - .151 -.I_Q .00102 .0346P .03k67 |0762
24PSl-_aT "----RA_I$EC .... _ ...... .136 .... -.113--.0024_-- ..... .03G_2 ..... .03G62 ...... 10762
25T_P T_T--- OEG C .... 16.3_8 ...... 10.516---i2.02362 -- 1_.05_10 .q2_kk---ib_&2
26_c c_ _Slo i,11_--'C62_ .8_31"--'-'-;_-_ .O_q_2 10762
2GO_-ET_$I_ 1.Cb_ ,6_ .8320_ .63477 .05785 _O?b_
29-#$ _'SI4 12, ;_t_2 12. ).52
32 QC.2 LT PSXD
33 QCZ--CTR_ SIp
3553.e D:_,
36DAL .... DEG-- -
37 DELE'9"--DE _'
38P_IA_ OEG
39 DRUD'--_ E_."
40 i) T_ll[r---_'_ CT-M AW
41D_HRL ' _rT eikX
42 DFL It-- pO_;)'T 1OH
43 D$B'--PD_TTIOH
4_13' Yo o oE_z[_ Es
47 LAT dEGREES
12.21816 12.21816 .0235_ lPZ_¢
8.2k400 _.2632Q .56427 10762
• 05b .0_0 .OPlq3 .0519_ .0012_ 10762
-b._§5 -7.#?Q -6.877Q0 6.68219 .2_311 10762
......... _6.5Q2 ...... _b.6_7-----6.4B72D 6.4_75_ .011Q_ 10?bZ
-.376 -.3gg -.387ql ._7_7 ._0663 - IO/_Z
68*1_---'------_.510 '67.89650 67.8_669 .15867 1076_
,262 ...... .242--'.252_5'------.25Zkl------.O_520_-lO?62
.3&6--_33E---.]kl_T-----.3&138---'--.O_15_------_O?_2
T_qR_Z3.6Eb 7_861_60_70 eee_66_¢6 _t*tt_*e_* 3633,20_'_3 1_76_
'----;118,167---=118,2_)'--_l16.1_566--11_;1qseb--'_,015_7 10162
35.331 35.OBg 35.21165 35.211_2 .0698Z 107b2
48TRN &NG DEGREE5 1___.56G .... 4.7Z6_J1o.675_2 10.Q4068 ...... 2.3qZ_X ..... 10762
49-HD_ _4DIANS .173 -.112 .05671 .0_747 .0_45D 10162
50_E--M/SE_ ........... -_?.b_- ..... 8.476_--18.7566_ ' _.216gi 4.1BOg2 10762
51VN _ISEC 105.977 g2.267 Q_.60717 gg.bY_g 3.11914 10762
521[T1TUS_'---_M i_5?5----1,4_--1._30_?--1.5_o4_ .015_6 .... 10_6_
54'Ew WND SPD KNDTS &4.353 -_2-_.630.25.67646 __._10_76_0 1076_
.... _8.02785
55NS-_ND_PD-'--KN_T5 15.26_ -22.245 -Z.qg35Q 5.78682 4.Q_2PB 10762
56WIkD _P_EP--KqflTS ...... _4.732 .......... ._Sq 2_._qll " 26.6)_01 ____.5___0_72 -'" 10_76__
57_lND D_EC DEGREES 35_.81C .083 271.1958_ 273.26223 33._4312 10762
58v[lql)-nIeZ---SEGREE_ 17e;e10----_-lT_;_l?---_)_lqs_---_?.|6_seP----)3_54314----_o_61
601_1_# Olt_ DEGREES 341.g4_ -1241.685 -774.051_7 975.34834 5q2.403Q_ 1076_
61"AItSPEED-_---H/SEC .......... 116.%F7 ...... 89. h78-- 103.30491 103.38603 ..... 4.10504--10?62
62AIR_EE(_'-_--_ISEC'----- ......... 114.7q5--" _7.4_7 101.4004_ -101.40244 ..... 4_07872 _016_
646_[Ti-_L_r---'-_ET_5 75.03_---11,8q3_30.82562 --- 34.97617 ..... 15.6_25510762
66U_--L|Ff-----'--MI_C Q,032 -10.q57----.O_O00 _±5__]io 2.59722 1076z
6?VG IIG½T _ISEC _'.241 -ZD;Rb--'5"-"----.'Oot_? 9.97921 5.51Q47 10?62
70V_--_,TE_--_/S_ .......... _.SaQ ..... -20.014 -.0D033 .... 5.57518 5.5755_ i6_
7ZW_ _[GdT qlSEC 12.520 -q.q_ -.02370 _.431q2 2.431_1 10162
73WC-CEHTEN--MI_6_ " _.?[b-----_;_._lq ;.01524- 2,2975( 2.2475q 10162
74U_'-'[|FT---_I$EC ........... 1_.)5_---------310°'302--:.01|90"--2.41"_5_2.14125_ 1076_
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TABLE A.27. Average Turbulence Parameters, Integral Length Scales, and
Correlation Coefficients of Gust Velocities, Flight 31, Run 14.
I.
9
.
Mean Airspeed (m/s):
VL VC VR
103.38 101.07 102.99
Standard Deviation of
Gust Velocities (m/s):
auR _vR awR
2.51 3.54 2.37
_uC _vC owC
2.47 3.50 2.12
_uL _vL awL
2.52 3.42 2.28
Standard Deviation of Gust
Velocity Differences (m/s):
_AuRL aAvRL _AwRL
1.29 1.12 1.37
4. Integral Length Scale (m):
.
LuR LvR LwR
174.9 204.4 66.8
LuRL LvRL LwRL
161.3 205.4 64.5
Correlation Coefficient of Gust
Velocities:
l:I_/aUR_U L v_v_/aVRaV L _/oWROW L
0.79 0.90 0.77
l:T_V_/aURaVR _T_e_/aVROW R l_Zl_/aWR_UR
0.18 0.19 0.I0
z_/aURaV L _/oVR_W L _/oWR_U L
O. 13 0.27 0.07
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Figure A.68. Probability density functions for gust velocities and
gust velocity differences (normalized with the standard
deviation), Flight 31, Run 14 (r = degree of non-Gaussian).
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TABLE A.28. List of All Parameters r4easured and Their Range of Values,
Flight 31, Run 14.
CHAI_NEL U_IITS HIGH LC_ I(EA_ I_'(S STO P_INT5
I I|_E ...... 5ECOt_D$ ..... z, 3569.t, L3 .._*,36bO.674 *,37b,_.9978U *,3765,OJ93/, __1,0.3001_3 .... b355
Z PHI 0Ol .. RADtS[C ........ ,195 .,-,_80_ _ .-.00275 .O5322 . ,O5315 I_355
4 .#U L T A. O O_I____ A L_L_ E.C............ Ocl 7___ _..._-.. L(J 7_ .... 00350 __..OLbb5 ...... 01628 ..... 8355
5 _r_ETA____RAD .......... IIZ ...... -.0].? .... 0_98Q .O_H3 , .OL92fl 8355
7 PSL1 ...... R_'b ............ LU_.b_l . __ 1')O.753 .... 2OO. P7Ol't. 2D0.8_t_,91 . _ 2.113183 ....... 8355
80FL._p$.; _,__.OEG 5.O?O ....... _-L5.Q_! ..... :-,7838q ..... 2,73068 -. 2.81590 ..... 8355
IODEL PSI Z.__DEC, .......... 5._79 ..... _:10,3_7.___ .._0Zb9 __ . 2.'_'_2_ _.Z._0958 ........ _355
]IACCL N LT__G UNITS ...... 3,bbl ._ -1,016__ 1,010'_3 . _ 1.07_,7 . .353'_0 ...... 835§
13aCCL X CG ..... G UNITS .......... X I _ _ -.O2_, ..... O563_ .... ,ObOe,7 .... ,021_8 ...... 8355
14^CCL Y CG.. G uNI.T$ ........... .lO? _ _ -.1'._6 .... .00031 ......... .02915 _..O2915 ......... 83_
15 ^LPHA CTR .... RAD ................. 0f3 ...... -.]_3 ...... -,0321_ ,O t720 ....... .O[872____ 835,_
168EIA CIR W&O . L',e, -.191 ..... • 01] 7:_ .03989 .038L1 .... 8355
17TFHP | CCG r __ _ " ." h,.'lV7 7_'.9_? _ ?O.]US_t) 76,30566 ,10776 B35§
18.TE _P_P _J;EG _F .......... ._'_. ,: _,_, ..... _,l. _H_ .... 5'_. 112_s3.. 5r_. IL2U_ ...... ,O(_O_Z ...... 0355
19_CCL I INS .O UrdlTS.__ 1,'_/(, -,Lg? ._ 1.01012 1.02b73: .IH395 ..... 8555
;IOaLPHA _T .... RAD .. ,L}1 -,lJO -.OX6_/'; .O27(,3 .O2170 .. _355
21 _B.L_T_.. _ T gAD .... , L,*lq ...... -_. } 77 ......... , O | c)*,! ..... , O 3q ?.b " ___..03_70 .... 8355
22 llLp_/. LT !tAD ............... LIT ...... -. t_',l _* .... 00 _,b_ .... ULo50 .... 0 18c_3 ...... 6355
238ETA LT _AD .......... . . .12' _-.lit .- ,Ol_,Ol ,O3729 ,03.,56 8355
28PSJ OnT_____. __/SE.._._... ......... _,_i ...... -.to_ .... OO?_Z_ ..... o3.197.___ .._,o3_18*, .... 8355
zsTE_.P TuT P,EG C ...... L__.iI5_ ._ .10._,ZO 11.(,_,3_.,_ . 11._,_fl?9 ...... 76576 ...... 8355
2_0C LT ___ P5]0 ............... '87 .... 6u6 . . ,8}ibR ........ 833£b. .O',7bO . _ 6355
270 C.._ T _.___5..1D __. _?O .... _3_ ..... • 7'_'O 5 ........ 79563 ........ O*,_ L'_ .... 83_b
780C _T ...... P_$IO .......... 9,,7 ..... 6_Z ...... _Z555 .... _6_6 • 0.,65., ..... 83.55
298S .... EST_ ........... l_.?b(_ } 1.,_93 1,_, 19_75 12.}c)397 .O7275_ 8355
]0 TF_P 18"[ v_.L.T.__ ........... _: U;3__-_.._ O, 9_ 7 ..... 7,3117_, ..... 7. ]LGZ7 .......... Z57., _. "" 8355
3|_¥G_OH .... I_CG.C_ .............. *,,;_J ..... -8.o76 ..... -,]_9c/3 . 3.2_426___ 3.13871 _ 8355
320CZ LT PSiD .Ohe- .Oh6 ,0(,153_ ,O_Ibl . ..O0307 ._ _ 8355
33OC_ ' CTR - " PSIO.__'___ ........... lt.9 ...... oB_ ...... 1',0',3 ........ 1.,2.,3 ...... O23Z5 ...... 83_5
34_C2 RT __-- PSID_ ............ .1_,7 ....... ,117 .... .1_79b .... .12831 _ .ODgbD ..... 8355
_50aR . . . OEG ........ -_.',',_, -9.q_ -_ortOZ_,O 8.90.,02 .169S13 8355
36 r)AL ___DEC ............ -_?, ;_D l _ _. "- 8., *,.34} .... :'l,gbl_ ...... 7,96819 ....... 3Zb86 ..... 8355
370ELE_ '" .--- DE_ .............. 5._13 ...... 5.O33.__ 5._,36b(,_ ..... 5,_,*,O35 .... .2L598 ....... 8355
3805T,_8 ..... CEG ............... -.J72 .......... -.39') ...... -,3_331 . .38339 __ .0(_782 .... 8355
39 DRU_ OEG 10.91 _, .1Q ._6 10.75_24 .--. 10.75 _,%7__.07J)._ _,__ 83 _ 5
&Or:THRR .... PCT MA)_ ............ bT.,b7_ ...... b7,383 .... _7.*,_859 _. b?.*,*,BbZ ........ .05991 .. __ 8355
4) OTHRL ..... PC'[ MAX ........ b_,O_{_ 07,773.. 67,8_6Z9 . 67,8cl63., . " . ,082tl3 .... 8355
42 OFL, p__...... ._PttSITI{IN _ . _,...,j: 5 0._.. ,2JB._.2*,308 ...... 2*,3LO___ ___.0031Z____83_
43 PSF_ .... POSITIU_C ......... 3',8 ..... 3*,k. ,3_722 .3'_7ZZ .OOOT9 .... 0355
44D TO G . - I_[TERS . ._.7'.'/771_.1|7 ?_,8ht_(3.,tt._ ¢e_'*$¢$*$ $_,,_$_e_,e,_¢ ._Zb5,93300 " 8355
46 LONG nEGEEES -116,178 -L 1_.2.s9 -l18,208UZ 118,2080Z .OLTb7 8385
47 hAT_ "'-.'----CE_REE_.;-j_ -- ..... 3"_.715-' _':'35,i_,_ _. 35,_-3301-- 35_Z_305"- .0_267 ....... _355
88 TRK_ANG __DE_PEE5 ....... I_/U, [_3 ...... 1q_.._,5 _1 __1_.5,Zb335.. 195.25736 _ _1._507_._ __ _35§
49HDG ....... RADIAN$ ..... 3,630._ 3,3.,? -- 3.526_7 3.5_67_ __ ,D_,33*, ___. 8355
50VE .._ mlSEC _. -l;_.Ol_ -31.592 --_b*_617_: 2(),5_,089 2,0',811 ...... 8355
51 .VN .... I'lS.EC ......... -._Z.bi, l .... -_1_)0..o5 .._-96.876_3 ..... 9_,.8'_Ib8 ...... l.T2_bb .... 835_
52kLTITUDE ..... K._ ........... 1,/82 . 1.*,96. . 1.5.,b76 . 1.5';753 . .O*,87Z ....... 835_)
53TEmPC _ DEG;'EE$ C._ 9.O.Ib S.'_UZ _,.55501 . 6,5')13_ . ,6911 _, .... 8355
54 fw WhO -_ PO.,_.FH_T,_ ........... *,3,i|_. "_ ..... -').l_,m_ ..... 20,L_,/q __. Z1,3¢_7b_, ...... 7.1ZIU_..,._83,_L_
55HS _ND SPD _r,t, OT5 .......... 10,3/9 . -18.UZ3 -5.*,968D.. 6.99665_ .. *,.32't0_ .... 8355
5(_I.|NP.SPFEO .l(_OT5 ............ ',3,370 ...... .3/8 __ 21.51716 -- 22._,'_397 6.8227! ....... 8355
57 _ [lln. Ol.k ELD_G e [f_ ........ _ 3._ ?_. '. J5 ....... .Oa,6 .... ?_ ).b20"/| .._ 205, !IOH7 ..... 29.1.1357 .... 83_._
_l_[qO I_[_ DEGREES ..... 17'a,435 -_7q.'/_k ._ LO3.62077 . .!O7o63ZSk .... 29.11359 ........ _35_
59w/Nl) r'lR3._. C'EG_EE5 .......... 3_9,'_35 ..... O_b_ Z83,G_?O77 Z_iS.IlOq3 ,_ Zg. LL359 ...... 83§)
_OWJND r)lR_ .. DEGREES 7_J7,759 37.q90 *,r'lr,.ZZo,_L 517.76919 177,q86|7 83_5
6Z AJPSPEED C _'/$rc J L'.% *, 15 93.I£3 ]01.07719 Io].l !SVb 2.7_v87 835_
£3 A/RSPEtO L I'_/SEC ..... ]IL.UI(, 9v,,f, IJ 103,303C7 Iu3.*,_Jl_o 2.1_818 8355
_4 DfLTA 'LT" "_I_EIER'S--'_"" ' -_ . L35.]!C .... -_OoO08 -'-""'* 3d671---- kB'.'7_373--*,l_.7|SZ6 8355
65 INRTL DI_P_ /"ETFR$ ..... !35.1_b?" -. .-._,F},05_ ---.O957_---- *,7.-72420"-_-7,7269_ ....... 835_
£7UC CENTER H/_FC ......... 7,_|1 ._-H.H18 .... ,O00UO .... Z.*,7bS(, .... 2,_,7671.__ 8355
_B UC. LEFT ...... M/SEE .... _.2"12 -7.7!2 ,00000 _, 5_*,| _.52k56 835_
69¥G RIG.T .-- M/SEE ......... 17._o .... -[?,8.,I ..... -.OL_,7 ..... 3,5_P,_6.. 13,5.,838__ " " 83.._
_OV¢ C[N1EI_._ M/SEE ......... Ib,_ 0 ..... -9.8,_0 ..... _-,OZ29_ . 3,50ZSh .... 3.50_bq ...... 8355
_l VG LEfT ._Iq/$EC 15,3u*, -9.;'0[ -,0Z535 3.'c,_37 3,_2_8 835_
_Z WC R|CIIT .. Is/_EC ......... Iu. 7UB ..... -,.'4 o H;' _ ..... .o00bq .... _, 371*,E ..... 2.37158 . 835._
73_¢ CENTER . /I/$EC ........ 10.!Z_, . .-O,Gb_ ..... ,O023q 2.1_35 _.|Z4_7 .... 83_§
74 WC LEI:T .... m/$EC ....... 1_.575 -_.5_8 -.. ,OOh?7 ;).Z8ROq 2.28822 B35_
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TABLE A.29. Average Turbulence Parameters, Integral Length Scales, and
Correlation Coefficients of Gust Velocities, Flight 31, Run 15.
le
.
.
Mean Airspeed (m/s):
VL VC VR
107.74 105.40 107.23
Standard Deviation of
Gust Velocities (m/s):
auR _vR awR
7.46 2.84 3.45
_uC _vC _wC
7.31 2.89 3.29
auL _vL _wL
7.32 2.87 3.35
Standard Deviation of Gust
Velocity Differences (m/s):
_AuRL _AvRL OAwRL
1.45 1.24 1.49
4. Integral Length Scale (m):
LuR LvR LwR
540.0 225.8 526.1
LuRL LvRL LwRL
526.5 225.3 494.0
. Correlation Coefficient of Gust
Velocities:
_/oURaU L _v-C/aVRaVL _/oWRaW L
0.90 0.88 0.88
t/-ff_/aURaV R _-_/aVRaW R _/aWRaU R
0.32 0.06 0.02
_/auRav L v_-UavRaWL t_tl-UawRau L
0.30 0.01 0.00
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Figure A.73. Probability density functions for gust velocities and
gust velocity differences (normalized with the standard
deviation), Flight 31, Run 15 (r = degree of non-Gaussian).
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TABLE A.30. List of All Parameters rleasured and Their Range of Values,
Flight 31, Runl5.
r_N[L U_!TS _]GN LO_ M[A_ MS 5_ poz_
2 P_ DmT mi_tSfE ,_5_ -,?_g -,CC_52 ,0_422 ,04614 a_l
3 _rL N r_ _ t_NIT_ ........ 1._?_ -.17_ 1.0_100 1.Ole¢0 ,IT3e0 _)FI
5 TqmV_ _a_ ..... ,1_6 ..... -,018 ..... C4?_& ,05¢45 .... ,03565 ....... g]6l
E DMI ........ _km o14B ....... -,lb_ .0C;41 . ,C41qS _ . ,04OQI .__ q3el
8 _CL =_t 1 _F_ %784 -_,T65 *,7Z_F8 2,1_E_5 _,01014 _?_1
13 ICCL _ rC "-_ I_ITS ._15 -,043 ,C4_ ,06_B_ ,O_Ot_ 9361
16A_T[ Cv_ -- _|_ ,13S -;1_6 ,00151 ,02¢_5 ..... ;¢_qEl ........ _361
19 i_rL _ TNS C [=bITS Z,_41 -- *,326 "' 1,GC465 - 1,0_¢_0 .... ,1363_--936!
2Z I['_q_'t v-ll_jm .... .107-- _ ..124 "" ,002_0 .... ,_?_22--;0_161_.----_$61
zgP_ .... PS14 ........... 11._g0_._ 11,746 ..... 11,PO425 . .11._0kZ7_0_2_.__9_363
30 TeU_ _IT ..... V_LT$ ........... g,433 E,_O_ 7,_P6_2 7,7]_Cfl ,?CS_5 _3_]
36 _tt PEG ........ -5.m6_ ..... -=.33_ .... -7,14_71" '7.191C7--"----_-3162]'_¢36|
37nrLrV .... OFG ...... 6,0_6 " _,_e 5,736e_ " _,7_¢5 ........ ,26504 ...... q_1
39 01Um_--- PrG ............ _ll,n3s ...... !1.?_8 -1 -11,8P1;8 " ll.mP157 -_- ,04574 ..... q361
40 b?_t ...... PeT _A_ 6q,_3_ _P,555 6_,C05_6 _9,00_1 ..... ;1_4-'_q_61
aZbrL* ..... :nSlTt_ ......... ,2_0 .... ,703 ,21732 1 .ZI?_2 .... ,00667 .... g36)
46 Lmqh---_PCRPe_ - -liT,sot -IIS,_34 -11B,112_8 - l|8,ll]to ....... .0'8)4_6|
47 LAY OFfsetS _,12_ 3_,105 3_,11276 )_,11_76 .OC_44 q36]
49H_ nAnlA_$ 4,el1 _,704 ¢,7;411 4.7_425 ...... .036t0 ___g36)
_OV¢ _lS..._r.r-______ -.__7.,_P_.,444 '_q._,572.70- __3,B_?_7. LQ?O?_ 9361
5Z _LT_!Er _ K, t.*_O-. _ . 1,73_ I.PlO12 .... 1.81C1_ ...... 01_70 936;
53_r_r ._--_EQ_r-.-L-C- - _,_.___,931._---6,_._ .... _,5|_6._._..._I,_]_T-._._.__36|
54 ;_ vNm epp _NDT$ 4_,_1 _ . -14.B2S 22,29207 _ 2_.433_1 _.l&,2C6tO .... q36)
56VTNn e_rFn XN_T$ 45,&21 ,|58 44.22300 27,055q_ 12,0_343 q]6]
._Svtkh-_T@_--- p_O[£_" 17q._771 --17q,OO4 T4,44_3 tq,54e4_ ---4_,?&98] ...... 4161
82 &ti_=#m C-- qtsrc ........ 12_,_01 _3.e74 105,40077 1o5,e3_74 _,e1467 _[1
63 _?_s"cr_ t ,l_E¢ 125.t_1 _;O1_ 107,74866 1¢8,1H_8 _,7_S21 q36_
(,4 6¢_['TT.__-iC_-.-_-kT_E_ .......... :.40,Q_---'--_0,373 ........ ;_ST76---!5,?te_q 15,6_SIe Q)_I
6_I!__IT_T HI$_C lq,_n_ -|1,_61 .OeCOO.__T.46_T6 7.46_16 9)61
?OV_ er_t;_ --_t_rC .... lt,no_ -I_,2ZI .03165 Z,_Q62S ..... 2.P_6_1 .... q361
_]V_ IrrT ..... _/SrC |Ze?_O -1_,3BO ,02_70..__..._,e_1S .... 2,STTjO-"--_q_
74_izeT _/,er ........ _.q_ ..... -t_._3_- .lots? * 3.)_.]_l "-- s.J_I._t .... _3
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TABLE A. 31. Average Turbulence Parameters, Integral Length Scales, and
Correlation Coefficients of Gust Velocities, Flight 31, Runt6.
I. Mean Airspeed (m/s):
vL Vc VR
109.41 107.07 108.82
2. Standard Deviation of
Gust Velocities (m/s):
_uR _vR _wR
5.68 3.21 3.21
_uC _vC awC
5.59 3.44 3.02
_uL _vL °wL
5.74 3.29 3.14
3. Standard Deviation of Gust
Velocity Differences (m/s):
_AuRL aAvRL _AwRL
1.75 1.61 2.00
4. Integral Length Scale (m):
LuR LvR LwR
348.1 362.2 95.0
LuRL LvRL LwRL
347.5 336.5 115.3
5. Correlation Coefficient of Gust
Velocities:
u_IrC/oUR_UL _-R-V_/oVROVL _/aWROW L
0.85 0.86 0.85
l:I-ff_/oURaV R V-g_/aVReWR _]:I-_/_WRaUR
0.49 0.05 -0.10
u_v-C/oURaVL _gC-/aVROW L _trC/aWR_UL
0.49 0.02 -0.10
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Figure A.78. Probability density functions for gust velocities and
gust velocity differences (normalized with the standard
deviation), Flight 31, Run 16 (r = degree of non-Gaussian).
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TABLE A.32. List of All Parameters Measured and Their Range of Values,
Flight 31, Run 16.
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1._
APPENDIX B
DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS
This appendix contains a more complete derivation of the gust equations to
compare with the specialized form of those used by the NASA Langley Research
Center (LaRC) and to show the significance during certain manuevers, of terms
which are not present in the specialized form. The wind velocity vector
components at some position r-measured from the c.g. of a rigid aircraft are
designated Ug, Vg, and Wg. These are measured in the coordinate system with
the x axis pointing north, the y axis pointing east, and the vertical axis
pointing along the local vertical (gravity vector; positive downward). The
coordinate system is called the true north coordinate system and is taken as
the inertial system in this analysis (however, see Rhyne, 1976).* The Ug, Vg,
and Wg components point north, east, and vertical, respectively, and are given
by:
u glfuN1furlV+Vg_ = VE + v R
W+Wgj VAZ wR
(B.1)
The symbols u, v, and w designate the components of the aircraft velocity
vector relative to the air mass measured in the true north coordinate system;
VN, VE, and VAZ are the inertial velocity vector components of the c.g. of the
aircraft; and uR, vR, and wR are the velocity components of the position r
*Grid north is true north at the platform alignment location, but as the
platform moves east or west from its initial alignment point, its north-south
axis is not torqued to point at true north but remains parallel to a vertical
plane through the meridian at which it was aligned. (The north-south and
east-west axes are torqued to be perpendicular to the local vertical at all
times, however.) For all practical purposes, the inertial-platform axis
system can be assumed to be aligned with true north, considering the latitudes
of operation and the east-west distances flown in a preceding project.
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relative to the c.g. of the aircraft due to rotation of the frame of reference
fixed in the airplane, i.e., the body coordinate system.
The matrix LAI transforms the velocity components in the true north
coordinate system to the average flight path coordinates. This
matrix has the following form:
tional angle (e).
LAI =
m w
cos e cos
sin @ sin e cos
- cos @ sin
cos @ sin e cos
+ sin @ sin_
bank angle (¢), track angle (_),
cos e sin
sin @ sin e sin
+ cos cos
cos @ sin e sin
- sin @ cos
-sin e
sin @ cos
cos$ cos
transform
and eleva-
(B.2)
The velocity components uR, vR, and wR in Equation B.1 are derived
as follows. The velocity of a point _ = _xi + _yi + _zk measured in the
airplane frame of reference (i.e., body coordinates) which is rotating
relative to the fixed frame of reference (i.e., inertial frame taken as the
true north coordinates in this report) is given by _ × _, where _ is the
angular velocity of the airplane frame of reference relative to the inertial
frame of reference. _ has the components p, q, and r and _ × _ has the
components u_, v_, and w_ expressed in body coordinates, i.e.:
a × _ = q r = u_1 + v_ + w_ (B.3)
x _y _z
Note _z measured down is positive and _y measured to the right is positive.
Expanding Equation B.3 gives:
!
I
tWRJ LpEy qg.xJ
(B.4)
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In terms of the Euler angles (¢,B,¢) of the body axis relative to the true
north or inertial frame of reference:
lio: COS (_
-sin ¢
sin @ cos 0
cos ¢ cos 0
(B.5)
hence
l-O sin @ + _ cos @ cos OJ
(B.6)
Thus,- the components of the rotational velocity of the position _ about the
c.g. measured in the body coordinate system are:
liilI z  °s  sln c°se  sln  c°s c°se1: l-[_,z(@ - _ sin O) + ]Lx(() sin (_ . _ cos @ cos 0)]
L_y($ - 9 sin O) - _,x(() cos @ + ¢ sin ¢ cos O)
(B.7)
Now since these are velocity components in the body coordinate system they
must be transformed to the average flight path coordinates.
VR I : LABI_IWRJ
(B.8)
LAB -
cos 0 cos
cos 0 sin $
-sin
sin $ sin 0 cos $
- cos $ sin $
sin $ sin 0 sin $
÷ cos$ cos$
sin $ cos
cos $ sin 0 cos $
+ sin $ sin $
cos $ sin 0 sin $
- sin $ cos $
cos$ cos
(B.9)
where GR, GR, and WR are the components of the rotation vector expressed in
the average flight path coordinates; _, O, and @ are the Euler angles of the
body axis relative to the average flight path axis.
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iThe north, east, and vertical inertial velocity components expressed in
the average flight path coordinates are denoted with capital letters having a
(^) are:
^
VN cos B cos 7 + VE cos B sin 7 - VAZ sin
VN(sin @ sin B cos 7 - cos $ sin 7) + VE(sin ¢ sin B sin 7
+ cos _ cos 7) + VAZ sin @ cos
VN(COS _ sin B cos 7 + sin @ sin 7) + VE(COS _ sin B sin 7
- sin @ cos 7) + VAZ cos _ cos
(B.IO)
The values of u, v, and w which are the true airspeed velocity components
in the average frame of reference are not measured directly in the flight
experiments. Rather the true airspeed of the aircraft, V, is measured.
Therefore, u, _, and w must be expressed in terms of this variable. The
velocity components u' ' w', v , and (i.e., measured in body coordinates) are
related to the true airspeed by the relationship:
v' = LBW
W'
(B.11)
where
Icos _ cos B -cos _ sin B -sin _I
tBw= I ¢B.12 
[sin _ cos B -sin _ sin B os m J
and m and B are the angle of attack (= tan -I w'/u') and sideslip angle (=
sin -1 v'/V), respectively. LBW transforms the velocity components measured in
a frame of reference for which the x axis is located along the relative
velocity vector (Etkin (1972) calls this the "wind" coordinate system) to the
body coordinate system. Thus:
32o
IIuv' = sin B (B.13)
w' sin _ cos B
The above assumes that the pitot tube measures actual magnitude of the
relative velocity or true airspeed and not some fractional component.
The above values must be rotated into the average flight path frame of
reference with the transform LAB, i.e.,
I!lv' (B.14)
= LAB lw'
The wind velocity measured in the flight path coordinate system is thus given
by"
A
,, IvlIf,.IIll,v_,.÷,v,_- ^ --_v_ ÷_iv,v. _._
LWg; LWRJ Vaz LwR w'
Consider the transform LAB (Equation B.9).
measured in the flight program; therefore,
¢, e, and ¢ which are measured and ¢, B,
post-flight analysis. This is achieved as follows:
VA = LAIVI and VI = LIBVB
hence
VA = LAILIBV B
and thus
LAB = LAILIB = LAIL_I
The angles ¢, B, and _ are not
LAB must be expressed in terms of
and _ which may be determined in
(B.16)
(B.17)
(B.18)
where the superscript T denotes the transpose. The terms of LAB for the
_ general case are very complex; however, assuming wings level flight, i.e., ¢ =
O, which does not lose any generality for the present problem, results in"
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LAB =
cos e cos _ cos (_-_)
+ sin 0 sin 0
sin @ sin e cos e
cos (_-_) - cos
cos @ sin (¢-_)
- cos e sin @ sin e
cos @ sin e cos e
cos (_-_) + sin ¢
cos T sin (_-_)
- cos B cos @ sin T
cos e sin (_-_)
cos e sin T cos (¢-_)
- sin e cos e
cos ¢ cos (_-_)
+ sin @ sin e
sin (_ - _)
sin @ sin e sin e
cos (_-$) - cos
sin T sin (¢-_)
+ cos e sin @ cos e
-sin @ cos (¢-_)
+ cos @ sin e
sin (¢-_)
cos @ sin e sin e
cos (¢-_) + sin ¢
sin T sin (¢-_)
+ cos ¢ cos e cos T.
(B.19)
Now assuming @, ¢-_, and B-T are small angles and neglecting high order terms,
Equation B.19 reduces to:
I -(¢-_) cos e e-T]LAB = (¢-_) cos B I -@
[-(B-e) @ - (_-_) sin T I
(B.20)
Substituting LAB from above into Equation B.15 and similar assuming small
angles (or angle differences) with second order terms neglected in the
I I I I I
expressions u_ - u , vR - v , and wR - w (see Equations B.7 and B.13) the
second term on the right-hand side of Equation B.15 becomes:
I I
lu.-u
LA,Ivv',
twR w
_z6 - _y(-6¢ + _ cos e) - v - (¢-$) cos T[_x$ cos e - vB
- _z($ - $ sin e)] + (e-T)[_y($ - $ sin O) - _x 6 - Vm]
(_-_) cos e[_z_ - _y$ cose - v] + _x(-e$ + _ cos o)
- VB - _z($ " $ sin e) - @[_y($ - $ sin e) - _x 6 - Vm]
-(B-T)[_z6 - _y$ cos e - V] + [@ - (¢-_) sin T][_x$ cos e
- VB - _z($ - $ sin e)] + _y($ - $ sin e)
- _x(6 + _P cos o) - v:
(B.21)
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The derivation of the equations currently used in the data reduction
algorithms at the NASA Langley Research Center computer laboratory treats the
values of 6, B, and _ as small. Moreover, assuming the position vector _ -
_xi + _yj + _z _ lies in the x-y plane of the body coordinate system, i.e.,
_z = 0 and introducing these assumptions into Equation B.21 gives upon
neglecting higher order terms:
LABLwR v v + =o,e-vB+v,= (B.=2)
w' [(e_) V + [@ - (@_) sin e] VB + _y$ - _x_ - V:
_Recalling that we have assumed wings level flight, i.e., ¢ = O, the first
term on the right-hand side of Equation B.15 becomes:
A " "
lil IVN c°s e c°s _ + VE c°s g sin ' - VAZ sln el
= -VN sin _ + VE cos @ (B.23)
LVN sine cos @+ VE sinB sin_+ VAZ cos §
Therefore, under the following assumptions:
1. Wing level flight, i.e., @ : O.
2. @, e4, @-_, _, and B are small (<10 deg, cos () = 1, sin () = ();
error <2%) and high order terms of the products of these angles are
negligible (error <3%).
3. The wind velocity probe is measured at a given point in the x-y plane
of the body coordinate system (i.e., _z : 0).
4. The values of 6, e, and _ are small (<10 deg/sec, error <2%) and high
order terms of the products of these values are negligible (error
<3%).
The wind velocity vector components expressed in the average flight path
coordinate system is given by adding Equation B.22 and Equation B.23:
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!gl
WgJ
VN cos e cos _+ VE cos e sin _- VAZ sin e - P.y _ cos 0
- v + (¢-_)VB cos_ - (e-_)v=
-V N sin _+ VE cos _- (¢-_) V cos e + _.x _ cos 0 - VB + V@=
VN sin e cos _+ VE sin e sin _+ VAZ cos e + (0-7) v
- [@ -(_-_) sin e]VB + _y@ - _x_ - V=
(B.24)
The NASA LaRC algorithm assumes level flight given by e = _ which
implies the angle e is small, Equation B.24 then becomes:
c°s'+v v" v"Vv 0:1
_glivEos_ .sin_ _ +_x_,+
WgJ tVAz + VO V@B + P.y¢ - _LxO - V_
(B.25)
These equations represent the total wind velocity components, however,
interest is generally in the fluctuations about the mean, hence the terms in
Equation B.25 are expressed as a mean quantity plus a fluctuation quantity,
i.e., A=A+A
A
Ug UgI
A A I
Vg + Vg I =
I
..,L. ,,,'
A ,m, I
Wg WgJ
m .L _i.
_N cos ¢ + VE sln_- V
..L J- .J_
-Ve_
_E cos_ - _N sin
Z+Ve -
+
_ mm
VN cos _+ V[ sin_- V - _y_
+ _VB - ve=
vE cos _- vN sin _- V_ + £x&
- VB + V¢:
VAZ + ve + ve - V¢B + _y@
_x_- (v_+ v_)
(B.26)
- - $ - (th ¢) - -Note _ = _, $ = $, e = e, $ = 6, : B = 0 us, B - B and ¢ : : e and =
are not necessarily zero. The right-hand most term is the velocity
fluctuation about the mean where the mean is given by the expression
immediately following the equal sign.
The equations used in the NASA LaRC algorithm for the fluctuating gust
velocities are given by:
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LWgJ tVAz + Ve V¢B+ _y@- _xe - V:
In the NASA LaRC algorithm, the signs of B, VAZ, and w are defined opposite to
those used in the previous derivation. Therefore, to obtain the exact form of
the NASA LaRC equations, one has to change the signs of B, VAZ, and Wg in
Equation B.27. Also, it must be noted that the values of _ and B in Equation
B.12 are measured relative to the body axis of the aircraft whereas _ and B
measured in the NASA Gust Gradient Program are relative to the axis of the
boom. To obtain the angle of attack, m, in Equation B.12 one must add the
angle between the projection of the boom in the body x-z plane and the body
x-axis to the measured _. Since for the full equations _ must be the value
relative to the body axis, the angle between the boom and the body x-axis was
estimated by subtracting the average measured value of _ from the average
value of pitch angle for the total number of straight and level runs of Flight
31 and Flight 21. This value was determined to be approximately 4.4 degrees
for the center probe.
There are some differences in Equation B.26 and B.27 that can be
explained as follows. The terms CVB and VB_ in Equation B.26 are
neglected in Equation B.27. This is consistent with the assumption that
second-order small terms are negligible. However, based on this reasoning,
N
the terms V@: and V@B should also be neglected but it is not. The reason
is that in early studies, V@: and V@B were found not to be small compared
to the other terms in the equation (Rhyne, 1976) and have therefore been
retained. Also, the expressions V: + Vm and VB + Ve in Equation B.26 are
simply written V: and VB in Equation B.27. Justification for this is that
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since m, in V: + V_ for example, is a small angle even on the average, then V_
N
is negligible compare to V:. This is reasonable in view of the fact that V:
may be I to 2 orders of magnitude larger than V: because V is typically two
orders of magnitude larger than V whereas _ is probably of the same order of
magnitude as _. Finally, if second-order terms are strictly neglected, then
V: should actually be V_; however, there is no saving in computing V: since it
is just as easy to compute V:. This is true of VB and VB as well.
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